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Introduction 
This monograph is a study of ethnicity and cultural expression in 
Sweden since the mid-1990s. In the past two decades, Sweden's mi
gration policy has changed from assimilationist to integrationist, 
promoting ethnic diversity and multiculturalism. In comparison to 
the other Scandinavian countries, Sweden has always had a more 
open official attitude toward immigrants and refugees in particular. 
In both the public sphere and everyday life, however, ethnic dis
crimination is still a pertinent reality. This project focuses on the 
public use of language related to immigrants, particularly the con
struction of stereotypes such as blatte and black heads to illustrate 
three different representations of immigrant identity. Young visual 
artists and writers such as Jonas Hassen Khemiri, The Latin Kings, 
and Josef Fares create spaces of resistance to authority in their 
works. They re-construct the émigré experience in the urban setting 
of Stockholm, experiment with language by incorporating "street 
language" into their literary and artistic productions, and question 
legal and official discourse that emphasize the duality us/them. They 
also re-draw the socio-cultural map of Stockholm to focus on mar
ginal immigrant areas and take pride in their constructed immigrant 
identity, ultimately protesting the reality of segregation and ethnic 
discrimination characterizing everyday life in contemporary Sweden. 

In contemporary Sweden, more and more intellectual voices react 
against an old fashioned way of dividing the world in easily meas
ured nationalistic dichotomies, such as us versus them or Swedes 
versus the immigrant other, that can lead to segregation and the de
liberate effacing of sociocultural nuances, variations, and complexi
ties. Regardless of the people one talks to, from women living in 
semi-segregation in the immigrant suburb Malmvägen in Sollentuna 
to a successful writer nominated for the Augustpriset^ Jonas Hassen 

1 Augustpriset is a prestigious annual literature prize awarded by the Association of Swedish 

Publishers. 



Khemiri, one encounters the same subsided anger and stubborn resis
tance to categorization. Legal terminology that organizes people as 
foreign or Swedish based on their background, while concepts that 
circulate in contemporary public discourse, such as blatte and its 
variants, are experienced as oppressive, discriminatory and, very 
importantly, as effective ways to invalidate one's personal identity 
and individuality. Once labeled, persons are subsumed under certain 
ethnic categories, and little room is left for individual variation or the 
exercise of personal free will. In other words, individuals feel that 
they become invisible when used as illustrative of certain ethnic 
categories. At the same time, too much public visibility as a blatte is 
also perceived as detrimental, as it enhances the affirmation of so-
ciocultural distance that separates heritage Swedes from immigrants 
and their children. 

As Stuart Hall explains in his discussion of culture and diasporas, 
identity is in and of itself dynamic and resistant to categorization and 
limitations (Hall 1993): 

"Identity is not as transparent and unproblematic as we think. 
Perhaps instead of thinking of identity as an already accom
plished fact, which the new cultural practices then represent, we 
should think, instead, of identity as a 'production' which is 
never complete, always in process, and always constituted 
within, not outside, representation" (392) 

Once labeled, people are subsumed under certain ethnic categories, 
and little room is left for individual variation or the exercise of per
sonal free will. In other words, individuals feel that they become 
invisible when used as illustrative of certain ethnic categories. At the 
same time, too much public visibility as a blatte is also perceived as 
detrimental, as it enhances the affirmation of sociocultural distance 
that separates heritage Swedes from immigrants and their children. 

In his 1994 book entitled Migrancy, Culture, Identity, Iain Chambers 
discusses the complexity of immigrant identity that resists borders 
and barriers, whether geographic, ideological, or linguistic. 



He points his readers to Edward Said and his reflexions on exile in 
Out There. Marginalization and Contemporary Cultures: 

"For migrancy and exile, as Edward Said points out, involves a 
"discontinuous state of being," a form of picking a quarrel with 
where you come from. It has thereby been transformed 'into a 
potent, even enriching, motif of modem culture'. For: 'The ex
ile knows that in a secular and contingent world, homes are al
ways provisional. Borders and barriers which enclose us within 
the safety of familiar territory can also become prisons, and are 
often defended beyond reason or necessity. Exiles cross bor
ders, break barriers of thought and experience."(3) 

The works analyzed in the chapter to follow. The Latin Kings' lyrics, 
Josef Fares's films Jalla! Jalia! and Zozo, and Jonas Hassen 
Khemiri's novel Ett öga rött (An Eye Red) contribute to the forma
tion of a new kind of public immigrant consciousness in Sweden. 
The artists are prominent figures in Sweden's cultural life, and their 
popular works play an unquestionably central role in the immigrant 
identity formation process. Migration requires a complex of identity 
formation process, since it grounds itself in constant negotiations of, 
among other things, languages, homelands, and everyday practices. 
The representation of these negotiations in the above-mentioned 
works is the object of critical investigation in the present study. 

The following analysis inscribes itself in the critical tradition of cul
tural studies, considering literature, music and the visual arts as so
cial phenomena that are influential in the formation of public opinion 
at a certain point in time. Within this framework, the modernist dis
tinction between low or popular art and high or mainstream art is 
irrelevant, since the works are regarded as significant within a certain 
sociocultural context (Storey 1996, 1999, 2003). 

As is often the case in the sphere of the popular arts, artistic proc
esses that initially appear as underground, controversial and subver
sive, become so popular that they are widely accepted as mainstream. 



Thus the question of the works' esthetic value depends greatly on 
their public reception and wide sociocultural impact. 

The field of cultural studies allows for the ideological blurring of the 
divide between high and low art, allowing for the relationship be
tween The Latin Kings' hip-hop, Jonas Hassen Khemiri's literature, 
and Josef Fares's film to be analyzed for its inherent cultural rele
vance and not for the sake of highlighting esthetic value judgments. 

The first chapter articulates the argument, defining the main critical 
concepts used in the analysis (such as blatte, Rinkebysvenska, invan-
drarlitteratur, etc) and describing the socio-cultural context for the 
production of the musical, literary and visual texts to be analyzed in 
the later chapters. Concepts such as ethnicity, immigrant, and iden
tity are defined in a Swedish setting, through their use in both official 
and public discourses. The discussion addresses also the formation 
and dissemination of discriminatory terms such as blatte and black 
head in the public sphere, as well as the negotiations of ethnic other
ness that occur when they are used. The second chapter is a discus
sion of The Latin Kings' music, the social significance of their rap
ping, their innovative use of slang, and the black head identity con
structed in their rapped poems that for the first time brought immi
grants and their life in the suburbs in the limelight^. The third chapter 
is a study of Josef Fares' movies, Jalla! Jalla! and Zozo, discussing 
filmic techniques employed to represent inunigrant identity, such as 
stereotypical imagery, diasporic imagination, and linguistic experi
mentation. The fourth chapter is an analysis of Jonas Hassen 
Khemiri's debut novel, An Eye Red (Ett öga rött), focusing on his 
critique of ethnicity and the dichotomy us/them (oss/dom) as repre
sented in language, political ideology, and daily life in contemporary 
Sweden. 

2 The use of citations from the original songs by The Latin Kings has been approved of verbally by 

Dogge Doggelito. 



Khemixi's novel is the work that establishes the concept blatte as a 
socio-cultural metaphor and at the same time, formulates its fiercest 
critique in literary form. 

The inspiration for this project stems from a personal encounter. Dur
ing the school year 2000-1,1 was an international student at Sigtuna 
College (Sigtuna Folkhögskola), attending Swedish as a second lan
guage courses together with colleagues that had moved to Sweden 
from the Middle East, North and West Africa as immigrants and 
refugees. Abbe, a man in his early twenties, had a long and compli
cated journey from his home country, Somalia, to the land of "refu
gee friendly people," Sweden. His home was Rinkeby, but he was 
dreaming of leaving Sweden for Lxjndon where he could feel more at 
home in the significantly larger African immigrant community. To 
my academic ear, his Swedish sounded accented; "it's Rinkeby 
Swedish," he said with a victorious smile. He used to tell me that my 
Swedish, learned during four years of tenacious study at Bucharest 
University, was just like Queen Silvia's Swedish (drottningsvenska). 
At the time, I did not understand the sociocultural distinction behind 
his comparison. This study is my acadennic attempt to understand 
Abbe's words as well as address the cultural construct given various 
names - Rinkeby Swedish, blatte Swedish, immigrant Swedish - , 
and the identity it represents. 

Brief biographical notes on artists: 
The Latin Kings is a hip-hop group active since the mid-1990's, con
sisting of Douglas "Dogge Doggelito" Leon (the head rapper), broth
ers Chepe & (D.J) Salla Salazar Campos, and occasionally Rodrigo 
"Rodde or Rod-e" Penchaff (who also is a member of another Swed
ish hip-hop group. Infinite Mass). The three primary TLK members 
identify as Swedish and take pride in their Latin American heritage -
Dogge's father migrated from Venezuela to Sweden, while Chepe 
and Salla moved from Chile to Scandinavia at a young age, together 
with their families. 



Jonas Hassen Khemiri is a publicly and critically acclaimed writer, 
bom in 1978. His talent manifests itself across genres, spanning from 
prose, to theater, and short films. His Swedish-Tunisian heritage re
flects metaphorically in his writings, where it becomes a complex 
ideological battleground in the process of ethnic identity formation. 

Josef Fares, bom in 1977, is one of most popular directors in con
temporary Sweden. His family fled the Civil War in Lebanon during 
the 1980's and settled in Örebro. The director's childhood as a refu
gee is represented visually in the form of drama in Zozo, while his 
complex life as a young immigrant living in one of Sweden's immi
grant neighborhoods is looked at through a comedic lens in Jalla! 
Jalla!. 

Note on translation: 
All translations into English of Swedish citations are literal, thus the 
English versions do not render the poetic meaning of the original 
literary texts. 



1 Identity, ethnicity and language in contemporary 
Sweden 

Ethnicity. Attempts at a definition 
The works under critical investigation in the following chapters share 
several thematic characteristics - they attempt to define identity by 
creating representations of immigrants living in Sweden and con
struct imaginary worlds populated by social problems and realities of 
discrimination and segregation, inspired by everyday life in contem
porary Sweden. They create artistic universes of individual or collec
tive resistance to the authority exerted by ethnocentric, assimilative 
traditions. They create young characters that identify with hip-hop 
culture and construct a personal identity grounded in music, dance, 
an imaginary world of a home country long lost and longed for. Fi-

^ nally, they experiment with language, exploiting the poetic expres
sivity of broken syntaxes, sentences interrupted by Spanish, Arabic, 
or English words, imprecations as linguistically sublimated acts of 
linguistic violence, and local slang marking one's belonging to a 
local community, at the same time confined, complex, and universal. 
In other words, they construct an ethnic identity that strives for a 
form of hybrid Swedishness, articulated by both its ethnic belonging 
to a Swedish set of historical, political and cultural traditions and its 
resistance to assimilative nationalistic tendencies. Dogge Doggelito, 
Jonas Hassen Khemiri and Josef Fares create works in which they 
explore ethnicity as everyday practice. Their musical, literary and 
filmic works are informed by an ideology that considers ethnicity a 
strategy å la Michel de Certeau (1984), insidious and versatile, mul
tiplying itself continuously and re-negotiating its semantic scope to 
incorporate new historical realities. In artistic form, ethnicity is 
viewed as the embodiment of power expressed through institutions, 
official and public discourse, standardized use of language, and be
havioral norms regulated by tradition. This power is exercised in 
everyday life to the detriment of the ethnic other, placed in a position 



of inferiority in relation to the dominant population of heritage 
Swedes. 

In a collection of articles published under the title Ethnicity, Elisa
beth Tonkin, Maryon McDonald, and Malcolm Chapman discuss the 
etymology and historical trajectory of the concept in their entry 
"Concepts of ethnicity." According to their clarification, ethnicity is 
not a fully-fledged concept, with a clear denotation or a concrete 
scope of signification. It is a morphological construction, a concep- ^ 
tual abstraction coined to express the state of individual identification 
with a certain community, a group of people with whom one shares, 
among other traits, physiological, linguistic and religious characteris
tics. The concept is, however, far from neutral, usually describing 
states of sociocultural otherness, foreigimess, or differentiation from 
other, more dominant groups: ^ 

'Ethnicity', then, is an abstract noun, derived by non-vernacular 
morphological processes from a substantive that does not exist. 
(...) 'Ethnicity' is a term that only makes sense in a context of 
relativities, of processes of identification, and that nevertheless 
aspires to concrete and positive status both as an attribute and as 
an analytical 'concept'. It is a term that half-heartedly aspires to 
describe phenomena that involve everybody, and that neverthe
less has settled in the vocabulary as a marker of strangeness and i 
unfamiliarity" (23). 

Additionally, Manning Nash's contribution to the same anthology 
entitled "Ethnicity" is an analysis of the core elements of ethnicity 
and markers of difference among ethnic groups that become stereo
types commonly used in everyday vocabulary and public discourse. 
One of the ethnic markers identified by Nash is a shared historical 
temporality, constructed in the form of 'tradition', in order to give 
separate groups a sense of historical continuity different from other 
communities and strengthen cultural identities and ethnic differences: 

"These features of tradition bestow upon the past a weight of 
authority; the very fact of survival, pastness, and continuity give 



an aura of authority, legitimacy, and rightness to cultural beliefs 
and practices" (27). 

The author points out kinship as central to the formation of a com
munity and to marking boundaries separating it from other groups; 
while dress code, physical features and language use are second or
der markers of difference whose import varies depending on how 
each community constructs its ethnic identity. 

I find the above clarifications particularly helpful for understanding 
the sociocultural reality in contemporary Sweden, where the most 
common distinction used in the mass media and public sphere when 
describing Sweden's population is between ethnic Swedes and non-
ethnic Swedes, or immigrants. This dichotomy is politically charged 
and is often used for discriminatory purposes. In most cases, non-
Swedish ethnic heritage is mentioned in order to mark sociocultural 
foreignness and otherness and, in doing so, nationaUstic ideals of an 
ethnically pure Swedish nation are enforced. Swedish identity is 
grounded in a shared nationalistic agenda entertained and enforced in 
the spirit of Social Democratic ideological tradition. 
A narrative of national continuity is also closely connected to a 
shared geographic space, an official standardized language, and a set 
of traditions considered typically Swedish. In a 1999 critical diction
ary of key concepts within EMER study and research area in Sweden, 
Charles Westin discusses 'ethnicity' as an "umbrella concept," span
ning over a series of "ethnic phenomena," such as ethnic group, iden
tity, collective identity, and ethnic solidarity and links the discourse 
on ethnicity with the concept of territoriality, which he considers 
central to the construction of all ethnicity related images and reali
ties^. Of import in the context of this study's argument is Westin's 
modem idea that: 

3 Mångfald, integration, rasism och andra ord. ett lexikon över begrepp inom IMER - Internationell 

Migration och Etniska Relationer 1999 Stockholm 



"Ethnic groups and categories stand for a number of different 
variants, from territory-based similarities (tribes, clan, people) 
in the process of forming a nation or state, to diasporic groups 
that sometimes share the same name, the myth of a common 
origin and some shared cultural elements as connectors."'^ 

Nature and its geographic disposition play a central role in the articu
lation of Swedish national identity - a true Swede feels an almost 
sacred closeness with the nature surrounding him, to open spaces, or 
öppna landskap, bounded only by water and forests. In a series of 
publications about Sweden and Swedes, published by the Swedish 
Institute,^ old religious traditions are now more often related to sea
sonal change, while the passing of time is measured by changes in 
nature, and people's personalities are often justified by their prove
nance in certain parts of Sweden. And all of these elements come 
together to form a cohesive narrative of authentic Swedishness. It is 
therefore safe to infer that people who move to Sweden from a dif
ferent national and personal space can never really be considered true 
Swedes, since their identity is anchored in a different originary land
scape and a foreign collective imaginary. 
In the mid-1990's The Latin Kings produced their first album. Wel
come to the Suburbs, and introduced the public to new metaphors 
that contest the established discourse of Swedishness. Symbols of 
authority are questioned or ridiculed - politicians are metonymic 
images of ethnic discrimination; official institutions are instrumental 
in reinforcing the divide between Swedes and immigrants; language 
is a cultural battlefield where words from various linguistic back-

4 Etniska grapper och kategorier representerar ett antal olika varianter alltifrån territoriellt baserade 

gemenskaper (stammar, klaner, folk) på väg att bilda en nation och stat, till grupperingar i diaspora 

som kanhända bara har ett namn, en ursprungsmyt och några inslag av gemensam kultur som 

förenade länk. (33) 

5 Hie Swedish Institute is a governmental institution whose main objective is to promote Sweden, 

Swedes, and Swedish culture abroad. Moreover, SI is probably the most active public institution in 

continuing the legacy of grand nationalistic narratives. 



grounds concur in order to redefine standard Swedish; finally, the 
natural landscape is replaced by concrete apartment buildings in a 
peripheral urban scenery, located in the One Million Project suburbs 
of southern Stockholm. 

This is also the time when being a black head was no longer shame
ful. In The Latin Kings' rapping, immigrants are powerfial, and their 
strength springs fi-om their pride of being ethnically different. Thek 
blatte identity is grounded in a collective diasporic consciousness 
and the ability to resist assimilationist pressures. They are aware of 
their social status as the other and fight back with words borrowed 
from the young blattar living in Northern Botkyrka, spoken with a 
thick foreign accent. 

What is a blattel 
This chapter centers on the formulation of definitions for concepts 
central to the understanding of migration-related political and public 
discourse in contemporary Sweden, in order to build a theoretical 
framework for the textual analysis of literary, musical, filmic, and 
artistic representations of immigrants in the chapters to follow. 

The primary concept in this study is blatte, used interchangeably 
with black head {svartskalle}, and immigrant (invan
drare/immigrant). These terms have been in pubUc use since after 
World War Two and their meaning has been negotiated time and 
time again. Immigrant and invandrare have been the preferred con
cepts for official designation of people that have moved to Sweden 
and their offspring, while black head is a derogatory term initially 
referring to Southern European labor immigrants to Sweden, whose 
distinctive physical feat was their dark hair color. In the past ten 
years, blatte has become more popular and together with black head 
has become a household term, whose meaning is linked with a new 
sociocultural phenomenon initiated in the mid-1990's, namely the 
affirmation of inmiigrant identity grounded in ethnic pride. For the 
first time, representations of irmnigrants as the negative, inferior, and 



marginal counterpart to ethnic Swedes are contested by self-
representations of black heads as complex, multidimensional, and 
proud of their diverse ethnic heritage. On the one hand, blatte is used 
as a conceptual marker of social and cultural otherness and becomes 
an instrument of ethnic segregation; on the other hand, blatte is a 
perennialist identity marker for people who identify with characteris
tics associated with this concept. 

The term blatte is one of the most controversial and problematic con
cepts used actively in everyday speech and public discourse in Swe
den. It is both a term of philosophical interrogation and of open de
bate in the Swedish mass media in the past couple of years. In the 
online dictionary at The Swedish Language Council^, blatte is de
fined as a derogatory term used in the past in reference to African 
people and presently about foreigners and immigrants to Sweden: 

'The origin of the pejorative term blatte is uncertain. It could be 
related to the verb blattra, which means 'babble, prattle'. It 
seems highly unlikely that it would be etymologically related to 
the Italian blatta, which means cockroach. It can be dated back 
to 1967, but may be much older than that. Gibson's Swedish 
Slang Dictionary published in 1969 records two meanings: 
'clown' and 'nigger, Negro'. It is dated back to 1986 as a de
rogatory term used in written texts for immigrant or foreigner. It 
is considered to be very offensive."' 

6 Språknämnden at www.spiaknamnden.se 

7 Bakgrunden till skällsordet blatte är mycket osäker. Kanske hänger det ihop med ett verb blattra 

'pladdra, prata strunt'. Det verkar däremot osaimolikt att det skulle hänga ihop med italienska blatta 

'kackerlacka'. 

Det kan beläggas åtminstone 1967, fast det kan gott vara äldre. Det firms med i Gibsons Svensk 

slangordbok öån 1969, både i betydelsen 'pajas' och i betydelsen 'neger'. 

Som skällsord om invandrare eUer utlänning kan det beläggas i skrift Irån 1986. Det anses mycket 

grovt. 

http://www.spiaknamnden.se


In metaphorical terms, blatte encapsulates the crisis of Swedish na
tionalism driven by a mono-ethnic ideology, at the encounter with 
migration from specific parts of the world, such as the Middle East, 
Eastern Europe and Eurasia, Afirica, and South America. Although 
the concept does not have a clearly defined referent, there is a notice
able tendency to draw a distinction between its users in the spirit of 
the perennialist school of thought - if people who think of them
selves as "blattar" use the word to refer to themselves or other people 
they recognize as peers, the word loses its derogatory cormotation 
and gains an aura of resistance to discrimination, segregation and the 
authority of legal official categorization. It is usually the appanage of 
both young immigrants who have lived most of their lives in Swe
den, and their children bom in Sweden. But any other immigrant who 
can prove to be worthy of the epithet can use it self-referentially. 
Nevertheless, there are heritage or non-heritage Swedes who could 
never be considered blattar, since they are rarely the object of ethnic 
discrimination, such as people moving to Sweden from the other 
Scandinavian and Western European countries. North America, or 
East Asia. 

Madeleine Romero's 2005 sociological study about non-heritage 
youth's view of ethnicity is based primarily on a definition of ethnic
ity originating in the primordialist school of thought®. She sets up her 
argument on fieldwork pursued in three primary schools in Malmö 
and gives the following definition of the term; 

"I think that one can be an immigrant and/or have foreign back
ground without being a blatte. For instance, based on what my 
understanding of what most blattar think, Norwegians, Brits, or 
white Americans residing in Sweden are not blattar. To me, a 
blatte is a person: 

• whose skin and/or hair color sets them apart from Swedes. 

8 Blatte - en etnicitet? om ungdomars med utländsk bakgrund syn på sin etnicitet 



• who has part or whole heritage outside of the industrial
ized worid. 

• who has spent most of his/her Ufe, if not his/her entire 
Ufe, in Sweden. 

• who is and/or has been a member of the working class or 
some lower social class. 

• who has been brought up in a marginalized area where the 
majority of the population is non-heritage. 
and/or 

• who relates to other non-heritage people who fit this defi
nition. 

1 do not find citizenship relevant in this context, and do not intend 
to clarify origin/descent more in detail, since it varies depending 
on individual relation to one's heritage."^ 

Although Romero's study is rather short, her definition of a blatte is 
of importance since it is systematic. It does not, however, account for 
the complexity and ambiguity of the term as an ethnic identity 
marker in its everyday private and public use. The definition main
tains the word's semantic scope within the meaning the word blatte 
has in the public sphere; for instance, the first ethnic marker she 
points out is the skin and/or hair color of blattar that sets them apart 
from Swedes, thus discussing blattar as implicitly and unquestiona
bly non-Swedish and implicitely excluding them from the Swedish 

9 Jag anser att man kan vara invandrare och/eller ha utländsk bakgrund utan att vara blatte. För 

mig, och för vad jag upplever som i de flesta andra Mattars mening, är inte exempelvis norrmän, 

britter eller vita amerikaner som bor i Sverige blattar. Jag själv anser att en blatte är en person som: 

- avviker utseendemässigt i hud- och/eller hårfärg från svenskar, 

- har hela eller en del av sitt ursprung utanför den industrialiserade världen; 

- har spenderat åtminstone större delen av sitt liv i Sverige; 

- är och/eller har vuxit upp som arbetarklass eller lägre; 

- har vuxit upp i ett område med hög invandrartäthet och social utslagning och/eller 

- relaterar till andra personer med utländsk bakgrund som stämmer in på denna definition. 

Medborgarskap är irrelevant i sammanhanget och ursprunget vill jag inte närmare definiera efter

som det i min mening beror på hur man relaterar till sitt ursprung. (32) 



society. Moreover, her study takes into consideration only spatial and 
social coordinates (kinship) in the formation of ethnic identity, leav
ing out other, second order ethnic identity markers, such as linguistic 
variation and everyday conmiunication, or musical preferences, 
common dress codes, and shared, codified public behavior. In her 
study, the boundaries described by the concept appear flexible and 
negotiated at almost every use, whether private or public. 

An example of the problematic nature of concepts such as immi
grants (invandrare), blatte, OT foreigner (utlänning) that circulate in 
official and public discourse in contemporary Sweden, is the contri
bution of a certain blatte that calls himself/herself Vilbert and writes 
several blog entries on the Debatt webpage of the national television 
website, www.svt.se, dated November 23"̂ ,̂ 2006. The first entry 
reads: 

"Immigrant, foreigner, blatte and integrated! 

According to a Swedish proverb, "a dear child has many 
names," and that is true for me. I am an immigrant, foreigner, 
black head, immigrant bom outside of the Nordic countries, 
immigrant bom outside of Europe, new Swede and Swede of 
foreign descent. 

Am I an immigrant? Yes, I surely migrated to Sweden about 17 
years ago and have lived more than half of my life in Sweden, 
but I wonder why the migration process didn't stop at that par
ticular moment? 

Am I a blatte or a black head? It does not take a rocket scientist 
to notice that I have dark hair... and to such an observation, I 
can only give the following reply: Congrats! You are not color 
blind. 

How can I integrate myself or feel integrated in a society when 
there are so many terms used to designate me? Is it JUST my 
fault that I cannot get the apartment I desire because of my last 

http://www.svt.se


name? Or that I cannot get a job? Or that I 'm being treated dis-
criminately? 

More often than not, I hear that "when in Rome, you do like the 
Romans," but honestly now, how many people have really 
shown me how to do like the Romans. Or what the Romans are 
doing? How is it possible that I 'm being held responsible, while 
society is innocent? 

Integration is a dynamic, two-way process; I want to be inte
grated. Tell me, how do I know when I've accomplished my 
goal and say: I 'm integrated."'*' 

Vilbert's entry is a meditation on the existence of discriminatory 
categories he finds himself placed in. He provides a long list of terms 
officially used to describe non-heritage Swedes and considers their 
use discriminatory, oppressive, and unjust; he ends his entry with a 

10 Invandrare, utlänning, blatte och integrerad! 

Det sägs att kärt barn har många namn, det stämmer faktiskt pä mig. Jag är invandrare, utlänning, 

blatte, svartskalle, icke-nordisk-fodd invandrare, icke-europeisk-född invandrare, nysvensk och 

svensk med utländsk härkomst. 

Är jag invandrare? Ja, visserligen vandrade jag in i Sverige för 17 år sen och har bott mer än halva 

mitt liv i Sverige men varför tog inte vandringen slut for mig då? 

Är jag blatte och svartskalle? Det krävs inget geni for att se att jag är mörkhårig...och till de som 

konstaterar det faktumet åt mig, verbalt eller via handlingar, har jag bara att säga; Gratulerar! Du är 

inte färgblind! 

Hur kan jag integreras/känna mig integrerad i ett samhälle när det finns så många benämningar på 

mig? Är det BARA mitt fel att jag ej kan få bostad där jag vill bo just pga mitt efternamn? Eller 

jobb? Eller blir särbehandlad? 

Hur ofta har jag inte hört "man tar seden dit man kommer" men handen på hjärtat hur många har 

visat mig HUR man tar seden hit jag kommit? Eller vilka seder? Hur kommer det sig att bara JAG 

får skulden for segregering men samhället går fri? 

Integrering är en dynamisk och ömsesidig process, jag vill bh integrerad. Säg, vad krävs det av mig 

för att veta att jag nått målet; Jag är integrerad. 



short comment about integration as a two-way process, reflecting on 
the role of social acceptance, or rather the lack thereof, in contempo
rary Sweden. As an immigrant, he has successfully accomplished his 
part of the "integration pact," by migrating and later doing his best to 
integrate himself into Swedish society. The other side of the integra
tion pact, however, proves to be intolerant and rigid. 

The main entries posted as a response to his comment on discrimina
tion at large, identify intolerance and racism, as deeply ingrained 
human characteristics, equally oppressive, detrimental and deplor
able. Vilbert is congratulated for his successful integration in Swed
ish society as reflected by his flawless written Swedish, only to be 
later accused by another blogger of not really understanding the 
meaning of the word blatte. In response, Vilbert gives his own defi
nition of the blatte concept and says that his choice to identify with 
this category stems from the need to resist discriminatory categoriz
ing: 

"I have NOT started this debate in order to define the words, 
but rather to understand their consequences in my specific case. 

Blatte and black head are derogatory terms used when wanting 
to oppress someone based on their ethnicity. We also have po
litically correct words used at governmental level with essen
tially the same intent: iiimiigrant, foreigner, second generation 
immigrant, immigrant bom outside of Norden, immigrant bom 
outside of Europe, Swede of foreign descent, etc. 

In contemporary Sweden, if you look different (non-blond, 
without blue eyes, bushy eyebrows, namely somebody like me) 
and have a strange first and last name, you are not regarded as a 
human being to begin with. You are a race, a religion, a culture, 
which necessitates categorization. This is what my stmggle is 
all about: WHY SHOULD I BECOME A CATEGORY? 

The fact that I 'm being asked where I'm coming fi-om confirms 
the whole categorization process. No, it has nothing to do with 



curiosity. The question is just as irrelevant as the following one: 
what is your shoe size? My own empirical investigations only 
confirm this. I am being categorized on a daily basis. 

Why do I refer to myself as Mattel In order to play it all down? 
To neutralize it? 

What characterizes a blatte, according to most people? Some
one who lives on social security, abuses women, performs 
honor killings and terrorist attacks, and raping women as a 
weekend hobby! 

I am a blatte and proud of everything I have accomplished, but I 
refuse to live in someone else's shadow. I am who I am, and it 
is high time that society accepts me for who I am and not where 
I am coming from!"'' 

11 Jag har INTE startat denna debatt for att definiera orden utan syftet var/är vilka konsekvenser de 

for med sig. 

Blatte och svartskalle är ord som används som skällsord när någon vill förtrycka en människa pga 

hennes etnicitet. Sen har vi rumsrena ord på regeringsnivå som egentligen har samma syfte: invan

drare, utlänning, andra generations invandrare, icke-nordisk-född invandrare, icke-europeisk-född-

invandrare, svensk med utländsk härkomst o.s.v. 

I dagens Sverige om man ser annorlunda ut (ej blond, saknar blåa ögon, har buskiga ögonbryn dvs 

någon som jag) och har konstigt namn och efternamn så betraktas man ej som en person i första 

hand. Man är en ras, en religion, en kultur som ska genast kategoriseras. Det är just det min strid 

handlar om: VARFÖR SKA JAG KATEGORISERAS? 

Faktum att jag blir tillftågad var jag kommer ifrån bekräftar kategoriseringsprocessen. Nej, det har 

absolut ingenting med nyfikenhet att göra. Frågan är lika irrelevant som om jag skulle ftåga Dig om 

Din skostorlek. Mina egna empiriska undersökningar bekräftar detta. Jag blir dagligen kategorise-

rad. 

Varför använder jag begreppet blatte pä mig själv? För att avdramatisera? Neutralisera? 

Vad kännetecknar en blatte ur de flestas ögon: bidragstagare, kvinnomisshandlare, hedersmördare, 

potentiell terrorist som har våldtäkt som fiedags hobby! 



The word blatte is not considered to be a perfect synonym for invan
drare. The definitional arguments of blatte as an ethnic category 
presented above are clearly linked to a specific locality, by accom
modating people that are immigrants and/or by living in the immi
grant suburbs. Additionally, blatte ethnic identity is also linked to 
questions of class, since Mattar have a working class background, 
and the discourse of race, since the ethnic group has to bear the dis
tinctive marks of a non-Nordic skin, eye and hair color (non-
Caucasian, blue eyes and blond hair). Blatte is also an epithet of 
choice, a self-proclaimed state of mind and action on the part of peo
ple who feel discriminated against, oftentimes flaunted with pride as 
an act of social resistance and defiance. 

Since these discussions center on the marginality, spatial, legal and 
social, of blattar, one is left wondering whether someone who is bom 
in Sweden to only one non-heritage parent and living most of his life 
in Central Stockholm could be accepted as a true blatte. When asked 
this precise question, the famous Swedish rapper Dogge Doggelito 
declared that a true blatte identity is closely linked to the person's 
origins in the immigrant suburban periphery, evident language use 
and life style. People living in central Stockholm, regardless of heri
tage, can really only be regarded as poor imitations of the real thing. 
The writer and plajwright Jonas Khemiri states that ethnicity should 
not be a categorizing criterion in real life or literature. To him and 
other young artists and journalists, like Daniel Boyacioglu and Za-
niar Adami, blatte is an ontological category, a state of being experi
enced both individually and collectively and represented in artistic 
and literary works. 
There is, however, another attempt at a definition of the word on the 
website of a job search company designed especially for the promo-

Jag är en stolt blatte for det jag åstadkommit men vill inte vare sig leva eller befinna mig i någon 

annans skugga. Jag är den jag är och det är på tiden att samhället böljar acceptera mig för den jag är 

och inte där jag kommer iliån! 



tion of people with what they call blatte competence (blattekompe-
tens). They tum blatte into a common constitutive feature for an en
tire virtual community located at www.blatteformedlingen.se. This 
interpretation is more neutralized, sanitized and politically correct. 
They try to void the word of its negative connotations by combining 
both everyday and legal terminology to accommodate both people 
with 'Swedish and foreign backgrounds', bom in Sweden and 
abroad, and by turning the blatte into a polyglot with multi-cultural 
competency. The definition attempts to place the denotation of blatte 
equidistantly from its use as a discriminatory term in everyday 
speech and its potential equivalents in an official context, immigrant 
(invandrare) or people with a foreign background (personer med 
utländskt bakgrund). While salutary in its politically correct inten
tions, this definition seems from a political ideology that denies the 
existence of cultural differences and social inequalities, thus negating 
the very substance of the concept blatte. It is also fair to note that no 
self-identified blatte would ever agree with the clarification below: 

"Our definition of Blatte 

Blatte is a person of Swedish or foreign descent, who lives in 
Sweden and is proficient in other languages and cultures. A 
blatte usually speaks several languages, is familiar with another 
country's business practices, behavioral codes, customs & tradi
tions, and is able to provide valuable insight into other cultures. 
Blatte may have acquired this competence by having been 
brought up in another country, by having spent a long time 
abroad or by close interaction with people practicing this cul
ture on a daily basis. Blatte is therefore a word that can be used 
when referring to quite a few Swedes and immigrants alike. 

http://www.blatteformedlingen.se


What is Blatte competence? 

Blatte competence if a definition of a person's competence in 
the above characteristics and knowledge."'^ 

One last example of the use of ethnically loaded vocabulary is the 
magazine Gringo, whose chief editor turned the duality svenne/blatte 
into a successful business idea. It is a series of articles published 
monthly in the free daily newspaper Metro and collected four times a 
year in a separate magazine called Gringo Grande. The magazine is 
written in what the editors call One Million Project Swedish (mil
jonsvenska), a term that refers to the government housing project 
from the late 1960s, thus anchoring their journalism into a tradition 
of spatial and ideological resistance to authority. Their linguistic 
choice is justified simply and unproblematically in a November 
article by Nivette Dawod: 

"Gringo has made the deUberate choice of calling it 'million' Swed
ish, since it is the kind of Swedish spoken in the 'million program' 
areas in Sweden."'^ 

Gringo continues The Latin Kings' and Jonas Hassen Khemiri's 
agendas of resistance to discrimination in journalistic format. Ulti
mately, the ideological goal of the editorial board is to shape its read-

12 Vår definition av Blatte 

En blatte är en individ med svenskt eller utländskt ursprung, som bor i Sverige och har insikt i 

andra språk och kulturer. En blatte kan ofta flera språk, känner till något annat lands affarskultur, 

uppförande koder, seder & bruk, har god insikt och förståelse for andra kulturers sätt att tänka och 

vara. Blatten kan ha erhållit denna kompetens från uppväxt i annat land, långa utlandsvistelser eller 

nära umgänge med individer som brukar denna andra kultur i vardagslivet. Blatte är således ett ord 

som passar in på väldigt många svenskar såväl som invandrare. 

Vad är Blattekompetens? 

Blattekompetens är en definition av hur stailc kompetens individen har i ovan nämnda egensk^r  

och kunskaper. 

13 "Gringo väljer att kalla det miljonsvenska eftersom det är en svenska som pratas i miljonpto-

gramsområden i Sverige." 



ers' critical thinking, demystify the word Matte, and symbolically re
define the power imbalance it connotes: 

We do not know the origin of the word blatte. The hottest the
ory is that the word comes from French and means cockroach. 
Another theory is that blatte comes from blading, which is a 
kind of leaf beet. Regardless of the origin, the word was defi
nitely not bom out of love. More and more people started 
breaking the patter of blond hair, and the need for a new word 
surfaced, indicating the fact that being white is the best. 
Gringo's goal is to question this hierarchy. 

We believe that white is just as good as black, or any other skin 
color for that matter. Our strategy has been to tone normalize 
and elevate blatte in order to level out the hierarchical differ
ence. If we don't use the word, we acknowledge that that it is 
worse, thus reinforcing the power imbalance. This past year, the 
use of the word blatte has been particularly profitable. A fash
ion trend with t-shirts featuring logos for a company named 
'Blattelicious.' A recruitment company called 'The Blatte 
Agency.' Or the 'Blatte de Luxe' award. And last but not least, 
'blatte Swedish.' 

The term has moved toward de-sensitization and political cor
rectness. More and more blattar embrace the epithet proudly. 
There are still quite a few people who feel offended when 
somebody calls them blattar. And that should be taken in con
sideration. Are you unsure whether you should dare to use the 
word or not, please write us. We are hoping that the word blatte 
is going to disappear in time. But that will only happen when 
we stop dividing ourselves, and everybody starts considering 
himself/herself a Swede. 

14 Vart ordet blaUe konuner iftån ursprungligen vet vi inte. Den hetaste teorin är att det kommer 

f i ^  franskan och betyder kackerlacka. En annan är att blatte kommer från blading som är ett 

bladätande kryp. Oavsett ordets ursprung föddes det inte av kärlek från böljan. När allt fler avvek 

från den blonda mallen behövdes ett nedvärderande begrepp för att markera att vitt är bäst. Gringos 



The concept appears over-determined and saturated, despite the se
mantic ambiguity of its referent in real life. In more abstract terms, 
Matte is a sociocultural metaphor that stands for a current sociocul-
tural reality in Sweden; it also stand for a raised awareness of both 
the prevalence of the us/them dichotomy in our understanding of the 
world around us and the necessity to resist and combat ethnic dis
crimination and segregation. 

Blatte encapsulates several ethnic markers of sociocultural otherness. 
Its referent is over determined by numerous definitions that attempt 
to delimit a fixed space of signification, a sociocultural context that 
would make all blattar visible, identifiable, and more easily catego
rized in the greater national discourse of Swedish identity. To a self-
identified blatte, visibihty created with the help of official categories 
or everyday labels is not only a personal offense, but also the reaf
firmation of the power imbalance represented by the dichotomy 
us/them. 

Invandrarsvenska, blattesvenska, Rinkebysvenska, 
miljonsvenska Botkyrkaslang, förortsslang 

In mid-spring 2006, the Swedish mass media hosted a vehement de
bate about the potentially misogynistic nature of the blatte Swedish 

mål är att ifrågasätta den hierarkin. Vi menar att vitt är lika bra som svart och alla andra färger med 

for den delen. Vårt sätt har varit att avdramatisera och lyfta upp blatte för att jämna ut nivåskiU-

naden. Genom att inte använda ordet går vi aimais med på att det är sämre och reproducerar på så 

sätt maktobalansen. Det senaste året har vi sett en högkonjunktur för användningen av ordet blatte. 

En liten T-shirt trend för märket "Blattelicious." Rekiyteringbolaget "Blatteförmedlingen." Prisut

delningen "Blatte de lux." Och sist men inte minst "blattesvenska." Oidet har tagit sitt föista steg i 

att inte vara lika känsligt och bU allt mer rumsrent. Allt fler blattar tar till sig epitetet med stolthet. 

Samtidigt finns det fortfarande många som blir sårade när någon kallar dem för blatte. Och de ska 

respekteras. Är du osäker på om du vågar använda ordet eller inte så fråga. Med tiden hoppas jag att 

ordet blatte försvinner. Det kommer hända när vi slutar dela upp oss och alla ser varandra som 

svenskar. (Adami. Gringo 2006) 



(blattesvenskan), sparked by the Swedish Academy's decision to 
include in its dictionary the word guss. In the online dictionary at 
The Swedish Language Council, the word guss is defined as an im
port into Swedish from Turkish, meaning "girl"; the origin of the 
word is identified as Rinkebysvenska: 

'The word means 'girl' and originates in Rinkeby Swedish. In 
that context, girl ("guss") comes from the Turkish 'kiz', which 
is the commonly used word for girl."'^ 

On one side of the debate, the literature professor Ebba Witt-
Brattström launches a vehement critique of the Swedish school sys
tem and points to the necessity for children and young adults living 
in immigrant suburbs to learn proper Swedish instead of what she 
calls blatte Swedish. A humorous parenthetic remark about the simi
larity of the word "girl" {guss, tjej) with the Persian word "fart" 
{guzz, jjäri) made by Nima Daryamadj in her editorial in the free 
daily City was later referenced by Witt-Brattström and turned into a 
general value judgment about the uselessness for yet another mi-
sogynistic word originating in blatte Swedish to enter in the linguistic 
canon: 

"Aside from being potentially hurtful to women of Persian de
scent, I wonder whether Swedish needs yet another derogatory 
word for women in general(...)."^^ 

The initially ironic folk etymology was later picked up by the femin
istic journalist Asa Mattsson and developed into a strong argument 

15 "Ordet betyder 'tjej' och konuner av Rinkebysvenskan. Där är 'guss' ursprungligen en modifier

ing av det turkiska ordet kiz, som är normalordet för 'flicka' 

16 Förutom att det alltså kan såra kvinnor med persisk bakgrund att bli kallade 'pruttor' så kan man 

fråga sig om svenskan behöver ännu fler nedsättande ord för människa av kvinnokön.(—) 



for an article in the daily Dagens Nyheter", declaiming against the 
general sexist and homophobic nature of the "reality of suburb slang" 
as recorded in Förortsslang, the Dictionary of Suburban Slang writ
ten by Dogge Doggelito, one of the most prominent figures of immi
grant suburban life and in Swedish hip-hop culture, and the socio-
linguist Ulla-Britt Kotsinas: 

"Guss is not the only one. The Swedish Academy can struggle 
to decide whether it should have derogatory slangy words for 
women in SAOL (The Swedish Academy's Dictionary). You 
can just take a look at Dogge Doggelito's and Ulla-Britt 
Kotsina's 'Suburb Slang'. At least one third of the words are 
arguably sexist and/or homophobic."'^ 

It is a fact that one of the main tropes of hip-hop is misogyny, and 
The Latin Kings' rapping is not an exception. Although never as 
aggressive as some of the misogynistic imagery in American rap, 
Dogge's hip-hop persona is built on an ideal of Latino masculinity 
that becomes constitutive of his identity as the other immigrant. 
What is interesting, however, is how this conscious choice of a rap 
theme that helps construct a fictional hip-hop reality crosses over to 
the public sphere and becomes a generalized identity marker for im
migrants living in Sweden - misogyny is no longer just a fictional 
characteristic of the main character in TLK's rapping, but is an inte
gral part of Dogge's public image and a defining characteristic of 
non-heritage Swedes. And since Dogge is an immigrant and repre
sents the culture of the suburbs in his music, misogyny expressed 
with the help of language becomes a generalized attribute of every
day life in the immigrant suburbs. 

17 Dagens Nyheter is one of the largest morning newspapers in Sweden. 

18 'Guss' är inte det enda. Svenska Akademien kan välja och viaka om de vill ha nedsättande 

slanguttryck för kvinnor i SAOL. Det är bara att sätta sig och räkna i Dogge Doggelitos och Ulla-

Biitt Kotsinas 'Förortsslang'. Jag vill hävda att minst en tredjedel av orden är sexistiska och/eller 

homofoba. (Mattsson. Dagens Nyheter 2006) 



The responses to Witt-Brattström and Mattsson were equally fervent 
pointing out the general discriminatory tone of such exclusionary 
need to consider non-heritage Swedes as being more sexist than 
speakers of standard Swedish or other linguistic variants. Respon
dents such as director Famaz Arbabi and writer Alejandro Leiva 
Wenger identify the discriminatory comments as symptomatic of a 
more generalized tendency to demonize the space inhabited by the 
ethnic 'other' and attribute to it negative sociocultural characteristics, 
more often than not those related to class, gender, race, and ethnicity: 

The so-called suburban Swedish consists of borrowed words 
(Turkish, Spanish, and Arabic, to name a few), mixed with 
Swedish words. The words Mattsson used as examples for 'the 
suburban slang's sexism' are mostly borrowed words. If one 
were to look for all the Scandinavian words meaning prostitute, 
one would certainly find just as many. But the word 'guss' still 
means girl. If we were to start speaking Farsi, Lasse would start 
meaning gum, Pelle would be stairs, Kalle would mean head, 
and Markus' meaning is not even worth mentioning. 

The accusation that in the suburbs people speak a language that 
is comparatively more misogynistic is conceited and arrogant. 
The suburbs do not represent an exception, but rather a conse
quence and an extension of entire society. The norm of the het
erosexual male rules everywhere. Why does Mattsson choose to 
point out the sexist nature of 'suburban slang'? Maybe because 
she avoids analyzing the discriminatory nature of her own lan
guage. It is a very clear case of double standards of morality. 
The ultimate message is; let us blame it all evil on the 'sub
urbs'.'^ 

19 Den så kallade förortssvenskan består av inlånade ord från andra språk (bland annat turkiska, 

spanska, arabiska) som blandas med svenska ord. De ord som Mattsson radar upp (28/4) som 

exempel på sexismen i "förortsslangen" är till största delen låneord. Skulle man ta alla skandinav

iska ord för prostituerad kvinna så skulle de säkerligen bli lika många. Men ordet guss betyder 



The group supporting the word's semantic neutrality in terms of gen
der-based imbalance and discrimination argues that the word had 
been introduced into Swedish by Turkish speaking immigrants and 
established by its frequent use by both young non-heritage Swedes 
and youth identifying with the street culture of marginality and so-
ciocultural resistance that since the 1980s has become the trademark 
of hip-hop. The recently canonized "guss" has a far less misogynistic 
connotation than the import from English "bitch" or the not very 
flattering "chick" ("brud"). 

Even though this debate preoccupied Swedish intellectuals for no 
more than a couple of months, I consider it to be illustrative of the 
rather charged state of affairs in contemporary Sweden with regard to 
ethnic differentiation indicated through choice of vocabulary, music 
and fashion preferences. On the one hand, one encounters the voices 
of intellectuals and scholars such as Witt-Brattström who point to the 
existence of blatte Swedish as an uncontested marker of socio-
linguistic difference. Blatte Swedish is an outsiders' language, a 
variant of Swedish that consists of mostly Swedish words, but none
theless formed in a localized linguistic reality parallel to standard 
Swedish. In this essentialist and primordialist division, 'immigrant 
Swedish' is considered a local dialect only in as much as it helps to 
mark the cultural differences between ethnically homogenous Swed
ish and immigrants as non-Swedes. Standard Swedish is not repre-

foitfarande inget annat än tjej. För om vi alla skulle böija prata persiska så skulle Lasse plötsligt 

betyda tandkött, Pelle bli trappa, Kalle samma sak som huvud och Mariois ska vi inte ens tala om. 

Det är högfärdigt och arrogant att anklaga förorterna for att ha ett mer kvinnoförtryckande språk än 

övriga Sverige. Förorterna är inget undantag, snarare en konsekvens och förlängning av hur det ser 

ut i resten av samhället. Den manliga heterosexuella normen råder såklart även där. Varför väljer 

Mattsson att specifikt lyfta det sexistiska i den så kallade "forortsslangen"? Kanske slipper 

hon därigenom analysera det egna språkets förtryck. 

Dubbelmoralen är i alla fall extremt tydlig. Budskapet blir; låt oss skylla allt det onda på 

"förorten." Famaz Arbabi (Dagens Nyheter, May 8th, 2006) 



sented as a dynamic and flexible linguistic entity that reflects the 
transformations of the social reality it expresses, but rather as a rigid 
indicator of Swedishness that needs to be preserved uncontaminated 
by external influences considered foreign. 

Alejandro Leiva Wenger and Famaz Arbabi voice a different opin
ion, indicating the assimilationist tendencies underlying the discus
sion on whether or not blatte Swedish contaminates the standard lan
guage. They see this public debate as yet another forum for the af
firmation of the ethnic other personified by the non-heritage Swede, 
fueling discrimination and segregation. They point to the necessity 
for a more natural acceptance of linguistic change brought about by 
immigrants to Sweden, in order to achieve the more general social 
goal of multiculturalism. Language is the instrument of negotiation -
academics such as Brattström manifest their authority by using lan
guage in the name of a controlled integration of the immigrant other 
into Swedish society, while high-profile non-heritage Swedes assert 
their own freedom to identify and resist assimilatory pressure and, of 
course, choose their linguistic register of preference, in the name of 
democratic free will in a country that prides itself with its multicul
tural social poUtics in the past couple of decades. 

In a governmental proposition published in 2005, four goals 
were recommended as part of a national language politics: 

The government recommends the following four goals of a na
tional Unguistic policy; 

Swedish should always be Sweden's main language. 

Swedish should always be a used in all areas of society and for 
official purposes too. 

Public Swedish should always be cared for, simple, and com
prehensible. 

Everybody should always have the right to the language: to ad
vance and acquire the language, to advance and use one's own 



mother tongue and one of the languages spoken by national mi
norities, and to have the possibility to learn foreign languages.̂ ® 

As a consequence of recent years' efforts to make Swedish politics 
more open toward preserving the heritage culture of immigrants and 
their families, everybody is given the right in principle to improve 
(help evolve) and acquire the Swedish language while preserving and 
using his/her native language. The same governmental proposition 
makes reference to Sweden as "ett land präglat av kulturell och et
nisk mångfald" 6 [a country characterized by cultural and ethnic di
versity], using concepts such as culture, ethnic group, and immigrant 
languages to describe Sweden's increasingly complex linguistic real
ity. A proof of contemporary Swedish society's ethnic diversity is the 
co-existence of standard Swedish as the main language, more than 
one hundred mother tongues in elementary schools, and the other 
Nordic languages. In this diverse linguistic landscape, invandrar-
språk seems to be used as synonymous to the immigrant's mother 
tongues: 

In the Swedish school system today, about 15 percent of the 
students were bom abroad or have parents who were bom 
abroad. Consequently, there are over 100 different mother 
tongues in schools. Since population statistics in Sweden do not 
comprise information on ethnic or linguistic background, it is 
rather difficult to assess the number of people that speak na
tional minority languages or other immigrant languages. More
over, the committee for the Swedish language states in the re
port Mål i mun (Spoken language) that Sweden is turning more 

20 Regeringen föreslår följande fyra mål för en nationell språkpolitik: 

• Svenska språket ska vara huvudspråk i Sverige. 

• Svenskan ska vara ett komplett och samhällsbärande språk. 

• Den offentliga svenskan ska vara vårdad, enkel och begriplig. 

• Alla ska ha rätt till språk; att utveckla och tillägna sig svenska språket, att utveckla och bruka det 

egna modersmålet och nationella minoritetsspråket och att få möjlighet att lära sig främmiande 

språk." Bosse Ringholm. Prop. 2005/06:2 



multilingual. A few foreign languages, primarily English, are 
used alongside Swedish, sign language, national minority lan
guages, and a large number of immigrant languages. Addition
ally, one should also take into consideration the Nordic linguis
tic fellowship.^' 

In the context of everyday speech and contemporary public dis
course, immigrant Swedish language (invandrarsvenska), blatte 
Swedish language (blattesvenska), Rinkeby Swedish language 
(Rinkebysvenska), Botkyrka slang (Botkyrkaslang), suburban slang 
(förortsslang) are often used interchangeably as synonyms for a so-
ciocultural construct translatable as "immigrant Swedish." Immigrant 
Swedish (Invandrarsvenska) is considered an interesting linguistic 
phenomenon with variable meaning depending on the source of in
formation: more populist studies consider it unproblematically to be 
a variant of Swedish mixed with foreign words, originating in the 
rather non-specific "immigrant neighborhoods." There is, however, 
no solid scientific hypothesis about how such a linguistic variant 
could appear when there is little geographic likelihood of speakers 
from Rinkeby in northern Stockholm to have lived with people in 
Botkyrka, never mind the inhabitants of Rosengård in Malmö to have 
co-existed with people in Angered in Gothenburg long enough to 
create a common dialect. Immigrant Swedish (invandrarsvenska) is 
often used ambiguously, as a collective noun to mean the multitude 

21 I den svenska skolan i dag är ca IS procent av eleverna antingen själva födda utomlands eller har 

föräldrar som båda är födda utomlands. Det innebär att det finns över 100 olika modersmål i skolan. 

Eftersom svensk befolkningsstatistik inte omfattar uppgifter om etnisk tillhörighet eller språktill

hörighet är det svårt att uppskatta hur många personer som talar nationella minoritetsspråk eller 

olika invandrarspiåk. Kommittén för svenska språket konstaterar också i betänkandet Mål i mun 

(SOU 2002:72) att Sverige blivit ett alltmer mångspråkigt land. Förutom svenska, teckenspråk, 

nationella minoritetsspråk och en lång rad invandrarspråk används olika fträmmande språk, i första 

hand engelska. Till detta ska också läggas den nordiska språkgemenskapen. Bosse Ringholm. 

Regeringens proposition. Bästa språket - ett samlad svensk språkpolitik (6) 



of individual pidgin variations of Swedish formed at the contact with 
foreign languages spoken by immigrants, which is essentially an 
exercise in linguistic abstraction rather than analytic accuracy. 

At this point one cannot help but wonder whether these socio-
linguistic perspectives do not owe more to on the one hand official 
legal categorization of people according to disguised ethnic criteria 
and on the other hand the fascination with the exoticism of every
thing that is produced in the immigrant suburbs, than to rigorous 
scientific investigation. In recent years, a new tendency in Swedish 
scholarly research has been to call this fascination with the immi
grant suburb, this exoticization and objectifying of its inhabitants, a 
type of Orientalism or new Orientalism, in as much as it establishes a 
power relation of dominance between the geographic and political 
center and the periphery (Ekström and Gerholm 2006). While this 
perspective is salutary, due to its acknowledgment of a power imbal
ance, it does have the ideological disadvantage of victimizing once 
more the inhabitants of the suburbia and with it enforcing the imagi
nary divide between ethnic Swedes and non-heritage Swedes. 

The concept immigrant/blatte Swedish and its variants have already 
attracted the attention of Kenneth Hyltenstam, whose analysis of this 
complex problem is formulated in the context of the fields of lan
guage acquisition and education 

(Hyltenstam 1978, 1979, 1981, 1991, 2(X)3). Kari Fraurud's dis
cusses immigrant Swedish in her socio-linguistic articles (Fraurud 
and Hyltenstam 2001) and Ulla-Britt Kotsinas journalistic studies 
and books (Britt-Kotsinas and Dogge Doggelito 2004; Britt-Kotsinas 
2005) investigate immigrant Swedish as a distinct socio-linguistic 
phenomenon and measure variations in relation to standard Swedish. 
The social contextualization of this concept is taken as an unques
tionable fact. The immigrant reaUty that makes such a discourse pos
sible - immigrant suburbs, immigrant culture, immigrant linguistic 
practices - is never questioned for being an abstraction, a conceptual 



representation of the ethnic other necessary for the reaffirmation of a 
mono-ethnic national Swedish identity. 

Immigrant Swedish as an academic term was discovered by linguist 
Ulla Britt-Kotsinas. Her merit is to have brought to the attention of 
the public as well as the academic community the existence of pidg
ins of Swedish spoken by non-heritage Swedes as early as the early 
and mid-eighties. In the two works mentioned above, Kotsinas seems 
to use the terms immigrant Swedish and suburban slang inter
changeably in many contexts, while recording Dogge's declaration 
that the slang he speaks reflects the social and linguistic reality in the 
streets of northern Botkyrka in the mid-1990s. In her 2005 study of 
suburban Swedish, she discusses immigrant Swedish as a dialectal 
variant of Swedish already creolized since a second generation of 
native speakers is using it actively. She records and classifies sys
tematic changes against the background of standard Swedish, giving 
the following attempt at a linguistic definition of the concept: 

Spoken language indicates the speaker's geographic origin and 
social belonging, that is his/her personal identity. Youth living 
in areas with a high number of immigrants use Swedish linguis
tic characteristics - certain pronunciation, some slang words, 
etc - in order to show that they were brought up in Sweden; 
they use 'foreign' characteristics - special kinds of pronuncia
tion, borrowed slang words, etc - in order to show that they also 
have some kind of inunigrant descent. Therefore, suburban 
Swedish can be regarded as a group dialect used to identify 
group members among second or third generation immigrants 
(these concepts are not regarded as negative) 

22 Så gott som allt talat språk signalerar både talarens geografiska ursprung och hans sociala hem

vist, dvs. hans personliga identitet. Med svenska språkdrag - vissa uttal, en del slangord osv. - visar 

ungdomarna i invandiarrika områden att de är uppvuxna i Sverige, och med de "firämmande" 

dragen - andra typer av uttal, formavvikelser, slangord från andra språk osv. - att de samtidigt har 

någon form av invandrarbakgrund. Förortssvenskan kan således ses som en gruppdialekt som ̂ änar 



To Kotsinas, language use in the case of both immigrants and their 
children is closely linked to the space inhabited by its speakers, while 
pronunciation, grammatical and syntactic change bear the ethnic 
marks of each individual's geographic origin (Kotsinas 2005). But 
what is the territory of origin for the speakers of the target group 
called immigrants'} If immigrant Swedish is indeed a group dialect, as 
identified by Kotsinas, one would expect to find a more unitary 
group of active speakers, populating a more or less confined terri
tory. But the portrait of immigrants speaking immigrant Swedish is 
rather vague - they inhabit suburban, marginal spaces, where many 
other immigrants live, are brought up in Sweden as either second or 
third generation, have a penchant for slang especially from languages 
other than Swedish, and preserve some sort of "foreign" features in 
their way of speech. With the exception of one observation regarding 
the young generation's essentially positive perception of ethnic ori
gin and categories such as "second and third generation," Kotsinas' 
description of immigrant Swedish and its speakers lies close to the 
stereotypical constructed image of the marginal, segregated and de-
monized non-ethnic Swede, called blatte. In Kotsinas' formalization 
of immigrant Swedish, no clear distinction is made between this lin
guistic dialect and suburban slang or Botkyrka slang, although the 
descriptive analysis of immigrant Swedish draws heavily on slang 
fi-om southern Stockholm. 

One problematic aspect to this description is the sense of territorial 
belonging attributed to the group called immigrants - it is not one 
suburb, with its geographical, cultural and linguistic particularity, but 
rather all the suburbs where the majority of the population can be 
officially categorized as having "foreign background." Nonetheless, 
one cannot help but notice the import the author gives to the uneven 
distribution of the immigrant population on the capital's map, with-

till att identifiera medlemmarna i gruppen invandrarungdomar av andra- eller tredjegenerationen, 

begrepp som för ungdomarna själva inte är negativt laddade. (244) 



out necessarily acknowledging the ubiquitous and unrestricted pres
ence of immigrants and their children in Stockholm's urban scenery. 
Moreover, one has to also take into account the commercial success 
the co-author of the dictionary of slang, Dogge himself, had with his 
rapping, which made his variant of Swedish that he calls Botkyrka 
slang accessible to everybody regardless of ethnic background and 
linguistic competence. Additionally, one cannot disregard the success 
of literature and journalism written by, among others, Alejandro 
Wenger and Jonas Hassen Khemiri and magazines like Gringo, that 
make the expressivity of suburban slang a reproducible, widely ac
cessible commodity and a part of all Swedish readers' everyday lan
guage. 

Invandra/förort. Geographically inscribed otherness 
Sociocultural thought in contemporary Sweden continues on the post 
World War n nationalistic tradition of representing immigrants as a 
sometimes economically necessary but socially unfortunate addition 
to Swedish society. Sociocultural differences are emphasized, while 
all things related to immigrants become impure, foreign and de
monic. The languages they speak becomes a potential risk for con
tamination of standard Swedish; their choice of identifying with cer
tain traditions of music, dance, graffiti writing and dress code are 
markers of low culture, subversive centralized authority, and thus 
troubling to the peaceful everyday reality of law-abiding citizens; the 
places they inhabit, called immigrant suburbs are positioned on the 
outskirts of the central City of Stockholm and are thought of as dan
gerous. 

In his 1991 study of spatial marginality, Rob Shields discusses the 
epistemic and ontological importance of the notion of space in our 
understanding of the world: (...) a 'discourse of space' composed of 
perceptions of places and regions, of the world as a 'space' and of 
our relationships with these perceptions are central to our everyday 
conceptions of ourselves and of reality." (7) When establishing a 
space that one belongs to either individually or alongside the mem-



bers of his or her community, one performs a mapping of personal or 
collective identity grounded in a local geography of the everyday, 
normal and familiar. Inevitably, whatever lies outside of these con
crete or imaginary boundaries is considered unfamiliar, foreign, and 
essentially different. More often than not, the familiar space is posi
tioned at the imaginary center of one's personal or communal iden
tity and viewed as an essentially positive and safe environment. Ad
ditionally, whatever lies outside of this center is peripheral, a place 
inhabited by the 'other' attributed negative characteristics meant to 
contrast with the distinctive qualities of the center. 

This architectural disposition is evident when drawn on a map of a 
large urban area such as Stockholm, where the inner city, referred to 
as the City, lies enclosed by the old customs check points {tullar), 
while the suburbs are positioned almost radially to the south, west 
and north. In modem Sweden, political and economic forces have 
driven the specific distribution of urban architecture in Stockholm, 
constantly pushing the borders of the inner city to include newly 
developed suburban areas - the very central Östermalm, Gamla Stan, 
Vasastan, Norrmalm have changed from modem areas inhabited by 
the middle-class into neighborhoods where the majority of the in
habitants are officially described as "high income earners" (högin
komsttagare). A similar process happened earlier in parts of the cur
rently very expensive suburbs, Lidingö, Djursholm, and Danderyd, 
while a former very poor and badly maintained Gamla Stan (the Old 
Town) is presently Stockholm's main tourist attraction, while south-
em areas like Södermalm, Liljeholmen and Hammarby Sjöstad have 
in the past couple of decades grown to be expensive middle-class 
residential areas. 
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A new addition to Stockholm's landscape in the late 1960s, the sub
urbs of the One Million Project (miljonprogramsförorterna) modi
fied the city's human geography. The final outcome of the architec
tural project was the successful completion of one million apartments 
hosting a large number of people, solving the acute housing problem 
of the '60s. A new kind of suburb was created then, one where the 
inhabitants were not different based exclusively on income, but also 
on ethnic origin. And as many as sixteen neighborhoods such as 
Rinkeby, Alby, Botkyrka and parts of Sollentuna (Malmvägen), have 
become associated with spaces of the other, marginal and inferior to 
the more central ones or the middle-class suburbs, oftentimes de

http://www.thelocal.se/subwav/iTiap.htmn


scribed publicly by the mass media and the inhabitants themselves as 
slums. Imaginary borders isolate these neighborhoods, and markers 
of ethnic difference have been turned into symbolic imagery and 
myths of otherness that have entered everyday vocabulary. 

Established mainly as a way to deal with the acute need for lodging 
in the second half of the 1960s, the One Million Project suburbs are 
urban satellites of the central City that will later become immigrant 
suburbs. With similar architectural landscapes that place a shopping 
mall, a grocery store and the entrance to the subway in the downtown 
area, these suburbs consist almost uniformly of high apartment build
ings with satellite dishes hanging from balconies, one or more gro
cery stores adorned by adds written in, among other languages, Ara
bic, Hindu, Spanish, and an almost compulsory vegetable and fruit 
stand in the care of a dark-haired man who smiles invitingly and 
speaks Swedish with a thick accent. Despite the fact that these sub
urbs are oftentimes located near middle-class areas, like for instance 
Malmvägen in Sollentuna, or that they sometimes live in parts of 
certain neighborhoods with very affluent residents like Täby-
Danderyd, the spaces where the majority of the population is of non-
Swedish heritage is referred to collectively as a blatte space, a space 
of cultural and social otherness demonized and feared for its simply 
being different, a reality negotiated and personified with attributes 
extrapolated from stereotypical representations of its inhabitants. 

The immigrant suburbs become an abstraction, a metaphor standing 
for a space of cultural difference, necessary in as much as it stands in 
opposition to any space purely Swedish mirroring it negatively. 
Whether it is called Rinkeby, Botkyrka, Alby, Sollentuna or more 
generally, immigrant suburbs or One Million Project suburbs, a sub
urban immigrant area is constructed in the public sphere as a meta
phor that stands for ethnic otherness, part of the greater duality 
us/them or oss/dom driving segregationist and discriminatory dis
course in contemporary Sweden. 



A brief overview of ethnicity-related concepts in modern Sweden 
Perhaps the primary marker of modem national identity in Sweden is 
the country's Social Democratic model of governance, unique in its 
conception and implementation and built around the concept of the 
folk home (folkhem). In a famed speech held in 1928 in front of the 
Parliament, Per Albin Hansson consecrated the term folk home that 
had until then been used sporadically during most of IQ"' century by 
peasants protesting against social inequality. He equated it with citi
zens'home (medborgarhemmet) and used the two synonymously 
when defining the two: 

A sense of togetherness and the shared feeling of belonging are 
a home's strong foundation. A good home does not host favored 
people or unprivileged people - no mamma's dearest or ille
gitimate children. Nobody looks down at anybody; nobody tries 
to win at somebody else's expense; the strong does not oppress 
or rob the weak. Consensus, consideration, collaboration and 
helpfulness rule in the good home. 

In the context of the great folk and citizens' home, the above is 
synonymous with the break down of all social and economic 
barriers that now divide our citizens into favored and unprivi
leged, dominant and dependent, rich and poor, wealthy and im
poverished, robber and robbed. Swedish society has not yet be
come the good home.̂  ̂

23 Hemmets grundval är gemensamheten cx:h samkänslan. Det goda hemmet känner icke till nigra 

privilegierade eller tillbakasatta, inga kelgrisar och inga styvbarn. Där ser icke den ena ner på den 

andre, där försöker ingen skaffa sig fördel på andras bekostnad, den starke trycker icke ner och 

plundrar den svage. I det goda hemmet råder likhet, omtanke, samarbete, hjälpsamhet. 

Tillämpat på det stora folk- och medborgarhemmet skulle detta betyda nedbrytandet av alla sociala 

och ekonomiska skrankor, som nu skilja medborgarna i privilegierade och tillbakasatta, i härskande 

och beroende, i rika och fattiga, besuttne och utarmade, plundrare och utplundrade. Det svenska 

samhället är ännu icke det goda medborgarhemmet. 



Inspired by Marxism's ideal society instituted by a proletarian revo
lution and founded on social and economic equality, the reality of the 
folk home is constructed as a spatial metaphor representing an en
closed space inhabited by people, more specifically Swedish citizens, 
who interact harmoniously in the name of social equality, collabora
tion, safety, and mutual consideration. The power relationships 
formed as a consequence of the existence of social and economic 
differences should be eradicated in order for the citizens' home to be 
instituted. The closest Sweden has got to this ideal is in the decades 
immediately following the end of World War Two, when the econ
omy untouched by the war continued to grow stronger, the quality of 
life increased, and labor migrants were welcomed into the country. 

On a sociological note, one can say that in 2006 there are roughly 
two main political directions of opinion - on the one hand there are 
the social democratic supporters of the folk home model and its im
plementation, usually nostalgic for the Golden Age of the1960s. Oth
ers, more disappointed with the folk home's ability to adapt to change 
in an increasingly globalized world, make a distinction between the 
Swedish Model and the welfare state and go as far as criticizing the 
former's ideological premises for being too vague. This war of opin
ion is described by Larsmo as a territorial conflict, continuing the 
spatial metaphor of the home at the basis of concept of the/o/A: home: 

The clear reason for the word's new-found validity is the fact 
that its meaning is pleasantly vague. People that are 'for' the 
folk home consider the word to be synonjonous with the wel
fare state, which during most of the nineteenth century was 
equated with modernity. People that are 'against' the folk home 
consider it a musty corporate comer of the world where people 
spend their time coming up with ways to violate individual in
tegrity.̂ '* 

24 Anledningen till att ordet på nytt blivit så gångbart är naturligtvis att det också är behagligt vagt. 

Den som är 'för' folkhemmet sätter likhetstecken mellan ordet och välfärdsstaten, den samhäll-



More specifically, the critique of the concept's viability in contempo
rary Sweden is founded mainly on economic and social considera
tions. And the primary social counter-argument is the folk home's 
inflexibility in dealing with increased migration as a global phe
nomenon with local national reverberations. The ideological founda
tion of the folk home consisted of ideals of ethnic homogeneity and 
assimilation of labor migrants moving to Sweden in the decades after 
World War Two. In a study of the evolution of the folk home con
cept, a prominent figure of the Liberal Party (Folkparti), Mauricio 
Rojas writes: 

Folkhemmet's fourth prerequisite was governed by an out
standing ethnic homogeneity. The highly successful unitary 
project of the state in Sweden, with hardly any parallel among 
countries not founded on regular political terror, is closely 
bound up with this fact. (...) This uniform pattern, which at one 
time very effectively integrated most of the country's inhabi
tants in a viable national-ethnic community, has been turned 
into a firing line in an assimilation project which is not only 
doomed to failure but is downright destructive (56-57). 

The Social Democratic integration policy is driven by the ideal of 
multiculturalism defined as grounded on diversity (mångfald), which 
allows for the co-existence of various cultural, religious, sexual and 
ethnic backgrounds in the same national space. Although the ideo
logical fi-amework that makes multiculturalism possible is created, 
the divide between everyday reality and the realistic enforcement of 
such political and social ideals is not defined. In the Integration Min
istry's official dictionary of such social terms, the definition of diver
sity is contextualized for contemporary Sweden: 

slösning som under större delen av nittonhundratalet varit liktydigt med det moderna. Den som är 

'mot' folkhemmet ser det som en unken och korporativ hörna av världen där man ägnar sig åt 

allehanda övergrepp mot individens integritet. 



Diversity = Many define contemporary Sweden as a diverse so
ciety. And diversity entails a series of dissimilarities, or rather a 
mix of dissimilarities occurring among people of different so
cial class, gender, age or ethnic background. Sexual orientation 
and religion can also be considered in the context of diversity.^^ 

In a 2000 government publication entitled The Concept Immigrant 
and Its Use in Official Institutions {Begreppet invandrare - an
vändningen i myndighetemas verksamhet Ds 2000:43), the agency of 
the Ministry of Integration is defined more concretely, setting both 
diversity and a sense of social togetherness or fellowship at the basis 
of Swedish society with a well functioning integration policy: 

Briefly, the ultimate goal of integration policy is the achieve
ment of: the same rights and possibilities for everybody regard
less of ethnic and cultural background, social progress charac
terized by mutual respect and tolerance, which is everybody's 
shared responsibility regardless of background. Integration pol
icy aims specifically to create prerequisites for individual finan
cial independence and contribution to society, to safeguard de
mocratic values and work towards the equal rights and opportu
nities for both men and women, and to prevent and combat dis
crimination, xenophobia and racism.̂  ̂

25 Mångfald = Sverige definieras idag av mänga som ett mångfaldssamhälle. Med mångfald avses 

de olikheter, eller snarare den blandning av olikheter, som finns mellan människor med olika klass, 

kön, ålder eller etnisk bakgrtmd. Sexuell läggning och religion kan också nämnas i mångfaldssam

manhang. (www.integrationsveilcet.se. Ordlista) 

26 Kort uttryckt skall integrationspolitikens mål vara lika rättigheter och möjligheter för alla 

oavsett etnisk och kulturell bakgrund, en samhällsgemenskap med samhällets mångfald som grund, 

samt en samhällsutveckling som kännetecknas av ömsesidig respekt och tolerans och som alla 

oavsett bakgrund skall vara delaktiga i och medansvariga för. Det integrationspolitiska arbetet skall 

särskilt inriktas på att skapa förutsättningar för individers egen försöqning och delaktighet i sam

hället, värna om grundläggande demokratiska värden och veika för kvinnors och mäns lika rät

tigheter och möjligheter, samt förebygga och motverka diskriminering, främlingsfientlighet och 

rasism. (19) 

http://www.integrationsveilcet.se


Invandrare: A sign without a referent 
In Sweden there are two main public institutions in charge of issues 
related to the process of migration, namely The Migration Board 
(Migrationsverket), which in 2000 replaced the old Immigrant Board 
(Invandrarverket), and The Integration Board (Integrationsverket) 
that ceases its activity in July 2007, complemented by the recently 
established Migration Courts of Law (Migrationsdomstolama). 
Questions about visas, residence and citizenship are handled by the 
Migration Board and appealed at the Migration Court, while The 
Integration Board is responsible for the implementation of the offi
cial integration policy, for facilitating refugees' introduction to 
Swedish society, and "promoting integration and combating ethnic 
discrimination, xenophobia, and racism." 

Despite the existence of official boards and agencies handling migra
tion related issues, it is difficult to find a comprehensive official 
definition of the concept denoting the primary object of interest for 
the above-mentioned institutions. The dictionary listed on the Migra
tion Board's website gives a clarification based on statistical termi
nology in place of a definition, arguing that a generally accepted 
meaning of the word immigrant (invandrare) in a Swedish context is 
lacking: 

There has actually never been a generally accepted definition of 
the concept 'immigrant'. In order to be classified statistically as 
an immigrant, one must be registered in the national system. 
Statistically, people are categorized based on one of two vari
ables, homeland or citizenship. In both cases, the two categories 
are: bom in Sweden or bom abroad, respectively Swedish or 
foreign citizenship.^' 

27 Någon vedertagen definition av begreppet 'invandrare' finns inte och har egentligen aldrig 

funnits. För att, rent statistiskt, räknas som "invandrare" ska man vara folkbokförd i Sverige. I 

statistiska sammanhang används en indelning som görs antingen efter personers födelseland eller 



The above explanation begins with a frank statement regarding the 
lack of a definition for the word "immigrant," in an attempt to invali
date past definitions stemming out of assimilationist ideology criti
cized for their discriminatory tone. At the same time, the phrase a 
"generally accepted definition" acknowledges the presence of vari
ous potential definitions, deemed insufficient and co-existing contra
dictorily. I find this explanation illustrative of the state of affairs in 
contemporary Sweden, offering one representation in bureaucratic 
terms of the floating signifier the word immigrant has become in 
Swedish society (Goldman and Papson 1994; Barthes 1977). It is an 
over-determined sign used and acted on in both institutional and eve
ryday private settings, but a sign that lacks both a well-defined refer
ent and a stable signifier. A more pragmatic solution is the one of 
considering real-life individuals as measurable categories functional 
for statistical purposes. 

Additionally, the Migration Board's clarification makes reference to 
another use of the term in a statistical context, founded on two main 
categories, namely country of birth and citizenship. More specifically 
according to the official guidelines for research on the national plane, 
Reports on Statistical Co-ordination for the Official Statistics of 
Sweden( Meddelanden i samordningsfrågor för Sveriges officiella 
statistik) Personer med utländsk bakgrund Riktlinjer för redovisning 
i statistiken /2002:3, individuals on Swedish territory are classifiable 
according to three statistical frameworks and can be placed in one 
category based on both his/her and the parents' country of birth: 

In statistics where people are listed in categories based on whether 
they were bom in Sweden or abroad, the following criteria are 
used: 

efter medborgarskap. I båda fallen görs indelningen i två kategorier; födda i Sverige eller 

födda i utlandet respektive svenskt eller utländskt medborgarskap. Ord och begrepp, 

www.migrationsverket.se 

http://www.migrationsverket.se


1.1 time of residence 0-4 years in Sweden 
1.2 time of residence 5 years or longer in Sweden 
2.1 with two parents bom abroad 
2.2 with one parent bom in Sweden and one bom abroad 

28 2.3 with two parents bom in Sweden 

If the statistical categorization is performed based on country of citi
zenship, the distribution of immigrant status varies slightly, combin
ing both country of birth and country of citizenship, with two possi
ble variants, either Swedish or foreign. The vertical relationship be
tween children and parents is not considered relevant, focus being 
placed on the individual's social status: 

When statistics are based on citizenship, the following concepts 
are used: 

1.1 Foreign citizens bom abroad 
1.2 Foreign citizens bom in Sweden 
2.1 Swedish citizens bom abroad 

29 2.2 Swedish citizens bom in Sweden 

28 I statistik där personer redovisas fördelade efter om de är utrikes 

eller inrikes födda används följande indelningar: 

1.1 med bosättningstiden 0-4 år i Sverige 

1.2 med bosättningstiden S är eller mera i Sverige 

2.1 med två utrikes födda föräldrar 

2.2 med en inrikes och en utrikes född förälder 

2.3 med två inrikes födda föräldrar (8) 

29 När statistiken redovisas efter medborgarskap används följande 

begrepp; 

1.1 Utländska medborgare födda utomlands 

1.2 Utländska medborgare födda i Sverige 

2.1 Svenska medborgare födda utomlands 

2.2 Svenska medborgare födda i Sverige (9) 



Without making direct reference to the object of the research as eth
nic groups, since a categorization based on ethnicity is currently ille
gal in Sweden, the recommendation is intended for statistical investi
gations about "smaller groups of people" (få populationer): 

Oftentimes populations need to be grouped. In that case, we rec
ommend the following classification: 

Classification recommended: 
Persons with foreign background: 

- foreign-bom 
Persons with Swedish background; 
Bom in Sweden to two foreign-bom parents 
Bom in Sweden to: 
- one foreign-bom parent and one bom in Sweden 
- two parents bom in Sweden.̂ ® 

Despite being widely used in statistical studies and very often relied 
on as everyday analytic tools in the mass media, the terms "with a 
foreign background" (med utländsk bakgrund) and "with a Swedish 
background" (med svensk bakgrund) in the last classification are 
strikingly ambiguous in two respects: first, the above classification 
goes beyond the scope of the initial potential definition of the inrau-

30 Ofta förekommer behov av att sammanföra populationer. (...) 

Då rekommenderas följande indelning; 

Rekommenderad indelning: 

Personer med utländsk bakgrund; 

-Utrikes födda 

Personer med svensk bakgrund; 

Inrikes födda med två utrikes födda föräldrar 

Inrikes födda med 

- en inrikes och en utrikes född förälder 

- två inrikes födda föräldrar (10) 



grant based on his/her own country of birth and citizenship, bringing 
lineage into play as determinant in drawing separation lines; more
over, this classification does not make direct use of concepts such as 
"ethnicity," "ethnic groups," or "sense of belonging to a certain so
cial group," but it nonetheless constructs categories based on a per
sonal sense of belonging to social conununities, either non-Swedish 
or Swedish. Interestingly, this classification is based on a combina
tion of criteria such as country of birth and lineage, leaving out a 
national sense of belonging to a country certified by a passport and 
extending to include both first generation immigrants and their chil
dren. 

2000 was a turning point in Sweden's migration politics, as the coun
try ratified the European conventions on national minorities and cre
ated an official discourse about two different kinds of minorities on 
its territory, with different status and rights - national minorities and 
immigrants. This dichotomy is relevant for the understanding of a 
dual attitude toward immigrants entering the country in the second 
half of the 20^ century and the beginning of the 21®', informing offi
cial discourse as much as public opinion. 

On the one hand, this political alignment with European migration 
policy is asserting the presence on Swedish territory of ethnic groups 
such as the Sami, Roma, Jews or Finns for long periods of time. On 
the other hand, it inadvertently enforces a discourse of social other
ness already predominant in the public sphere. Another special ethnic 
element in Sweden is represented by other Scandinavians migrating 
to Sweden - Danes, Norwegians and in most cases Finns too form a 
different population category with a special status. This sense of 
Scandinavian brotherhood is both an example of transnational soli
darity and collaboration in the name of a shared peninsular geogra
phy north of the European continent. It is also a way to signal a 
shared cultural, and historical past and a perfect illustration of the 
sociocultural repercussions of migration policy, by supporting social 
hierarchies based on country of origin. 



In 2000, the Ministry of Culture pursued an investigation of the use 
of the concept immigrant in official, bureaucratic contexts, entitled 
The Concept Immigrant and Its Official Use^'. The study precedes 
and informs the formulation of the legislative texts analyzed in the 
previous chapter, by its discussion of the concept's generalized use in 
everyday more or less official settings and examines critically its 
inappropriateness when used for discriminatory purposes. The cri
tique of official discourse with regard to immigrants is constructed 
based on long-term residence in Sweden and closer ties to Sweden: 

The use of the word immigrant when referring to people who 
have lived in Sweden for a long time is questionable. Typically, 
the difficulties attributed to the émigré experience occur during 
the time immediately after the arrival to Sweden. There is clear 
evidence that there are major differences among people bom 
abroad, based on the length of residence in Sweden. People who 
were bom in Sweden to at least one parent bom abroad are of
tentimes referred to as second generation immigrants, or immi
grant children. In this context, the use of the word immigrant is 
even more questionable. Oftentimes, these people have stronger 
ties with Sweden than with any other country.^ 

Without offering details or examples, this critical report makes refer
ence to the general negative connotations the word immigrant has in 
the Swedish public sphere, being usually gratuitously coimected to 
what the report names "problem." The concept is clearly identified as 

31 Begreppet invandrare. Användning i myndigheters verksamhet Kulurministeriet 2000 

32 Det lämpliga i att kalla märmiskor som har bott länge i Sverige för invandrare kan ifrågasättas. 

De svårigheter som typiskt kan kopplas ihop med invandrarskapet förekommer framför aUt under 

den första tiden i landet. Det har påvisats stora skillnader mellan utrikes födda beroende på hur lång 

tid de har varit bosatta i Sverige. Personer som själva är födda i Sverige men har minst en utrikes 

född förälder kallas ofta för andragenerationsinvandrare eller invandrarbarn. En sådan användning 

av begreppet invandrare kan ifrågasättas i ännu högre grad. Dessa personer har ofiast en starkare 

anknytning till Sverige än till något armat land. (Ds 2000:43) 



an axiological marker of differences among people, a sign without a 
well-defined referent stemming out of a scapegoat mentality that 
attributes undeservingly negative characteristics to non-heritage 
Swedes and their children, fueling and encouraging segregationist 
us/them thought and causing alienation: 

Calling them immigrants can make them feel Uke outsiders or 
that they do not belong in Sweden or any other country. Con
cepts such as immigrant children or second-generation immi
grants can easily lead to believing that differences and trouble
some interactions are immigrants' problems. The concept im
migrant in itself is unnecessarily linked to various problems; 
consequently, it is rather easy to blame the individuals them
selves for these problems rather than to look for the real cause 
of the problems. 

When even a critique of the use of the invandrare concept in official 
contexts emphasizes differences between ethnic groups with a sense 
of identity different and separate from the Swedes', rather than from 
any other community constituting Sweden's population^, one caimot 
help but notice how deeply engrained the discourse of social and 
cultural otherness is in us. It is arguably one of the most pregnant 
factors in our meaning-making processes in general and our structur
ing of the surrounding world. 

Today's multicultural Sweden is characterized by a divide between 
legal and public discourse with regard to immigrants. Governmental 
institutions have always strived toward having a virtually bias-free 

33 Att kalla dem för invandrare kan leda till att de känner sig utanför, att de varken tillhör Sverige 

eller det andra landet. Benämningar som invandraibam eller andragenerationsinvandrare leder 

också lätt till att skillnader och missförhållanden görs till invandrarproblem. Själva begreppet 

invandrare får alltså en onödig koppling till olika problem, vilket medför att individen blir bärare av 

dessa i stället för att de rätta otsakema hittas. (Ds 2000:43) 

34 "en grupp med gemensamma kännetecken och en samhörighet som är skild från svenskamas" 

Ds 2000:43 



legal system, especially with regard to migration-related issues, 
which sets Sweden high on the list of socially progressive states. 
Nevertheless, everyday discourse as shaped by the mass media and 
everyday interactions stands in stark contrast with politicians' liberal 
ideals of integration and diversity. In broad strokes, the general pub
lic attitude toward immigrants today can be described as resentful 
and hostile at its worst and curious and bordering on alienating in its 
genuine interest for new cultures at its best. 

One illustrative reality of this complex sociopolitical situation can be 
found on the level of political ideologies by nationalistic political 
parties -with a large group of sympathizers particularly in the south-
em province of Skåne, Sverigedemokraterna have created strategies 
of intimidation of and discrimination against immigrants by propos
ing to offer all inrniigrants a financial compensation and buy them a 
return ticket back to their home countries. In the 2006 parUamentary 
election, slogans such as: "Låt oss ge Sverige tillbaka till sven
skarna" [Let US give Sweden back to the Swedes] and "vi ger invan
drama rätten att välja återkonmia till sina hemländer" ["we give im
migrants the right to retum to their countries"] could be read on bro
chures handed out in the streets, while voices from inside Folkpartiet 
have also spoken against immigrants and their integration in Swedish 
society. This kind of political discourse is grounded in nostalgia for 
the assimilationist ideals of Swedish national politics in the first half 
of the twentieth century, oftentimes taking these ideals to the ex
treme. It reminds of the discourse of an ethnically pure Nordic nation 
that justified public acts of torture and sterilization of female and 
male social outcasts in order to curb their potentially uncontrollable 
growth. And it brings back memories of a more recent social crisis 
starting in the 1980's, when migrant workers that had arrived in 
Sweden on the basis of a controlled economic migration policy in the 
previous decades ended up deciding to remain in their new home 
country and even bring their families along. A work force that had 
been considered foreign and worthy of only limited economic in
vestment, such as education, or efficient linguistic and professional 



training, was all of a sudden pressured to assimilate and conform to 
the rules of a society that was not ready to welcome them. Prosper
ous multicultural suburbs such as Rinkeby and Tensta in the 1980's 
turned into immigrant enclaves regarded as marginal neighborhoods 
inhabited by inferior people. 

Their everyday life was considered a failure of the sociodemocratic 
system and a reaUty too shameful and problematic to cope with. As 
heritage Swedes moved further away from those immigrant areas and 
closer to the central parts of Stockholm, the economic, cultural, and 
social divide between them and the immigrant other accentuated. 
Immigrants together with their families, their everyday life and the 
spaces they inhabited became the object of generalized demoniza-
tion. Blattar or black heads became stereotyped metaphors standing 
for everything negative, undesirable and problematic represented by 
intmiigrants. In the Derridian sense, they stand for an absence and for 
the dijférance of meaning within the national discourse of Swedish-
ness. Blatte and black head stand for the human need to give a name 
to the unconscious, to bring to light what we fear the most, and to 
tether the invisibUe. 

Grasping at the (in)visible 
In recent years, intellectuals, writers, filmmakers, and musicians such 
as Jonas Hassen Khemiri, Dogge Doggelito, Josef Fares create a 
more or less indirect critique of the official and public use of words 
such as immigrant, blatte, svartskalle for their clear discriminating 
connotations. Their works, which will be the object of critical inves
tigation in the following chapters, are musical, literary, and filmic 
representation of precisely this everyday reality of discrimination, 
segregation and, on a more positive note, continuous and dynamic 
change. A central point to the critique of political and public dis
courses is the fact that, despite the terminological change in the legis
lative body and the refusal to use words such as "ethnicity" or "eth
nic group," the classification based on lineage and place of birth of 



the parents perpetuates ethnic differences between on the one hand 
Swedes and on the other immigrants and their children. 

Dogge Doggelito, for instance, regards the lack of a clear, officially 
accepted definition of the concept immigrant as a symbolic attempt 
to make immigrants invisible. In his rapping, he gives the immigrant 
a voice and an identity; a black head is aware of his or her marginal-
ity and able to reverse it in order to uncover the complexity and hu
manity behind stereotypes. Blattar take destiny in their own hands 
and speak truth to power by being subversive of authority and critical 
of segregation and discrimination. They claim the right to represent 
themselves and their life, to make themselves visible by choice and 
in the right way. 

When looking at the public discourse in Sweden over the span of ten 
years, starting in the mid-1990s, one notices clear progress - political 
correctness is no longer only an abstract ideal advocated by the law, 
but rather a growing public tendency to become more aware of po
tentially discriminatory language use in everyday life. As people 
from various cultural, religious, and ethnic backgrounds are more 
visible in the streets of Sweden's major cities, diversity becomes a 
fact and a promise for an even more tolerant co-existence in the fu
ture. 

Non-heritage artists, writers and directors get both support and criti
cal acclaim for their fictional representations of everyday reality in 
Sweden, even when that reality is equated with injustice, discrimina
tion and lack of tolerance. For the first time, non-heritage Swedes 
align themselves with the rest of the population in the dual accep
tance of Sweden's socio-political present - they share the nostalgia 
for lost or never fully accomplished folk home, social democratic 
ideals, while learning that national identity is a dynamic process 
rather than a static value system providing the illusion of economic 
and social stabihty. In other words, non-heritage Swedes affirm a 
new kind of hybrid public identity, which is just as Swedish as any
body else's. And the works under critical investigation in the follow-



ing chapters are musical, literary, and filmic representation of pre
cisely this everyday reality of discrimination, segregation and, on a 
more positive note, continuous and dynamic change. 

All of this is unquestionable evidence for social progress, for a cer
tain openness toward learning how to be self-critical, while still 
maintaining a sense of national unity, and for ultimately learning to 
embrace and be appreciative of change. Even when change comes in 
the shape of dark-eyed, dark-haired, slightly too enthusiastic immi
grants, who are proud of being able to assert their Swedishness in a 
heavily accented Swedish. 



2 Dogge's hip-hop style and the affirmation of 
black head identity 
Discussing The Latin Kings and their musical work 

Hip-hop. TLK Style 
In 1979, DJ René Hedemyr produced the first hop-hop album in 
Sweden a short time after the release of the first hip-hop record in the 
United States. A couple of years later Swedish Television showed a 
series of documentaries on break-dance and graffiti in New York that 
is oftentimes referred to as a kind of official starting point for hip-
hop culture in Sweden (The Latin Kings 2005; Strage 2001). In 1983 
the first hip-hoppers, Rock Ski, MCII Fresh, See Que, Snoopy, gath
ered in the park Kungsträdgården in central Stockholm, armed with 
tape recorders and spray cans, ready to follow the guidelines of hip-
hop life as formulated and illustrated by their North American idols. 
But it took another six years before anybody rapped in Swedish -
MC Tim's the single I'm the besf^ was a commercial success. Papa 
Dee and Leila K, and Just D followed, the latter never really fully 
accepted as hardcore hip-hoppers due to their softer, more satirical 
and disco-like tones. At the same time, Swedish graffiti writers, like 
Akay, were very active and prolific. To this day, Stockholm has one 
of Europe's most active underground graffiti-writing scene. 
Contemporary Sweden's hip-hop life is very dynamic, with a large 
number of bands and DJ's that stay closely connected with both the 
mainstream world of North American hip-hop and London's under
ground scene. At the same time, they continuously stretch the limits 
of what is acceptable within Swedish hiphop culture beyond the 
stereotypical immigrant living in Alby/Botkyrka, speaking Swedish 
slang with a thick foreign accent, and taking pride, even only ironi
cally, in his masculinity, love of his home country and criminal be
havior. Timbuktu, for instance, is an artist rapping in dialectal Swed-

35 "Jag är def' 



ish, with a strong Skånsk accent and a powerful ironic tone, about 
life in general and everyday life in urban southern Sweden. Another 
example is Snook, rapping in the name of a pop musical rebirth 
(renässans), pushing the envelope of what is acceptable within hip-
hop. Their music is entertaining and cutting edge, despite having no 
ghetto background to flaunt, an image that grounds itself in an im
peccable use of Swedish, a childhood spent on Lidingö, fashionable 
clothes bought at Nordiska Kompaniet, and a source of inspiration in 
the very successful and social-democratic Sweden of the '50s and 
'60s. The above artists together with many others make today's es
tablished hip-hop scene an active and important part of the public 
sphere, by producing music which is unquestionably accepted as 
mainstream. 

In 1994, The Latin Kings wrote their debut album. Welcome to the 
suburb^  ̂ and promoted it as "authentic" Swedish rap (Dogge Dog-
gelito 2005). The playful tone and the freshness of the sampling that 
combines everything from children's songs to salsa and reggae, con
tributed to TLK's first album's major success. Their innovative use 
of language that incorporates slang from the streets of northern Bot
kyrka outraged and fascinated Swedish audiences, while their un
precedented representation of everyday life for non-heritage youth 
living in Stockholm's immigrant suburbs shocked the wider public. 
Four more albums followed, increasingly more musically mature and 
sophisticated. Thematically emulating the tradition of West Coast 
American hip-hop, Dogge, Chepe and Salla rapped about the ghetto
like life style in the Stockholm's Southern suburbs, about an authen
tic black head (svartskalle) identity with Latino roots, and song-
writing driven by both the materialistic desire to make money and the 
more idealistic political cause of combating discrimination and seg
regation. Much alike the jazz artists of the 1920's and 1930's, like 
Bengt Hallberg, Putte Wickman, Arne Domnerus, they identify with 
African-American culture in the United States. TLK take go beyond 

36 Valkonunen till förorten 



cultural identification and construct a local counterpart in the image 
of the black head. 

TLK define their creative identity as immigrant, but never question 
their innate Swedishness by birth and also by choice. Their rapping is 
about everyday realities in Stockholm, and their imagery is rooted in 
a sense of belonging to a local community and a national community. 
TLK are rapping about everyday life in Botkyrka with its tough sub
urban reality primarily caused by segregation and lack of tolerance in 
a greater national Swedish context. In their songs, they construct and 
promote a different kind of Swedish identity, more complex and nu-
anced than the one based on ideals of ethnic purity, linguistic unity, 
and unproblematic cultural similarity. In the preface to The Latin 
Kings' volume of lyrics, the poet Johannes Anyuru writes about 
Dogge's rapping as intrinsically Swedish street poetry about the 
tough life of immigrants living in the suburbs: 

I believe that one of Latin Kings' big merits is their Swedish
ness. Their songs tell a story about people who are never really 
considered Swedish, while they use a storytelling technique that 
is a more or less perfect translation of an American cultural re
ality; nevertheless, I have the strong feeling that their songs are 
about Sweden today, right now, right here. I believe that it is 
precisely this presence here and now that has made every Latin 
Kings' album a relevant one. Perhaps this is also the reason 
why they are of import even to a world beyond hip-hop, to me 
and possibly to all of us.̂  ̂

37 Jag tror att en av Latin Kings stora fortjänster ligger i deras svenskhet. Trots att deras texter 

berättar om människor som inte - lät oss vara ärliga - brukar definieras som svenskar, och trots att 

de använder ett sätt att berätta som mer eller mindre är en översättning av en amerikansk kultur

form, så upplever jag ändå mycket tydligt att det handlar om Sverige idag, just nu, precis här. Jag 

tror att det är denna närvaro i nuet som har gjort att varje skiva Latin Kings har släppt har känts 

relevant. Kanske är det också därfiör de har ett värde bortom hiphopen värld, för mig och möjligen 

för oss alla. (9) 



The Latin Kings, and Dogge Doggelito above all, have maintained a 
prominent position in the public sphere since the mid-1990s when 
they first achieved success and wide recognition for their rap ideol
ogy. Although the band has not been particularly productive in the 
latest years, its most outspoken member, Dogge, is a very active pub
lic person, appearing on television entertainment programs and talk 
shows, at various national music, film, and television awards cere
monies, and at cultural events as a writer and expert on language and 
identity. Despite Dogge's omnipresence in the public sphere, there is 
a general sense that his public credibiUty and authority is built on a 
rather one-dimensional merit, namely TLK's ability to speak for and 
represent Ufe in the immigrant suburbs. 

Rap is an essentially reactive meaning of artistic self-expression, 
deeply rooted in the contemporary reality it represents and always 
openly confrontational about social injustice of all kinds. Regardless 
of geographic and cultural specificities, hip-hop follows some gener
ally accepted structural and thematic guidelines, such as composi
tional techniques (sampling, scratching, etc) and thematic prefer
ences (women as more or less aggressively objectified, ethnic dis
crimination, and social protest). Hip-hop's expressive beauty relies in 
its versatility - The Latin Kings rap about women as objects of male 
admiration and seduction, but their primary role is to validate the 
poetic voice's acclaimed Latino-blooded virility essential for black 
head identity. Dogge, Salla and Chepe looked to the American West-
Coast hip-hop for inspiration, making socioculmral alienation a cen
tral theme to their songs, while giving it a Swedish flavor. Moreover, 
their rap discourse of social injustice is adapted to Swedish scenery, 
highlighting social and cultural marginality in Stockholm's urban 
setting, pointing out discriminatory political tendencies, while pro
moting the public acceptance of the existence of a new, hybrid kind 
of Swedish identity. 

TLK are fully aware of both their public legacy, namely drawing 
attention to discrimination and creating opportunities for children 



growing up in Stockholm's suburbs, and their rather complex status 
in the public sphere. In a sense. The Latin Kings mark a new begin
ning in the Swedish history of cultural representation of migration, 
since they are the first ones to take pride in their hybrid, or multicul
tural identity. They speak in the name of the other within Swedish 
society, but they do it in such a way that they construct a multifac-
eted representation of the black head. 

TLK's rap poetry is subjective and draws from the creators' life ex
periences in Northern Botkyrka. They declaim against ethnic dis
crimination and give themselves as living examples of black heads 
that are proud of being non-heritage Swedes and have the courage to 
speak up through hip-hop. Dogge, Chepe and Sala do not feel con
flicted about their identity defined as South American, or more spe
cifically Chilean and Venezuelan, and Swedish at the same time. 
Their South American heritage seems to be felt as a personal spiritual 
trait, manifest both in everyday life and in their music. To them, their 
dual cultural heritage is enriching and prideful: 

- I'm Swedish. I was bom at Huddinge Hospital, my mother's 
name is Birgitta and she's blond; if I 'm not Swedish, then the 
king or his children aren't Swedish either. I 'm not allowed to be 
Swedish in the same way they are. I don't have any problem at 
all with my identity because I'm aware of my situation; but 
someone who isn't as aware feels alienated when he is not re
garded as Swedish. 

- But I also have a father from Venezuela, who came here for 
love, so some of my genes and roots are there too. I'm equally 
proud of both. I feel at home in both countries. But when I go 
there [to Venezuela], I sometimes become 'the Swede', but I 
feel Swedish-Venezuelan, part Viking, part Indian.^^ 

38 - Jag är svensk. Jag är fodd på Huddinge sjukhus, min mamma heter Birgitta och är blond, om 

inte jag är svensk så är inte kungen eller kungabarnen heller svenska. I folks ögon får jag inte vara 

svensk på samma sätt som de. Jag har inga problem med min identitet för jag är medveten om alt 



But precisely this dual identity is partly responsible for the strong 
public and critical reaction caused by their music in the mid-1990's. 
TLK's positionality among Swedish musicians confers mainstream 
status to their rapping. At a first read, their lyrics are meant to recon
struct and document the reality of immigrant life in the suburbs in 
order to introduce it to a much too self-centered audience of heritage 
Swedes living in central Stockholm. At a closer look, however, 
Dogge's rapping is ironic and indirectly critical of the naiveté and 
ignorance of their audience about everyday life only a fifteen-minute 
subway ride south of central Stockholm. TLK construct a reality 
located in Sweden, populated by characters who feel at home in 
Sweden, but whose actoal social status is marginal and almost never 
officially thought of as Swedish. 

TLK critiques the national inability to be self-ironic, to question the 
rigidity of national heritage, and ultimately leam to embrace inevita
ble and natural changes in our global contemporary world. The Latin 
Kings present their reality fi-om a reverse point of view that places 
the immigrant in the center and the heritage Swede as the other and 
the embodiment of all social evil. TLK's black heads are not only 
fully aware of their social status but also self-ironic - they embrace 
the role of the other only to ultimately undermine the us/them di
chotomy dominating public discourse. In the afterword to The Latin 
Kings' volume of lyrics, Tony Ernst discusses the great impact the 
three rappers from Botkyrka had on their Swedish audience and the 
social transformations brought about by their music: 

det är såhär, men en som inte är lika medveten käimer säkert ett utanföiskap när den inte betraktas 

som svensk. 

- Men jag har också en pappa fiån Venezuela, som kom hit av kärlek, så jag har mina gener och 

rötter därifrån också. Jag är lika stolt över båda. Jag känner mig hemma i båda länderna. Men när 

jag åker dit och hälsar på är jag ibland "svensken", men jag känner mig som svensk-Venezuelan, 

halv viking halv indian. (149) 



In order to understand TLK's impact on the Swedish music 
scene, you have to first try to remember what Sweden was like 
during the apartheid time that lasted until the end of the 1980's. 
Hundred of thousands of invisible foreigners lived as a small 
community inside crystal ball as part of our large solar society. 
When Dogge appeared suddenly and with his autobiographical 
texts open everybody's eyes to people's life in the unknown 
suburbs, and it was something like a small revolution. So there 
were real people living out there, in places where busses never 
went and where folk home principle never made it.̂  ̂

As a politically charged art form, their music is a social gesture 
whose ultimate goals are to depict ethnic discrimination, draw atten
tion to social inequaUty within Swedish society, and ideally create 
better life opportunities for children bom in the One Million Project 
suburbs. In their rapping, the world of Stockholm suburbia becomes 
a dangerous site of potentially criminal non-heritage Sweden who, 
despite their difficult everyday life, have the strength and ability to 
follow in the footsteps of all African-American hip-hoppers and turn 
their innate aggressiveness and toughness into music, dance and 
"hard words" (hårda ord). According to the hip-hoppers' themselves, 
tough everyday reality can only be depicted with the help of hard 
words and shocking imagery. In the song Blend dam {Blend them], 
Dogge raps about their hip-hop's realism and groundbreaking nature 
as indicators of authenticity and uniqueness: 

I'll reflect reality like a mirror 
and break new ground and set up new rules 

39 För att förstå TLK:s genomslagskraft på den svenska musikscenen så måste man föist försöka 

minnas hur det såg ut i det apartheidlika Sverige som existerade ända fram till slutet av åttiotalet. 

Hundratusentals osynliga utlärmingar levde i ett mindre glaskupesamhälle inuti vårt stora solskens

samhälle. När Dogge plötsligt dök upp och genom sina självbiografiska texter öppnade ögonen för 

hur folk hade det ute i de okända förorterna så var det som en smärre revolution. Det var alltså 

riktiga människor som bodde där ute; där dit bussarna inte gick, där dit folkhemsprincipen aldrig 

hittat fram. (133) 



just like we've done since we were little 
the master of all masters of ceremony 
i'm great and you're not 
when i aim at something, it's a direct hit 
put your hands in the air and clap, yo 
and enjoy the rapper of all rappers.^° 

The three rappers from Botkyrka draw attention to the existence of a 
suburban, marginal social reality that had never before been allowed 
in mainstream national Swedish culture or even the public sphere. In 
the song Welcome to the suburbs from their debut album with the 
same title, Dogge declaims against the ignorance and indifference of 
politicians when dealing with immigrants in their own country. They 
do not have an understanding of the émigré experience in general and 
of the individuals' concrete needs and do not want to admit to their 
ignorant passivity and assume political and civil responsibility; in
stead of actively engaging in social reform, they try to relate to the 
angry crowd and communicate with them through a reference to the 
African American history of discrimination and segregation. Dogge's 
anger is expressed frankly and even aggressively: 

Concrete kids have grown up so that politicians 
get something to suck on 
(...) they treat us like animals 
criminals and not smart 
just because we're black heads they love to hate 
they accuse us of things we haven't done yet 

40  Jag ska skildra verkligheten som en spegel 

å bryta ny mark å sätta ny regel 

som vi gjort sen sm å kaxiga småglin 

mästarnas mästare av ceremonin 

jag e def å du e keff 

jag siktar på målet så det blir fullträff 

så upp med händerna i luften å klappa bre 

så ni kan njuta av rappamas rappare Blend dom (73) 



welcome to the suburb 
(...) We shall overcome'*' what the heU is that? 
they're playing with us they're playing cards 
one million program what the hell have you done 
welcome to my damned suburb"*̂  

But TLK's hip-hop world is not a mere picture perfect reflection of 
life in the streets of Northern Botkyrka, just as their language is not 
just a recording of slang spoken by youth living in the streets of the 
immigrant suburbs. It is true that TLK's hip-hop is convincing, 
credible, and authentic as it is deeply rooted in suburban reality, but 
its purpose is to render a reflection of an everyday life of alienation 
and discrimination in order to raise awareness and shock the Swedish 
public that prefers to shut their eyes to this problematic aspect of 
political and social Ufe in their own country. Their rap becomes the 
medium for formulating a social message - by using violent imagery 
to depict their fictional rap world and a language drawing heavily on 
local slang that used to be almost inaccessible to people never ex
posed to it, TLK make their audience experience an uncanny linguis-

41 Reference to Birgit Ftiggebo who tried to save face at a meeting in Rinkeby and suggested that 

everybody sing We shall overcome. 

42 Betongens bam har växt upp, så politiker här får 

ni någonting att suga på 

(...) dom behandlar oss som djur 

kriminella och inte smarta 

bara för vi e dom svartskallar dom älskar att hata 

dom anklaga oss för grejer vi inte gjort än 

välkommen till foroiten 

(...) We shall over come va e det för skit 

dom spelar me oss dom spelar kort 

miljonprogram va fan har ni gjort 

välkommen till min jävla förort Välkommen till förorten (34-35) 



tic and cultural alienation within their own language. In the past 
years, TLK gave this kind of slang public notoriety, turning it into an 
object of general interest and use, beyond the geographic limits of 
the Botkyrka neighborhood. In the song Wipe out racism, Dogge raps 
about the public perception of immigrants as dangerous, violent, and 
rough, which is informed by racism, the inability to be self-critical, 
and the need for maintaining immigrants in their role as the social 
other in order to retain the status quo: 

We're many, we're strong, wipe out racism now... 
Life is often boring and grey 
life is often violent, rough 
to some people life's like a party 
to others life's Uke a hard test 
be realistic, keep both feet on the ground 
and never take some dumb ass seriously 
Latino, Arab, African and Turkish 
mass media always shows them as criminals 
racism, hostility, tumult 
results of a made-up statistics 
dj Salla is an immigrant 
immigrant, immigrant, but not ignorant 
i do my best and keep my head high 
even when it doesn't work that great 
never give up, resist and grow stronger 
stronger and tougher for everything you represent 
(...) why do you hate me like the plague 
you call me black head cuz I'm stronger 
what was your name again, Olle and Kalle 
drop it and go fuck your favorit toy 
could it be because we're darker 
could it be because we're stronger 
could it be because you're weaker 
or because we're restaurant owners 
or my mother's a cleaning lady 
life is hard, as you all know 
but if you learn to fight, it's not as tough. 



(...) I pay taxes, work just as hard as any other idiot, do you think 
that I'll let them treat me like this, never 

43 Vi e många, vi e staika, krossa rasismen nu, hej... 

Ofta e livet trist och grått 

ofta e livet våldsam, rått 

for några e livet en stor jävla fest 

for andra idiiter e det ett jävligt svåit test 

var realist ha båda fottema på jorden 

och ta aldrig nån dimi idiit på orden 

latinos, araber, afrikaner och tuikar 

i massmedia alltid utpekade som skurkar 

rasism, fientlighet, kalabalik 

e resultatet av en påhittad statistik 

dj Salla e immigrant 

immigrant, inmiigrant, men inte ignorant 

jag gör bra ifrån mig och håller huvet högt 

även om det skulle gå lite trögt 

ge inte upp, kämpa emot och härda 

härda härda for allt va ni e värda 

(...) varför hatar du mig som pesten 

du kallar mig svartskalle bara för jag har mer balle 

va fan va det du själv hette Olle och Kalle 

skit i det och gå och knulla din nalle 

kan det vaia för att vi e mörkare 

kan det vara för att vi e starkare 

kan det vara för att ni e svagare 

eller för att vi e restaurangägare 

eller för att min morsa e städare 

som ni redan vet är livet hårt 

men om man lär sig kämpa e det inte svårt 

(...) Jag betalar skatt, jag jobbar som vilken jävel som helst, troru att jag ska låta dom behandla mig 

såhär, aldrig. Krossa rasismen (36-37) 



In a sense, this song represents a complete manifesto of TLK's 
ideological agenda: it calls for racism's eradication; it identifies 
the mass media as the source of erroneous information about im
migrants and calls the public at large on their complacency and 
ignorance about realities existing in their own country; it creates 
an illustrative representation of the discourse of social otherness 
by pointing to stereotypes of racial, cultural, and linguistic differ
ences among heritage and non-heritage Swedes; lastly, it asserts 
black head identity and encourages fellow immigrants to feel 
proud of their diverse personal heritage. And perhaps the most 
complex and defining aspect of black head identity is the unique 
and creative use of language combining slang from Northern Bot
kyrka and foreign words with standard Swedish, in order to assert 
the innate multilingualism and multiculturalism of non-heritage 
Swedes. 

Black heads', the many faces of the immigrant other 
Botkyrka Stylee, one of the songs in the album In the concrete shade 
(I skuggan av betongen), ends with an imaginary exchange between 
an inquisitive man with a distinct Stockholm dialectal intonation 
asking: "we in Stockholm now?" {-e vi i Stockholm nu?) and Dogge 
answering with a pronunciation and an intonation that reminds of 
dialectal Swedish from Stockholm's southern suburbs: "nope, not 
really... this is like... a suburb" (-nä inte riktigt det här är en förort 
alltså). This short dialogue is a verbal act of geo-social demarcation 
between Central Stockholm and the suburbs and a metaphor for lo
cality; while it is a statement about cultural positioning grounded in 
language, it constitutes an ironic comment on segregation and its 
acceptance as an immovable everyday fact of life in the Swedish 
capital. The irony in this brief epilogue to the song arises from the 
apparent naivety of the person from central Stockholm, who has a 
hard time placing his city's suburban areas on the map. Dogge's 
voice does not react to the tacit implication of the question, but ex



plains simply that, Botkyrka is "a suburb," thus not quite Stockholm 
City, the town "inside the old customs check points" (inom tullarna). 

A couple of stanzas before, Dogge raps self-reflexively about The 
Latin Kings' artistic credo: 

We're representing the suburbs' voice in style, 
we're telling the story of our everyday life like a safety 
valve 
my aggression comes out through strong words 
with rhythm in my blood 
although i live up in northern botkyrka 
we can locate our home on the map.''^ 

They rap of themselves as "the voice of the suburb," creating an ar
tistic identity based on three distinctive qualities, namely everyday-
ness, musically sublimated aggressiveness, and very importantly, 
style. The meaning of the word "style" (stil) in the example above is 
dual, indicating the existence of a unique TLK rapping style, 
grounded in the reality of suburban Stockholm, while bearing the 
trademark of Dogge's, Chepe's and Sala's rapping. An additional 
connotation of the phrase "in style" (med stil) sets it in slight opposi
tion with the word "suburb" (förort) in as much as the common rep
resentation of Stockholm's southern suburbs is of high concrete 
apartment buildings, bleak and potentially dangerous streets with 
stands covered in produce and Middle Eastern-looking merchants 
inviting customers in high pitched, foreign sounding Swedish. 

44 Vi representerar förortens röst med stil, 

berättar om vår vardag som en säkerthetsventil 

far ut min agression i form av starka ord 

me rytmen i mitt blod 

fast jag bor uppe i nord botkyiica 

hemmaplanen placerar vi på kartan Botkyrka Stylee (47-48) 



The Latin Kings identify themselves with a certain everyday sophis
tication, a musical and personal originality that sets them apart and 
makes them the voice of the suburb "in style." The irony continues in 
the following verses when both the necessity to get their voices heard 
and the self-proclaimed stylistic originality are admittedly driven by 
the first priority of having "a considerable bank account" (fet konto 
på banken). Dogge is engaged in competition with other opponent 
rapping groups by calling them "nerds" (töntar). The "kings" are 
performing alone on stage, in the name of monetary success: 

make sure the voice is heard is always our goal 
the real kings are back to reclaim the throne 
preach to all nerds is our mission 
originality isn't our main concern 
first thing on our list is a phat bank account 
so you idiot, creep back under the stage 
Latin Kings is ruling the whole stage ^ 

TLK's hip-hop credibility is constructed on their familiarity with a 
world outside the official, mainstream public image of Sweden's 
capital. They come from a Stockholm "neighborhood" (kvarter), 
fi-om a world of "concrete" (betong), from an everyday reality of 
discrimination and segregation, and from an assumed sociocultural 
"outsider" identity that has the talent to turn aggressiveness into 
words and music. TLK turned the public's eyes onto Botk3Tka and 
made their rapping into a social statement inspired by everyday life 

45 göia rösten hörd står alltid högt på listan 

dom riktiga kungarna e tillbaka efter tronen 

läxa upp alla töntar det e missonen 

orginalitet är inte längre förtsta tanken 

utan först på listan fet konto på banken 

så idiit försvinn kryp tillbax under scenen 

det e Latin King som kontrollerar hela scenen Botkyrka Stylee (48) 



in the One Million Project suburbs, speaking of racism and the life of 
immigrants as well as their segregation and discrimination. Endowed 
with a vivid imagination, the three young men from Botkyrka created 
a mythical representation of the suburb as a ghetto similar to that of 
New York's Bronx and Los Angeles' Compton, feeding off the so-
ciocultural stereotyped image of the suburb promoted in the Swedish 
mass media: 

i'm from the suburb where time stands still 
where success is one with fast money 
and you get respect when you've broken most rules 
but not always because there's a lot of positive things 
though the media always write the opposite 
people work hard to put bread on the table 
and still we're told that we're milking the system'^ 

A spatial metaphor recurrent in The Latin Kings' songs is the "Red 
Line," which evokes a geometric visualization of the map of the 
subway system in Stockholm on which the Red Line runs across 
town from the Northern end in the middle-class suburb of Danderyd 
to the Southern Norsborg, just past Alby. The Red Line is both an 
indexical representation of geo-cultural division and segregation and 
a symbolic invitation to an area otherwise isolated. The Red Line 
equates the subway and its line of geographic cormection with the 
possibility of crossing the imaginary line of sociocultural demarca
tion between central Stockholm and its suburbs. In the 2000 album, 
Omerta, the author Alejandro Leiva Wenger writes an experimental 

46  jag e från förorten där tiden står still 

där framgång ofta är lika med snabba pengar 

och du får respekt om du bryter flest lagar 

men inte alltid för det finns mycket positivt 

fast media skriver alltid motsatsen effektivt 

folk sliter hårt för att ^äna levebrödet 

men ändå snackas det att vi suger ut systemet Rötter (58) 



poem about the symbolic power of Stockholm's suburban space, 
with its tough life, aggressive language and visual imagery that com
bines the vulgar with the sublime: 

I went to a place where I found a place that led me to other places, 
but sateUite dishes called me back, I'm never going to leave this 
night, 
tonight I'm so little that I can't fit in this town, 
tonight the whole world is just a suburb on your street. (...) 
i was anybody, they pointed at somebody, 
i was a mirror, a reflection i was a mean image chasing them, 
if they killed me 100 times, i raised again from the ashes every 
time 
i went to a place where there places like no other places, 
but i can only die here, only once. Poor, hurt, ugly, 
one has to love you like i do to really love you, 
one has to have biked here and fallen here, robbed here and 
smoked hash here 
one has to have kissed here, here, on the red line 

Dogge, Chepe and Salla's rapping talks of an awareness of their ori
gins in a world both in and outside of Botkyrka, both local and 
global; they take pride in being Latinos of Indian American descent 

47 Jag åkte till en plats, där det fanns en plats som ledde till andra platser, 

men parabolema har ropat mig tillbaka, jag kommer aldrig lämna den här natten, 

inatt är jag så liten att jag inte ryms i den här stan, 

inatt är hela världen bara en förort i din gata. (...) 

jag var vem som helst, dom pekade ut nån, 

jag var en spegel, en reflex jag var en jyckelbild som jagade dom, 

om dom dödat mig 100 gånger, lika många hade jag rest mig ur askan, 

jag åkte till en plats där det fanns platser som inga andra platser, 

men bara här far jag dö, en ända gäng. Fattig, förtalad, ful, 

man måste älska dig som jag for att kunna älska dig, 

man måste ha cyklat här och lamlat här, baxat här och zuttat här 

man måste ha kysst här, här, här på röda linjen (...) 118 



and align their experience of segregation with the one of the Latinos 
living on the North American continent. The suffering is universal, 
despite the power discriminating against them in Sweden; the power 
of the blood relationship is uncontested despite the apparent para
doxical state of cultural hybridity described in TLK's rapping. Seg
regation in Sweden seems to come from people's inability to see the 
greatness of their provenance, relating to them from a position of 
power that allows them to only regard them as "primitive" and "ani
mal-like." The geo-cultural identity assumed by the poetic voice in 
the TLK's songs is coherent in its complexity - to them, home is both 
Botkyrka and the entire world; and the world is a concept that can be 
equated with a series of other ideological constructions, such as the 
Latino diaspora, the Hip-hop Nation, and even all "multi-ethnic" 
community of immigrants to Sweden; 

(...) i know that i'm a black head so leave me alone 
who's a criminal who can that be 
why are you pointing at me why does it have to be me 
are you pointing because i'm different 
open your eyes stop shutting them 
Latin Kings we're latin american 
great indians are my ancestors 
so don't try to feed us bananas 
don't use circus tricks we're not apes 
one, two, three guys 
who expose the truth and bust all myths. 
Proud of my roots until i die 
no inferiority complex never felt like an outsider 
i keep my head high and don't let anybody oppress me 
for our strength is our family who backs us up 
part of society though some refuse to 
i'm from the suburbs where time stands still 
where success equals fast money'̂  ̂

48 (...) jag vet att jag är svartskalle så låt mig vara 

vem e kriminell vem kan det va 

varför pekar ni på mig varför måste det va jag 



In the song Mecka from 1994, the narrative voice belongs to an al
leged South American Swede, rapping humorously with a pro
nounced foreign accent, in all likelihood Jamaican, about himself as 
following the stereotypical trajectory of an immigrant's life in Swe
den. In an ungrammatical and heavy accented Swedish, he tells the 
story of an illegal immigrant to Sweden who, once landed on Nordic 
ground, seeks political asylum, inevitably winds up living in Bot
kyrka, plays reggae, and like a true immigrant lives up to his reputa
tion of masculinity and social parasitism by impregnating many 
women in the Stockholm area and living off the welfare system by 
collecting child support: 

i come to Sweden i seek asylum 
i end up straight in Botkyrka 
i go to Tropicana and meet bunches of hags 
i do my show i sing raggamuffin 
but my name is not Shabba 
i do ragga in swedish 
i do ragga for swedes and foreigners 
i meet many girls in the city of Stockholm 

pekar ni på mig för att jag e annorlunda 

öppna era ögon och sluta blunda 

Latin Kings vi e latinamerikaner 

och härstammar &ån mäktiga indianer 

så försök inte mata oss med feta bananer 

inga ciikuskonster vi e inte babianer 

En och två och tie idiiter 

som lägger fram fakta och krossar alla myter... 

Stolt över mina rötter tills jag dör 

inga komplex har aldrig känt mig utanför 

håller huvudet högt låter ingen trycka ner mig 

för styrkan e familjen som alltid backar upp dej 

en del av samhället fast vissa inte vill 

jag e från förorten där tiden står still Rötter (58) 



i make lots of kids with all the girls 
so i can get a lot of child support''® 

The poetic voice speaks of a ragga-player, making direct reference to 
colonial culture in Jamaica; moreover, in a British and more gener
ally European setting, the oral musical and poetic tradition of the 
Jamaican minority has been regarded as symbolic for hybridity and 
cultural expression manifest "on the margins" of mainstream culture. 
Raggamuffin raggae music is a sub-genre of dancehall music, in 
which the instrumentation consists primarily of electronic music; 
unlike traditional raggae, raggamuffin consists of tones originating in 
electronic sound and noise generators used alone or in conjunction 
with electroacoustic shaping means and sound-recording equipment. 
It originated in Jamaica and proliferated internationally in the 1990s, 
due to the general ascension of electronic music as well as the hip-
hop artists' growing interest in the new genre. In a sense, the Swed
ish-Jamaican voice in TLK's song looks for artistic validation by 
relating to the universal position of social marginality and resistance 
informing both traditional raggae music and raggamuffin, while it 
brings forth the "homeland" as a memory and musical heritage. Nev
ertheless, there is a sense of innovation in the evocation of ragga 
music, since this variation on traditional raggae was considered to be 
hybridized and revolutionary at the time of conception; and the Ja-

49 Jag komma till Sverige jag sökar asylen 

jag hamnar direkt i botkyrkabyggen 

jag går till Tropicana träffar massor me hagga 

jag gör min shown jag sjunga ragga 

men mitt namn e inte Shabba 

jag gör ragga på svenskan 

jag gör ragga till svenska å utländska 

jag träffa många flicka i Stockholmsstaden 

jag gör alle flicka massor av barnen 

så jag far mycket barnbidragen (Mecka) (14) 



maican-Swedish poetic voice speaks of ragga as musical innovation 
understood by both Swedes and foreigners, as a new vocabulary nec
essary for articulating the everyday reality of social segregation in a 
Swedish setting. TLK inscribes itself in the global hip-hop Nation by 
promoting ragga, or better said a hybridized version of ragga, and 
giving it a Swedish color. 

Rap language and TLK as world music 
The presence of other languages in the rappers' background is al
luded to with the help of the accenting and vocabulary borrowed 
from other languages and adapted to Swedish grammar. In the tradi
tion of hip-hop, this alienating effect caused by the insertion of for
eign words as well as grammatical and phonetic elements is per
ceived as a subversive gesture against standard Swedish as a symbol 
of centralist, nationalistic and institutional power: 

Chepe, Salla, Dogge like Mafia brothers 
so don't come and produce if you're from SöderSO 
(...) black, black, black head is my name 
and i'm not ashamed of it hahaaa 
black head and i'm proud 
i've never hid my black hair 
you don't get a thing 
and nobody cares how i feel 
whether dead or alive it doesn't matter 
when one'e worth is equal with zero.̂  ̂

s o  Södermalm is an affluent area in central Stockholm 

51 Chepe, Salla, Dogge som mafSabröder 

så kom inte och jiddra om du är från Söder 

(...) svart svart svart svartskalle e va jag e 

och jag skäms inte för de hahaa 

svartskalle och jag e stoh 

mitt svarta hår har jag aldrig dolt 

ingenting är vad man får 

och ingen bryr sig hur man mår 



At the same time, the gesture of exploiting Botkyrka slang for its 
poetic expressivity can also be seen as an inherently positive meta
phor for belonging to a different kind of Swedish community charac
terized by multiculturalism and the natural and rather unproblematic 
cohabitation of non-heritage Swedes with such different cultural 
backgrounds. In contrast to the public image of the immigrant suburb 
as an imperfect, inferior, marginal place, Dogge's Botkyrka is a place 
of normalcy where people are more genuine, multidimensional and 
capable of functional multi-lingual communication. In an interview 
published at the end of TLK's volume of lyrics, Dogge discusses 
language as one of the autobiographical elements in their music, 
drawing directly from slang spoken by youth in Botkyrka. According 
to Dogge, Northern Botkyrka slang is the natural result of the cohabi
tation of people with various linguistic and cultural backgrounds and 
is never perceived as foreign or alienating by the youth speaking it: 

We rap in the same way we speak, with influences from around 
the world. We grew up with Turks, Greeks, Gambians, Afri
cans, Chinese, South American, Palestinians, and Arabs. The 
whole world was just around the comer. You went to a friend's 
place and you were in Gambia, to another friend's place and 
you were in Turkey. All these people Uved in the same place, 
talked to each other, exchanged languages and words with each 
other, which resulted in this slang that youth speak.̂  ̂

TLK propose a new view of Swedish identity as seen through the 
eyes of a person with mixed heritage, which is based on multicultur
alism or cultural and linguistic hybridity as a natural and unproblem-

död eller levande det spelar ingen roll 

när väldet på någon e lika med noll Vem e maffia (31) 

52 Vi rappar som vi pratar, med influenser från hela världen. Vi växte upp med turkar, greker, 

gambianer, a&ikaner, kineser, sydamerikaner, palestinier, araber. Vi hade hela världen runt hörnet. 

Man gick hem till en kompis så var man i Gambia, till en annan så var man i Turidet. Alla de här 

personerna bodde på samma plats, pratade med varandra, bytte språk och ord med varandra, och det 

har resulterat i den här slangen som imgdomama pratar. (149) 



atic ontological state. And the anger in Dogge's rapping stems pre
cisely from the awareness that racism and ethnic discrimination con
tinues to dictate the public view of immigrants and their families, 
their neighborhoods, and their use of language. After all, the only 
possible response to discrimination is defensiveness and, in the spirit 
of hip-hop, verbal and musical aggression: 

i'll knock you down 
and your discrimination 
i'll knock you down 
and your damn segregation 
i'll knock you down 
cuz i'm the black head you hate (...) 
i'll knock you down 
with the microphone as a weapon 
i'll knock you down 
what do you mean i get he^ from the state 
(...) so respect what's ours 

The Latin Kings' music opens a kind of dialogue with the world, a 
discourse on issues both local and global. Musically, The Latin 
Kings' songs follow the compositional pattern common within hip-
hop, that is sampling, as their hip-hop is a musical collage of salsa. 
Latino rhythms, fragments of radio shows, bits of Swedish children's 
songs, film soundtracks, poems, and political speeches, which com-

53 (...) jag tar sönder dig 

och din disknmineting 

jag tar sönder dig 

och din jävla segregering 

jag tar sönder dig 

för jag är svartskallen du hatar (...) 

jag tar sönder dig 

med en mikrofon som vapen 

jag tar sönder dig 

vad då jag får hjälp av staten (...) 

så respektera vått. Jag tar sönder dig (42) 



bined constitute the background for Dogge's rapping executed to the 
compulsory traditional beat. Hip-hop's compositional structure 
represents hybridity in symbolic form by combining fragments of 
music from various genres and geographical spaces. In the spirit of 
hip-hop, their rapping incorporates everything from the affirmation 
of global Latino identity to the identification with the transnational 
immigrant community living in Stockholm's One Million Project 
neighborhoods, and from violence and crime as testimonies of black 
head solidarity against assimilationist tendencies to the joyous depic
tion of immigrants as the true believers in multiculturalism and cul
tural hybridity as a way of life. They condemn segregation and ethnic 
discrimination and ultimately fight for the redefinition of the dis
course of Swedishness to incorporate non-heritage Swedes as a natu
ral component rather than a special, foreign, objectified sociocultural 
other. And they do so by invoking the most prominent figure of the 
folk home and a household hero in Sweden, Olof Palme (1965): 

Prejudice arises in everyday life. It grows in the work place and 
in the neighborhood next to ours. It is an outlet for our own 
failures and disappointments. Above all, it is the expression of 
ignorance and fear. Ignorance of other people's characteristics, 
fear of losing a certain position, a social privilege, an entitle
ment. (...) That is how prejudice is always present, even in an 
enlightened society. It can come out as mean remark, an incon
siderate comment, a small evil gesture. Perhaps one does not 
mean to be mean. But the one who is at the receiving end can 
get hurt and never heal.^'' 

54 Fordomen har alltid sin rot i vardagslivet. Den gror på arbetsplatsen och i grannkvarteret. Den är 

ett utlopp för egna misslyckanden och besvikelser. Den är framförallt ett uttryck för okunnighet och 

rädsla. Okunnighet om andra människors särart, rädsla för att förlora en position, ett socialt privi

legium, en förhandsrätt. En människas hudfärg, ras, språk och födelseort har ju ingenting med 

mänskliga kvalitéer att göra. Att gradera människor med sådan måttstock står i 

bjäit kontrast till principen om människors lika värde. Men den är skamligt enkel att ta till för den 

som känner sig underlägsen, på arbetsplatsen, i sällskapslivet, i konkurrensen om flickan eller 



3 Roro and Zozo: stories of tears and stories of laughter 
Discussing Josef Fares' films Jalla Jalla and Zozo 

Josef Fares and the new Swedish film 
Traditionally, refugee migration is considered a special émigré ex
perience. It is closely linked to war or political conflict that trans
forms people into more or less helpless victims of historical circum
stances. The pain of forced dislocation has been represented in visual 
form, creating an aura of mystery around both the process of uproot
ing and the unfortunate destiny of the people experiencing it. Interna
tionally, film festivals, series, and touring programs of films that 
dealt with exilic issues have been put together since the 1980s, ex
ploring the visual representation of the ethnic, diasporic, and transna
tional (Naficy 1999). In his 2005 study entitled From Chivalry to 
Terrorism: War and the Changing Nature of Masculinity, Leo 
Braudy discusses the meaning of collective death brought about by 
war and the role of survivors and refugees as fighters of a personal 
war. Their life is reduced to a series of losses; their departure from 
their homeland is their internal, private war; 

In normal Ufe, individual death may gather meaning for the sur
vivors in a variety of ways— a record of accomplishment, a 
tragic accident, a life cut off too soon, or, most often, simply 
someone who was loved. But only war, especially war carried 
on for a cause, purports to give meaning to collective death. A 
war carried on by a volunteer or conscripted army of ordinary 
citizens carries the expectation of an even greater meaning. (...) 
Unlike professional soldiers or volunteers who have enlisted to 
better their peacetime circumstances, citizens who leave home 

pojken. Därför ligger fördomen alltid på lur även i ett upplyst samhälle. Den kan blossa ut i ett 

stickord, en obetänksam replik, en nedrighet i det lilla. Kanske menar den som handlar inte så illa. 

Men för den som träffas kan det riva upp sår som aldrig läks. Fördomar 2 (Ur Mitt Kvarter 2000) 



and hearth are galvanized to an ideal, or at least some serious 
and believable cause for which to fight (375). 

Jan Troell's The Emigrants and The New Land, Bille August's Pelle 
the Conqueror are examples of Scandinavian filmic narratives in
formed by a certain reverence and fascination for the immigrant rep
resented as a tragic hero living a life of continuous struggles. Con
temporary Swedish film moves slowly away from this tradition and 
introduces a more light-hearted and sympathetic view of immigrants, 
represented as comic characters populating familiar spaces. 

Josef Fares is one of contemporary Sweden's most well-known and 
critically acclaimed directors, whose name is often mentioned in 
public discussions about "the new/young generation of Swedish 
filmmakers." Although no clear demarcation line is traced between 
older and young filmic traditions, filmic works produced around the 
turn of the century and in the years to follow by Josef Fares, Miko 
Lazic, Reza Parsas, Reza Baghers, Peter Birro, Geir Hansteen Jör-
gensen, and even Lukas Moodysson are oftentimes referred to collec
tively as innovative, belonging to a new school of Swedish film. In a 
study on Swedish film that features the "immigrant as the friendly 
other" Carina Tigervall identifies the common denominator of the 
above mentioned artists as being a shared interest in the émigré ex
perience in Sweden: 

In 2000, the Swedish film is a mix of 'blood bread and kebab'. 
With the emergence of this new generation behind the camera, 
questions are no longer asked in the past tense. Several of the 
year's popular filmmakers, out of whom several have their roots 
in other cultures are wondering now: What is it like today? 
Does the outer image of Sweden as undergoing economic 
growth and being actively involved with the EU reflect our in
ner reality? (...) [The films are similar in as much as they have 
been created by 'new, young' directors and they represent a 
Swedish everyday reality centered on multiculturalism. Another 
shared characteristic for some of the films is that they have been 



successes with the public. (...) Regardless of the directors' in
tent, these films make an impact on Swedish society, culture, 
and the debate about this society here and now.̂  ̂

Josef Fares' films occupy a special place on Sweden's cultural world, 
due to the profound humanity of their depictions of emigrants. Ethnic 
difference is a natural human condition arising at the encounter with 
other cultures - in Fares' films Lebanese and Swedish, - that should 
be embraced both on-screen and off-screen. Zozo and Jalla! Jalla! 
are filmic narratives that build on an ideology of multiculturalism as 
the ideal solution to ethnic conflict, discrimination, and intolerance. 
Lx)oking beyond thematic and structural differences, one finds that 
both films share an essentially optimistic view of migration as a so
cial process. They demystify the émigré experience and make it more 
accessible to a Swedish audience that more often than not finds itself 
caught between distant pity and fascination when dealing with desti
nies regarded as fixndamentally different fi-om their own. The immi
grant life is no longer a scary reality of the other, endemic in suburbs 
located far enough not to affect the everyday life of heritage Swedes. 
It is just as complex and problematic as any other life. 
Josef Fares' 2005 film Zozo contextualizes the refugee experience in 
a Lebanese - Swedish setting and represents it through the eyes of 
the ten-year-old Zozo. During Lebanon's 16-year civil war, from 
1975 to 1990, up to one-fifth of the pre-war resident population, or 

55 År 2000 är den Svenska filmen 'en blandning av palt och kebab'... Under det pågående genera

tionsskiftet bakom kameran ställs frågorna inte längre i imperfektum. Arets aktuella regissörer, 

flera med rötterna i andra kultmer, midrar i stället; Hur ser det ut idag? Hur stämmer de yttre 

bilderna av Sverige, mitt under högkonjukturen och mitt i EU:s hetlufl, med våra inre upplevelser? 

(...) Gemensamt for filmerna är att de skapats av 'nya unga' filmskapare samt att de representerar 

en vardagsverklighet i ett Sverige där det mångkulturella sätts i centrum. Ett annat gemensamt drag 

hos filmerna är att publiken har tagit flera av dessa filmer till sig. (...) De är alla, oavsett filmska-

pamas intentioner, filmer som intervenerar i det svenska samhället och kulmren, och i debatten om 

detta samhälle vid deima tid (51-52). 



about 900,000 people, were displaced from their homes, of whom 
perhaps a quarter of a million emigrated permanently (Picard 1996) 
Zozo is orphaned in the civil war and finds his way to Sweden, 
where he reunites with his grandparents and faces the challenges of 
integration into a new and very different society. A grand lyrical 
piece, Zozo retains Fares' unique and warm humor encountered in his 
first long film, Jallal Jalla!. A comedy about the life of a Lebanese 
family living in one of Stockholm's suburbs, Fares' debut casts a 
warmer light on the daily struggles that the émigré experience en
tails. 

TJOZO is a film about trauma in general and the trauma of forced exile 
in particular, as experienced by a ten-year-old. Despite the serious
ness of the theme, the tone of the narrative is sentimental and humor
ous at times, making the film a kind of visual poetry imagined with 
the innocence of a child. In a sense, the film is a metaphor for pain, a 
visual illustration of several traumatic events in Zozo's life, punctu
ated by his attempts to sublimate this pain by escaping into an imagi
nary world. Zozo's life is both symbolic of the émigré experience in 
general and very personal, telling a private story of pain, suffering, 
and love that surpasses all stereotypes, generalities, and social cate
gories. Once more Fares goes beyond clichés and categories by creat
ing a personal narrative that illustrates the everyday of migrant life as 
complex, nuanced, and private. 

Jalla! Jalla! is the director's comedic graduation project at Drama 
Institute (Dramatiska Institutet), produced with a limited budget and 
built as a fictional documentary of autobiographical inspiration. Most 
of the cast is made of member's of Fares' own family, who get to 
enact a story that draws heavily from their own life experiences as 
migrants to Sweden. The story builds as the play of stereotypes about 
Arabic speaking immigrants living in Sweden, focusing primarily on 
the inherently good nature of cultural difference and multiculturalism 
as a happy solution to actual and potential social conflict. Although 
the general tone of the narrative is humorous, the irony is just not 



strong enough to tum the characters from amusing into problematic; 
the film builds as a critique of social stereotyping by illustrating and 
personifying it, but does not go as far as questioning or negating 
these social clichés. 

In Jalla! Jalla!, the ethnic other is jovial, funny, and self-ironic. 
Fares' filmic perspective can be said to, in Homi Bhabha's words, 
"activate an archaic root of the 'exilic'," in the sense that it repre
sents the ethnic other as belonging to the very familiar everyday life 
of contemporary Sweden. The audience is compelled to accept the 
émigré experience as part of their own everyday life and reconsider 
the deeply rooted need to view the immigrant as marginal, disgraced, 
and deservingly doomed to unhappiness. 

In the introduction to the anthology Home, Exile, Homeland, Homi 
Bhabha states that: 

If, in everyday speech and writing, we consciously read 'exile' 
as enforced displacement and dislocation, then it is also worth 
remembering that the term also carries within it, invisibly, un
consciously, its Latin root, salire: 'to leap.' It is this ethical 
'leap' that requires us, in a kind of bounding, boundary-
breaking movement to move, as Benjamin suggests, beyond 
'our metropolitan streets and furnished rooms'; to revise our 
knowledge of some of the 'savage' discourses of power, pos
session, knowledge and belonging, that rise from the uncanny 
far-flung ruins and debris of mettopolitan discourse (xii). 

Jalla! Jalla! and Zozo share some thematic characteristics - they are 
narratives representing the émigré experience, placing the young 
Lebanese immigrant in the limelight; their plots are constructed by 
interlacing generational conflicts with cross-cultural communication; 
they are constructed as autobiographies, inspired by the director's 
personal life experiences; they both represent a kind of linguistic 
awareness, using communication in more than one language, the 
transition from one semantic reality to another and code switching, to 
negotiate relationships across cultures; moreover, the autobiographi-



cal nature of the narratives is mirrored by the structure through the 
use of documentary-style techniques to create visual fiction. 

Jalla! Jalla! and Zozo operate on the same ideological plane as The 
Latin Kings' and Khemiri's representations of multiculturalism in 
Sweden; they identify two major co-existing groups and construct 
narratives about negotiations happening at the encounter of their 
members, the Swedes and the immigrants (blattar). Despite signifi
cant differences, the political ideologies behind the three authors' 
works operate by creating a critique of segregation in contemporary 
Sweden based on stereotypes. In postmodern spirit, one could argue 
that, in an effort to identify similarities and differences in cultural 
identities, the authors' critical takes run the risk of ultimately rein
forcing cultural differences. Fares' take on ethnicity and identity is 
different from the other two in the sense that he embraces multicul
turalism as the universal answer to ethnic differences and paints an 
essentially positive picture of cultural mixing (Daniel and Jonathan 
Boyarin 1993; Durham Peters 1999)̂ ®. 

Interaction among the Lebanese exiles and the Swedes is represented 
as a continuous process of cultural negotiation meant to familiarize 
the two parties with elements considered characteristic. Although 
politics is not central to the development of the story in Fares' visual 
works, both films are contextuaUzed in the greater social context of 
contemporary Sweden that supports multiculturalism as the official 
ideology accounting for ethnic diversity. In his study of alternative or 
exilic filmmaking, Hamid Naficy discusses the framing of the inter
stitial mode of production by the pohtical context it originates. Film 
becomes a participatory medium that allows for the creation of a 

56 "Diasporic cultural identity teaches us that cultures are not preserved by being protected from 

'mixing' but probably can only continue to exist as a product of such mixing. Diasporas lesson is 

that 'peoples lands are not naturally and organically connected'." (Daniel and Jonathan Boyarin 

1993,721 and 723 in Durham Peters 1999,38) 



shared diasporic consciousness and a sense of belonging to the col
lective experience of exile: 

Inserting politics at the point of origination may take the form 
of collective production. This can mean collaboration among a 
group of filmmakers, or a kind of 'collective enunciation' that is 
aware that filmmakers and audiences are always already con
joined by their membership in collective communities of ad
dress consisting of émigrés, exiles, diasporized, ethnicized, and 
otherwise otherized subjects (collective assemblage of enuncia
tion) (Naficy 1999,131). 

Jalla! Jalla! Multiculturalism as performance 
Josef Fares' debut film is autobiographical and experimental. Struc
turally, it combines filmic techniques that remind of Iranian New 
Wave cinema (Dabashi 2001) and Italian neorealism, blurring the 
boundaries between fiction and reality, feature film and documen
tary. Fares casts family members in the film's main roles and tells the 
story of everyday life in one of Sweden's inunigrant suburbs, with its 
ethnic conflicts and interpersonal drama. 

In his study entitled Transcultural Cinema, David MacDougall 
(1998) discusses the distinction between observational and participa
tory films, in the context of documentary filmmaking for the purpose 
of ethnographic study. The difference between the two can be under
stood as the difference between the director as an omniscient in
stance organizing the narrative for the unmediated enjoyment of the 
audience and the director whose presence is felt strongly in the film. 
Here the filmmaker acknowledges his or her entry upon the world of 
the subjects and yet asks them to imprint directly upon the film as
pects of their own culture. 

Josef Fares's directorial persona is closely tied to his non-heritage 
status. Jalla! Jalla! is an observational film in as much as it records 
life in the suburbs and gives it a comic twist. At the same time, it is 
participatory, in as much as it is autobiographical. From a perennial-



ist viewpoint, the film's prespectival and narrative credibility is justi
fied by the director's non-heritage origins. To the public. Fares is a 
reliable narrator due to his familiarity with the milieu he describes 
and the ability to navigate two different cultural worlds - the Leba
nese and the Swedish. In an article on cultural politics published in 
the journal Svensk scenkonst, Arne Ruth (2003) discusses the place 
Josef Fares occupies in the public sphere; 

In an interview after his success with the debut film Jalla! 
Jalla!, Josef Fares had only sarcastic and angry answers to ques
tions about his being an immigrant director. The main charac
teristic of directors such as Fares or writers such as Jonas Has-
sen Khemiri is not that they are immigrants. Their stories and 
plays are continuing and enriching the legacy of Swedish story
telling. (...) The Swedish view of diversity can be illustrated 
with a metaphor. We let refugees into our Swedish home. Now 
they're residents with right equal to everybody else's. Their 
contribution to our life together is part of everybody's everyday 
life. According to the definition of Swedishness, they are still 
identified as a foreign element. As of right now, no political 
party has re-written their cultural and political views to repre
sent the new state of affairs.^^ 

The fictional reality of the film is constructed as a Utopian world that 
reminds one of the much idealized hippie communities of the 1970's 
in Sweden, as depicted for instance in Lukas Moodysson's Together 

57 När Josef Fares efter succéfilmen Jalla! Jalla! intervjuades med utgångspunkten att han var 

invandrarregissör reagerade han med saikasm och ilska. Hlmregissörer som Fares och författare 

som Jonas Hassen Khemiri är inte säraitsbärande "invandrare." Deras berättelser och teaterpjäser är 

en fortsättning och vidareutveckling av svensk berättarkonst. (...) Den svenska synen på mångfald 

kan illustreras med en metafor. Vi släppte in flyktingar i det svenska huset. Nu bor de i huset med 

samma rätt som alla andra. Deras bidrag till umgänget ingår i det vardagsliv som vi alla delar. Men 

i definitionen av svenskhet är de fortfarande ett främmande inslag. Inget parti har ännu anpassat 

sina kulturpolitiska visioner efter det nya tillståndet. 



(Tillsammans). Jalla! Jalla! represents the adaptation of this ideal of 
Utopian society to our contemporary global reality as a Sweden 
where immigrants are not only willing to integrate, but also tolerant; 
moreover, consensus among the members of the community, be they 
non-heritage or local for several generations, is reached by openness 
toward multiculturalism and the strong desire to achieve a kind of 
all-encompassing sense of harmony across cultures. In Jalla! Jalla!, 
Fares creates characters that are heroes of multiculturaUsm and cul
tural open-mindedness living happily in a harmonious and rather 
exotic Swedish/o/Ä: home that can only exist in Fares' realm of fan
tasy and fiction. 

Fares takes the romantic comedy into the realm of fantastic realism 
when he represents multiculturalism as a more or less mystical, un-
explainable solutions to all problems and conflicts in the film. 
Måns's unsuccessful relationship with the Swedish girlfriend and his 
impotence reach a fortunate end when he meets Yasmine whom he 
falls in love with at first sight. Roro is depicted as an exotic boy
friend, romantic, open, and of an undoubtedly foreign charm - his 
romantic happiness can be achieved only in a relationship with blond 
and blue-eyed Lisa and by no means through the old-fashioned, 
Lebanese tradition of arranged marriages. It is fair to say, however, 
that if multiculturalism equals the loving blending of people in the 
name of free will and is the peaceful, liberal, and tolerant solution to 
all problems due to cultural differences, Jalla! Jalla! can be read as a 
humorous replica of the Utopian collective happiness represented by 
the Swedish/o/Ä: home. 

The film can be regarded as an attempt to create a cinematic illustra
tion of a new kind of Sweden, which welcomes and accommodates 
refugees and immigrants naturally, without regarding them as a 
threat to national identity. 



Humor. Irony. Stereotyping 
The narrative is told from the interstitial position of the exiled be
tween two different cultures, at a certain distance from both blatte 
and Swedish realities. Roro, the main character in the film, negotiates 
naturally between his parents' world and his own generation's real
ity. He can dissociate between Lebanese traditions artificially main
tained by his family and his own reality as a young man living in a 
more liberal Sweden. From this perspective, everyday interaction 
between Swedes and the immigrant other is a performance. Roro acts 
as a translator of his family's values and everyday practices for his 
Swedish friend Måns. 

In his study entitled Looking Awry: an Introduction to Jacques La-
can through Popular Culture, Slavoj Zizek discusses the identity of 
the immigrant other as being similar to an act of everyday cultural 
castration. The other's lifestyle is at once fascinating and bother
some, because it is different: 

In short, what gets on our nerves, what really bothers us about 
the "other," is the peculiar way he organizes his enjoyment (the 
smell of his food, his "noisy" songs and dances, his strange 
manners, his attitude to work—in the racist perspective, the 
"other" is either a workaholic stealing our jobs or an idler living 
on our labor). The basic paradox is that our Thing is conceived 
as something inaccessible to the other and at the same time 
threatened by him; this is similar to castration which, according 
to Freud, is experienced as something that "really cannot hap
pen," but whose prospect nonetheless horrifies us (165). 

Josef Fares's directorial genius operates on a similar ideological 
level. He represents the life of the immigrant other as unusual, poten
tially confusing, and definitely in need of transcultural translation by 
Roro, who can understand both worlds. 

Fares takes these social and cultural dissimilarities and turns them 
into comic categories by using the trope of hyperbole. His characters 
are no longer verisimilar illustrations of immigrant types one could 



encounter in immigrant suburbs, but rather embodiments of stereo
types of the immigrant other circulating in the contemporary Swe
den's public sphere. Roro becomes the liberal, enlightened second-
generation immigrant, while his father is the typical Arabic speaking 
merchant who always confuses his Swedish customers. His grand
mother is not just any Lebanese old lady, but the most willful matron 
of the family and guardian of traditions. 

With the help of hyperbole. Fares tums the fear of the immigrant 
other into laughter. He creates blattar or black heads that are picture-
perfect visualizations of negative clichés about immigrants and 
makes them humorous. In a scene taking place at the antique store 
owned by Roro's father, the son and his fiiend stand in the doorway 
and observe Baba "in action," haggling with a customer. The scene is 
theatrically static and composed by the repeated alternation of two 
matched shots - the two friends are presented in the transitional 
space connecting the off-screen world and the enclosed space of the 
store; the following shot is restricted to the interior of the store and 
focuses on Baba and his confused Swedish customer. The antique 
store becomes the ultimate space of otherness, where the immigrant 
Baba's everyday life is represented as a cultural performance; the 
contrast between the behaviors of the customer and the immigrant is 
the object of Måns's curiosity and the source of situational humor in 
this scene. 

Situational humor arises precisely in the moments when examples of 
stereotypical behavior become so predictable, picture perfect, and 
flawlessly illustrating categories that they can only be considered 
fictional. Characters that impersonate blatte or svenne behavior are 
such accurate representations of the stereotypes that they transgress 
narrative realism into the realm of the imaginary and the humorous. 
The movie is a comedy and can therefore allow its audience the relief 
of laughter when representing social realities that are otherwise ad
dressed as being negative - social segregation becomes simply the 
family's relative need to preserve its traditions; cultural differences 



become intriguing opportunities to explore yourself and others; lin
guistic and cultural integration become part of a person's personal 
charm rather than an effort and ultimately a disadvantage in relation 
to a dominant culture. Although the conflicts in the story are serious 
and provoke a fairly high degree of anxiety and confusion in the 
main characters' lives, the lighthearted tone of the narrative gives its 
audience the chance of comic relief. Blattar in Jalla! Jalla! are hu
man, unthreatening, amusing, and therefore pleasant. 

Film as exilic medium 
Compositionally, Jalla! Jalla! is constructed as a classic linear film, 
combining the structural and thematic elements of a romantic com
edy - romance, generational conflict, peaceful conflict resolution, 
and a happy ending. Conflict is the primary discursive principle and 
it develops on three parallel thematic directions. In the generation 
dissension, the father, the grandmother and Yasmine's cousin form 
one side of the dialogue, while the younger Roro, Yasmine and Måns 
stand on the other side. Moreover, this generational conflict marks a 
cultural shift from a strict Lebanese tradition endorsed by the family 
to a more liberated thinking grounded in free will, practiced by Roro. 
The main character finds a solution to this conflict by making the 
conscious choice to position himself in between cultures and live his 
life independenfly from the social conventions dictated by his family 
or the world around him. 

A third thematic direction is the one dictated by two romantic con
flicts, between Yasmine, Roro, Måns and his ex-girlfriend. Jalla! 
Jalla! tells a rather uncomplicated story about the formation and con
solidation of two romantic couples, Måns and Yasmine, and Roro 
and Lisa. Roro and Måns are friends, working with Park Services; 
Roro is together with girlfriend Lisa, but faces the risk of being 
forcefully married away to Yasmine, who in her turn is compelled to 
get married in Sweden or else her family would send her back to 
Lebanon. In his turn, Måns is desperately trying to save his unhappy 



relationship with an episodic character when he meets Yasmine and 
falls in love with her. 

Interestingly enough, this new romantic relationship offers a miracu
lous solution to all the conflicts in the film - on the day Yasmine and 
Roro were supposed to fulfill their families' wish and get married, 
the two couples (Roro with girlfriend Lisa and Måns with Yasmine) 
reunite and run away from the wedding. 

The moment when the two couples leave before the beginning of the 
wedding ceremony can be read as a happy ending in as much as the 
young generation in the film gets to assert their independence from 
the family and their traditions. Like in any lighthearted romantic 
comedy, Baba the father gives his approval and blessing to the young 
couples, reinforcing their freedom to make their own decisions and 
start their own traditions. However, the final scene can also be con
sidered a metaphor for the irrevocability of the cultural rupture be
tween generations - the parents believe in traditions their children 
find inadequate and coercive. In the light of the ethnic theme of the 
film, the final scene can also be read as symbolic of the young gen
eration's break with the traditions their parents had to follow in their 
home country, Lebanon, and an acceptance of personal freedom, 
which is considered to be a characteristic Swedish cultural value. 

Jalla! Jalla! is structurally simple, alternating short wide-angle shots 
that perform the narrative purpose of driving the story forward with 
close-ups used to enhance intimacy in romantic scenes. Indoor 
scenes are shot as if they were television theater, while outdoor 
scenes remind of plain-air painting, with a strong sense of the open 
air. A visual contrast is created when shots of Lebanese family gath
erings are represented as loud, overcrowded and claustrophobic. The 
on-screen space is saturated and the wide-angle shots remind of fam
ily portraits. By way of contrast, romantic scenes between Roro and 
Lisa or Måns and Yasmine are created as close-ups, enhancing the 
sense of liberating intimacy. 



The most notable directorial choice in terms of sound is the active 
use of language. Code-switching plays a dramatic role in the narra
tive as it marks aurally the cultural difference between the Lebanese 
family and the Swedes around them. Roro operates in an interstitial 
linguistic space, speaking both languages and navigating both 
worlds. 

Josef Fares created a film that can be regarded as an illustration of 
what Hamid Naficy (1999) calls as the exilic mode of production: 

The exilic mode of production encourages the development of 
an accented and deterritorialized style that is driven by its own 
limitations, that is, its smallness, imperfection, amateurishness, 
and lack of cinematic gloss (most films are low-tech shorts that 
have an extremely low budget and a small crew and cast). It is 
also driven by the style's textual richness and narrative inven
tiveness, that is, its critical juxtaposition of audiovisual and nar
rative elements, discontinuity and fragmentation, multifocality 
and multilingualism, self-refiexivity and autobiographical in
scription, historicity, epistolarity, claustrophobic textuality and 
spatiality, and resistance to closure (deterritorialized language) 
(131). 

To Fares, intentional compositional unpretentiousness is the pre
ferred representational medium to represent a state of cultural in-
between-ness and a sense of cultural uprootedness. The visual story 
of Roro is about a new kind of identity, a cultural "hybrid" grounded 
on continuous negotiations between different traditions and lan
guages. 

Zozo: migration between trauma and innocence 
Zozo is a film about the émigré experience as trauma. Compared to 
Jallal Jalia!, Josef Fares's third feature film is at the other end of the 
stylistic spectrum. The film tells the lyrical story of a ten-year old 
boy's journey from Lebanon to Sweden, centering on the complex 
inner conflict caused by war, migration and the loss of his family. 



Everyday life in Lebanon is destroyed by war, while everyday life in 
the new home country, Sweden, is haunted by painful memories. The 
experience of pain is lyricized and becomes the primary conflict 
driving the narrative. 

Fares looks for inspiration in his own childhood experiences in Bei
rut and combines documentary-style realism with fictional and lyri
cal elements to create a story about the traumatic experiences of sur
viving a war and of migrating to a new country, represented through 
the eyes of a child. In an interview with Betty Skawonius, Josef 
Fares described the making of the film as a kind of "abstract story
telling" meant to express and represent a feeling: 

As I started writing, it felt as if the text was writing itself, just 
wonderfully. It was my first time writing on my own. It felt like 
a strong emotion hidden inside my chest the whole time. It kept 
floating inside and then burst out. I've enjoyed this kind of ab
stract storytelling meant to generate a feeling.^^ 

Zozo is a modem tragic character. He lives in Beirut during the Civil 
War, survives an attack that kills his parents and siblings and later 
manages to travel to Sweden on his own and reunite with his grand
parents. Zozo's journey begins in his hometown, Beirut, a few days 
before the family's planned relocation to Sweden. Scenes of joyous 
and hopeful family interactions in the enclosed space of their home 
alternate with outdoor shots of the town bearing the marks of war. 
Their everyday life develops as twofold: on the one hand, they strug
gle to maintain the appearance of a normal daily existence despite the 
war; on the other hand, they create an imaginary reality, an off
screen world named Sweden where everything is beautiful, green. 

58 s å  jag böljade skriva och kände hur det flöt på, på ett underligt sätt. För första gången skrev jag 

helt ensam. Jag hade en stark känsla som fanns där i bröstet hela tiden. Det flöt på och det flum-

made ut. Jag gillar det, ett abstrakt berättande, for att fa fiam en känsla (Skawonius Dagens Nyheter 

2006). 



and peaceful. Roro's understanding of the reality surrounding him is 
illustrated early in the film, during a conversation with his friends. 
Sitting on the ruins of a house in their neighborhood where most 
buildings have been destroyed, Zozo tells his friends about the beau
tiful Swedish houses he had seen in his grandparents' pictures. To 
him, Sweden is everything Lebanon cannot be because of war. He 
escapes the cruel reaUty around him by reversing the negative reali
ties seen in Beirut. 

The first scenes are dominated by a powerful sense of anticipation. 
Wide-angle shots that show the bareness of the town in ruin contrast 
with the intimacy of family scenes occurring in the busy decor of the 
home. The family's preparations for the trip take place to the sound 
of bombs falling at various distances from their apartment building. 
While these explosions are not directly represented in the on-screen 
space, their auditory presence increases dramatic tension. The initial 
direction of the narrative is deviated abruptly when a bomb falls 
through the roof and kills Zozo's parents and sister. Zozo stands in 
the doorway of their apartment and looks at a space off-screen, ini
tially revealed through flashes punctuating the close-up. The uninter
rupted sound of sirens in the background dampens other noises and 
prolongs the state of shock. Zozo and his brother leave the bodies 
behind and run down the streets looking for shelter from bullets. The 
following morning, Zozo wakes up alone. This scene is the film's 
climax, marking the completion of the introductory part of the film 
and narrowing the narrative perspective such that the story becomes 
exclusively about Zozo's lonely journey as a refugee. 
Fares makes an interesting narrative choice by including a non-
human figure as a supporting character in the film - the little chicken 
is an imaginary endowed with supernatural powers that give it the 
ability to talk. The chicken is an episodic character in the story of 
Zozo's life, a kind of alleviator figure meant to make the suffering 
caused by the war less severe. After having left his friends behind 
and having lost his family, Zozo finds solace and understanding with 



his non-human, supernatural companion for the few days he spends 
in Lebanon before the trip to Sweden. The close-ups with Zozo and 
his chicken are gentle moments of intimacy and sentimentality, filled 
with nostalgia for the lost love of the parents. The presence of the 
chicken is metaphoric, standing for childhood and innocence; and its 
decision to stay is the symbolic confirmation that, after all, a refu
gee's journey is a lonely one. 

In his study of Lacanian thought and popular culture, Slavoj Zizek 
discusses the experience of the big Other as trauma, always mediated 
by fantasy (Zizek 1991). The other is too threatening to comprehend 
rationally and to experience as universal, thus can only be substanti
ated through the temporary intervention of imagination: 

That is to say, it is in the very nature of fantasy to resist univer-
salization: fantasy is the absolutely particular way every one of 
us structures his/her "impossible" relation to the traumatic 
Thing. It is the way every one of us, by means of an imaginary 
scenario, dissolves and/or conceals the fundamental impasse of 
the inconsistent big Other, the symbolic order (167). 

In dealing with the trauma of having lost his family, Zozo creates an 
imaginary world that interrupts everyday reality and offers temporary 
comfort. The IjTicism of the film intensifies when moments of reve
lation interrupt the story's linearity. Time is suspended and space is 
dilated in a couple of short scenes of revelation, of divine interven
tion. These moments provide Zozo a temporary relief from pain. In a 
brief visionary dream, Zbzo's mother is brought back to life, while a 
day-dream shows God himself in the form of a dazzling light. Music 
is played almost exclusively during Zozo's dreams, daydreams, and 
fantastic escapes into an imaginary world, marking the momentary 
interruption of daily life's normal course for the purpose of reflec
tion, healing through remembering, or escape from a harsh reality. 
The moments when Zozo finds refuge in his fantasy are meant to 
accentuate the general sadness of the film and represent the only 
possible escape from a traumatic reality. Special effects are not used 



as a means to enhance reality and make it more credible, but rather as 
a visual indicator for the transgression from documentary-style fic
tional storytelling into magical realism. 

Zozo: memory and identity 
The narrative pace changes suddenly toward the middle of the narra
tive when Zozo leaves his home country for Sweden where he joins 
his grandparents. The break in the narrative is a visual indication of 
the geographic and personal leap undertaken by Zozo, created by a 
condensation of time, cutting from the shot of the military officer at 
Beirut airport straight to Zozo's arrival in Sweden. From this point 
on, the story unravels through parallel action cutting, by alternating 
between Zbzo's life in Sweden and memories of the war in Lebanon. 

Metaphorically, Zozo's move to Sweden marks the loss of iimo-
cence. Once Zozo reaches his destination in Sweden, he detaches 
himself from his past in Lebanon in both a geographic and personal 
way - he loses the ability to escape in a positive fantasy world when
ever reality proves to be too harsh and trying. He faces the difficul
ties of the inunigrant life in Sweden, having to learn a new language 
and deal with discrimination and isolation at school. His school
mates' insensitivity is contrasted with the grandparents' warmth, 
love, and humor. His everyday life is depicted as a complex healing 
process - he learns to forget the painful memories of war and death, 
as he adjusts to a new country, learns Swedish, and becomes more 
aware of his social status as immigrant. 

Fares' filmic narrative builds on the émigré experience as the inter
play among private and shared memories, impressions of everyday 
life in Sweden, and the conscious and unconscious repression of 
traumatic war-related experiences. The story unveils as a lyrical 
piece without the urgency of compositional coherence and a linear 
storyline, and incorporates in its visual texture temporal and causal 
lacunas and static meditative moments. For instance, there is no tex
tual or visual indication of the reason why Zozo's grandparents 



moved to Sweden, or how Zozo himself manages to depart Lebanon 
and travel alone across Europe. Nevertheless, the composition feels 
intact and cohesive, conveying a set of traumatic experiences at an 
early age followed by a long process of forgetting. The film repre
sents visually, metaphorically, and lyrically one predominant emo
tion - pain - ,  taking a close look at its manifestations through mem
ory and perception. Fares creates a postmodern narrative that com
bines storj^elling with cinematic technique to render pain; for in
stance, sound in Zozo is mostly a realistic recording of noises, con
versations, and sounds linked to everyday activities meant to re
create an environment in an almost documentary-like manner. 

Fares' rhetorical strategy is centered on the use of stereotypical char
acters and images in order to appeal to a wide audience and their 
public conunon knowledge about Arabic speaking immigrants living 
in Sweden. Moreover, Fares' films help question and modify the 
demonizing and orientalizing value of stereotypical representations 
of the émigré experience in public discourse by creating a filmic 
reaUty where these clichéd characters have the strength to laugh and 
be self-ironic despite their complex, nuanced, and sometimes tragic 
life. In Fares' films, stereotypes help construct a humorous narrative 
with a humanizing and universalizing effect; the ultimate narrative 
intent is undoubtedly to create an illustrative counter argument to 
Swedish nationaUstic rhetoric that ties immigrants to a reality of 
"non-Swedish" sociocultural otherness represented one dimension-
ally as exotic, essentially inferior, and potentially dangerous. 

Fares' third long film, Zozo, is built on the more complex rhetorical 
strategy of double opposition - on the one hand, the film's story 
maintains some of the stereotypes introduced in Jalla! Jalla! and 
proposes a visual counter argument to the nationaUstic discourse of 
sociocultural otherness-, on the other hand, the movie is centered on a 
thematic opposition, namely the contrast between the rather clichéd 
exterior reality of everyday life in Sweden and Zozo's troubled iiuier 
life. While a large audience might relate to a stereotyped depiction of 



the grandparents, they could never fathom the intensity and impact 
war has on a child. To Zozo's grandparents, humor and self-irony are 
no longer generally accepted stereotypical attributes, but rather the 
result of the conscious personal decision of supporting their grandson 
through both his mourning period and his adaptation to life in Swe
den. Zozo's everyday experiences during the trying period immedi
ately following his arrival clashes with the official and public repre
sentation of Sweden as a generous and welcoming refugee paradise. 
In the microcosmic universe of the school where Zozo appears to be 
the only non-heritage child, he faces racism, hatred, and bullying on 
the basis of his being different. The only place of quiet, care, and 
support for Zozo is represented by his family. 

Josef Fares' filmic representations of the émigré experience is origi
nal since it re-creates the reality of the homeland both directly and 
through diasporic imagining and the preservation of Lebanese lan
guage and traditions. Reality before the departure for Sweden is de
picted as traumatic because of the war, but still happy because of the 
family's constant and strong presence. Everyday life for a young 
immigrant in Sweden is represented as a constant inner negotiation 
of old and new traditions, of values embraced by the parents and 
grandparents that have stronger cultural ties to their homeland and on 
the other hand, the desire to live freely and independently. Much like 
the other works analyzed in the previous chapters. Fares' films are 
narratives with a rhetorical strategy that relies on stereotyping and 
humor in order to construct a less demonic and exotic image of the 
immigrant. 

Fares' main characters are complex and nuanced human beings, self-
aware and self-ironic; they are humanized, recognizable, and very 
funny, thus appealing to a larger public despite their critique of the 
discourse of ethnic otherness in contemporary Sweden. 



4 Halim and the establishment of a blatte ontology 
Discussing Jonas Hassen Khemiri's novel Ett Öga rött 

Blatte ontology: revolutionary hybridity and teenage 
rebelliousness 

In the August 2003 episode of the classic Program 1 summer radio 
program entitled Summer talk (Sommarprat), the young author Jonas 
Hassen Khemiri builds his radiophonic autobiographical monologue 
around music. Hip-hop songs, in English and in Swedish, punctuate 
events in his life, enhancing their meaning and celebrating their real-
life heroes. And hip-hop's articulation of everyday life is the driving 
force of Khemiri's debut novel. An Eye Red (Ett öga rött), in which 
Khemiri lets rhythm and literary prose interweave to create an ex
perimental and original narrative, showing unprecedented Unguistic 
artistry in Swedish literature. Khemiri continues and enriches their 
ideological legacy and creates a rich novelistic universe in which 
immigrant experiences are mingled with adolescent rebelliousness, 
emotional and hormonal confusion, linguistic playfulness and, very 
importantiy, racism and ethnic discrimination. 

In February 2006, Khemiri's second novel, Montecore, was pub
lished and received with critical acclaim and a nomination for the 
year's August Literature Award. Written as the virtual dialogue of 
Kadir and young author Khemiri about the latter's writing of his de
but novel about his father, Montecore takes the passion for linguistic 
experimentation a step further than in An Eye Red. The main charac
ter Kadir writes his emails in a kind of hybridized Swedish, a mix of 
French, Arabic and Swedish that feels uncanny. Kadir's Swedish is 
intended as a narrative technique that represents hybridity - it is both 
alienating in its programmatic modification of standard Swedish, a 
personal pidgin and a global phenomenon central to the émigré ex
perience. This analysis focuses on Khemiri's debut novel, An Eye 
Red, since it has played a significant role in the affirmation of blatte 
discourse in contemporary Sweden's public sphere. 



Khemiri's debut novel builds around the blatte concept and con
structs a fictional semantic scope for it. The main character, teenage 
Halim, formulates a blatte ontology according to which everything in 
the world is either Swedish or non-Swedish, or rather svenne or 
blatte. He defines these types with the help of categories inspired by 
stereotypes about immigrants that are commonplace in contemporary 
public discourse. And the perfect illustration of this dichotomous 
world is the identity he constructs for himself as a special kind of 
blatte, namely the thought sultan. Khemiri's rhetorical strategy is 
founded on the construction of a gallery of characters that refuse to 
become perfect illustrations of the stereotyped reality Halim creates 
for them. The driving force of the narrative is the main character's 
unfulfilled desire to be the perfect representation of the thought sul
tan identity he constructed for himself. Narrative unreliability stems 
precisely from the incongruity between Halim's need to live up to his 
ideal of blatte identity and the ontological rigidity of the stereotypes 
he uses to construct the identity. 

In his 1994 study entitled Migrancy, Culture, Identity, Iain Chambers 
discusses the deeply seated human need to construct a coherent life 
narrative in which we can ground our identity. In the migrant's case, 
this identity construction happens through complex processes of spa
tial and linguistic negotiation, and through the constant re-definition 
of cultural and personal boundaries: 

We imagine ourselves to be whole, to be complete, to have a 
full identity and certainly not to be open or fragmented; we 
imagine ourselves to be the author, rather than the object, of the 
narratives that constitute our lives. It is this imaginary closure 
that permits us to act. Still, I would suggest, we are now begin
ning to leam to act in the subjunctive mode, 'as if we had' a full 
identity, while recognizing that such a fullness is a fiction, an 
inevitable failure. It is this recognition that permits us to ac
knowledge the limits of our selves, and with it the possibility of 
dialoguing across the subsequent differences - the boundary, or 



horizon, from which, as Heidegger points out, things unfold: 
both towards us and away from us (25). 

The greater ideological objective of An Eye Red is to prove the futil
ity and paradoxical nature of a worldview based on the dichotomy 
us/them, and language is Halim's most powerful narrative instrument 
in order to illustrate this point. Khemiri constructs a language with 
unique characteristics, halimska or Halim's language, which is nei
ther a real dialectal variation or a pidgin of standard Swedish, nor as 
immigrant/ Rinkeby Swedish. I call linguistic sublimation Khemiri's 
fictional attempt to construct a language that goes beyond the dis
course of us and them and stands for hybridity. This language is in
spired by The Latin Kings' rap rendition of the slang spoken in the 
streets of Northern Botkjrka and enriched with words coined by 
Halim. 

Immigrants, blottar and Halim, the thought sultan 
Ett öga rött is a novel about identity. The narrative vmtten in first 
person centers on Halim's multiple attempts to give structure to the 
diverse world around him and also define a unique category for him
self. He reduces people to two major groups, blattar and Swedes, and 
places himself in the former category as a special kind of non-
heritage Swede, namely the thought sultan. 

Identity formation is a dynamic process of othering (Lacan 1975), of 
simultaneously distancing from oneself and mirroring into reality and 
people outside of oneself. Jacques Lacan illustrates identity construc
tion through the metaphor of the broken mirror. At a very early age, 
the infant experiences a sense of his/her own body as distant, as the 
other, when he/she sees its reflection in the mirror for the first time. 
The self is a collage of experiences reflected by pieces of a mirror 
and arranged in a coherent entity by imagination. 

Halim's fictional self is constructed by attempts to position himself 
in relation to other characters in the narrative. Most of the characters 
are constructed schematically to illustrate the twofold world order 



defined by Halim. The dominant figures, however, Dalanda, his fa
ther Otman and deceased mother, and his fleeting love interest, Ma
lin are too complex to fit Halim's rigid ethnically-based dichotomous 
reaUty. According to Halim, a teenage blatte's identity is articulated 
primarily by ethnicity and unusual public behavior justified by a 
penchant for hip-hop culture. Three different types can be identified 
in the blatte category - the gangsta, the good guy, and the thought 
sultan, or the revolutionary blatte. Moreover, while the svenne cate
gory might be rather limited despite its social dominance and alleged 
superiority over the immigrants, the blatte category is large enough 
to encompass almost everything non-Swedish, whether non-heritage 
or simply foreign: 

Today I've philosophized on a theory about Swedes and black 
heads at school: (...) The blattar at school are not that many but 
can still be found in two versions. Number one is the normal 
blatte: the crook, hood, thug, gangsta. For instance, Sebastian 
and Angelo. The best example in Skaris is Alonzo cuz he was 
the one who taught Juan how we to buy 50-cent chewing gum 
at Gottoken after putting Snickers and Raiders up his sleeve. 
Thanks to him I know now how to spot police in plain clothes 
in a crowd and how to upgrade soft air guns to real guns. Blatte 
type number two is intelligent guy that studies for tests and uses 
nice words, never sneaks onto the subway trains without paying 
and never writes tags. For instance the twins Fuad and Fadi plus 
all the other Iranians that butter up teaches and want to become 
dentists and engineers. They think that they get respect but the 
teachers really laugh at them cuz they get that they're really 
lost. 

But today I've philosophized on a new kind of blatte, who 
stands free and is the one Swedes hate the most: the revolution 
blatte, the thought sultan. He sees through all lies and never lets 
anybody fool them. Almost like al-Kindi who hacked all kinds 
of codes and wrote several thousands awesome books on as
tronomy and philosophy but also on music and math. Last quar-



ter I was more the gansta type but I swear that from now on I'll 
tum more into a thought sultan.̂  ̂

The first blatte type is the gangsta, the person who does not fear to 
manifest publicly his status as ethnic other through violent, illegal 
behavior. Most likely inspired by the American gangsta' hip-hop, or 
at least by its representations in the mass media and films, Halim's 
gangsta is the teenager who steals Snickers' bars cool-headedly while 
paying the price of a chewing gum, is able to spot a policeman in a 
large crowd and can handle guns skillfully. The second kind of blatte 
is the socially proper Persian good kid, the lost blatte, who never 
misses school because he wants to become a dentist or an engineer, 
never writes graffiti, nor is able to realize that the teachers despise 
him in spite of his hard work. And there is also a third kind of blatte, 
the thought sultan or the revolutionary blatte, who represents the 
epitome of blatte wisdom by being able to discern truth fi-om lies in a 
world dominated by Swedes (svennar) and to identify the multiple 
everyday manifestations of the universal mti-blatte conspiracy. And 
Halim envisions himself as belonging to the third category. Halim is 

5 9 1  dag har jag filosoferat &am en teori om svennama och svattskallama pä skolan: (...) Blattama 

på skolan är inte sä många men kommer ändå i två versioner. Nummer ett är den vanliga blatten; 

knasaren, snikaten, snattaren, ligisten. Som exempel kan man ta Sebastian och Angelo. I Skaris 

bästa exemplet är Alonzo för det var han som lärde Juan hur vi skulle handla 50-örestuggummin på 

Gottoken efter ha lagt Smeker och Raiders i jackämnen. Det är tack vare han jag vet hur man hittar 

civilsnutar i folksamlingar och förstäiker soft air guns till riktiga vapen. Blattesort nummer två är 

duktighetskillen som pluggar prov och använder finord och aldrig plankar tunnelbanan eller tag-

gish. Som exempel vi har tviUingama Fuad och Fadi plus alla andra iranier som smörar lärare och 

vill bli tandläkare och ingenjörer. Dom tror dom fir respekt men egentligen alla lärare skrattar åt 

dom for man fattar dom är vilsna. 

Men i dag jag har filosoferat ftam det finns också en tredje blattesort som står helt &i och är den 

som svennama hatar mest; revolutionsblatten, tankesultanen. Den som ser igenom alla lögner och 

som aldrig låter sig luras. Ungefär som al-Kindi som knäckte alla koder och skrev flera tusen 

grymma böcker om astronomi och filosofi men också om musik och matte. Förra terminen jag var 

nog mest knasaren men från nu jag svär jag ska bli tankesultan. 38 



trapped in a dichotomous view of the world as divided into us and 
them, svenne Swedes and Mattar, characterized by stereotypes and 
clichés, and cannot seem to escape it. By organizing the world 
around him according to this duality, Halim reinforces ethnic differ
ences between the two groups, ultimately re-affirming discrimination 
and racism. 

A blatte is a dark-haired masculine man, who takes pride in his for
eign heritage, enjoys hip-hop life style, and can code switch between 
Standard Swedish and Swedish with a thick foreign accent whenever 
appropriate. On the other hand, a Swede is a person from a wealthy 
family, who dresses well even when trying to pass for a hip-hop fan, 
speaks standard Swedish and is opinionated about literature and mu
sic: 

We can say that there are three different kinds of Swedes. First 
come the luxury Swedes who act like mafiosi, only in a Swed
ish way. They have expensive brand clothes, but their logos are 
small compared to the blatte brands and you can barely see 
them. {Black heads act like rich people in a more real way.) (...) 

But there aren't that many luxury Swedes cuz most people at 
school are in the bums' gang that walk around wearing Tatar 
style rags with torn leather jackets and jeans with huge holes. 
Oftentimes their hair is aU messy and sometimes girls have lace 
skirts and checkered socks. If you want to be one of them you 
have to say that Russians write the best poetry and listen to Bob 
Hund instead of Snoop Doggy Dogg. (...) 

The third kind of Swede is in the dance classes though you 
don't really see them at school so much cuz they hang out in the 
ballet studio and practice their practice. The dance girls are su
per tiny and wear their hair in a bun and the guys are like four 
or five in each class and always smile in the school photo like 



real gays. All in the dance class walk with their toes outward 
and their backs straight like timber.̂ *̂  

Halim's view of the blattar is formed through the reversal of the 
Swedish/blatte dichotomy and the power relations at work in con
temporary Sweden's everyday reality. He constructs an imaginary 
world where blattar are more powerful than Swedes and manifest 
their dominance in subversive ways. His fictional reality is composed 
of essentialist interactions among blattar and Swedes might, enhanc
ing Halim's blatte identity: 

I will never eat fermented Baltic herring with aquavit at Skan
sen or dance the little frogs' dance while wearing wooden clogs 
around the dummest midsummer may pole. I will never let poli
ticians ban buffalo shoes and stretchy sweaters or raise the price 
of hair wax. When Dalanda told me about this, I believed her, 
but I still didn't know the signs were so evident.^^ 

Halim strives to become a free thinker and to make a leap of faith 
from being a gangsta blatte to becoming a thought sultan, but is not 

6 0  Man kan säga det finns tre sorters svennar. Först det är lyxsvennama som spelar maffia fast på 

svennevis. Dom har märicen som är dyra fast ändå dom har små loggor och syns mindre än dyra 

blattemärken. (Svartskallar spelar rika mera ärliga.) (...) 

Ändå lyxsvennama är ganska få för nästan alla i skolan hör till lodisgänget som går klädda i tattar-

trasor med söndriga skinnjackor och jeansen maxat håliga. Ofta dom har total oreda i håren och 

ibland ^ejema har långa sammetskjolar och rutade strumpor. Om man vill bli en av dom man måste 

säga ryssar gör bästa poesin och lyssna på Bob Hund istället for Snoop Doggy Dogg. (...) 

Tredje svennesorten är dansklassama fast egentligen man ser dom inte ofta på skolan för jämt dom 

hänger uppe i balettsalen och tränar träjning. Danstjejema är pyttesmala och har knutfrisyr och 

killarna är kanske fyra-fem stycken per klass och ger alltid leenden på skolfotot som riktiga bogar. 

Alla dansklassare går med tårna utåt och ryggen rak som värsta bräda. 37 

61 Aldrig jag kommer äta sur strönmiing med sillnubbe på Skansen eller dansa smågrodor i träskor 

runt töntigaste midsommarstång. Aldrig jag kommer låta politikerna förbjuda buffalos eller spän-

niströjor eller höja hårvaxpriser. När Dalanda berättade jag trodde henne, men ändå jag visste inte 

tecknen var så här tydliga. 56 



aware of his unchanging and bounded ontological status. A thought 
sultan is merely another type of Matte, an intellectual and free
thinker, whose main acquired skill is the ability to discern znXx-blatte 
conspiracies organized by Swedes. As a non-heritage Swede, or a 
blatte, he is a cultural and linguistic hybrid. 

The meaning of the concept thought sultan is determined by one's 
Arabic ethnicity and Muslim religious beliefs; the second word of the 
compound, sultan, implies the existence of a certain authority or 
power exerted over a group of people of the same Muslim confes
sion. The word tanke, or thought, gives the prototypical thought sul
tan a reflective quality, similar to the one of a philosopher of relig
ion. In Halim's words, however, the concept acquires a new meaning 
contextualized in contemporary Sweden, designating an immigrant 
with intellectual preoccupations and an uncanny ability to identify 
manifestations of assimilationist subversiveness in the political, pub
lic, and personal spheres dominated by Swedes. The kind of power 
Halim attributes a thought sultan is exercised subversively in the 
name of the anti-Swedish Revolution rather than the religion of the 
Koran, and confers this special kind of blatte a higher status among 
its non-heritage Swedish peers due to his critical cunning. Yet this 
semantic distance from the word's connotative and denotative mean
ings becomes a very efficient stylistic device, meant to induce the 
reader's mistrust of the main character as a reliable narrator. 
Although Halim gladly trusts his readers with overdetermined clari
fications of the concept thought sultan, he never gives a straightfor
ward justification for his need to coin such a concept. What is his 
inner motivation and what are the sociocultural circumstances com
pelling him to create a new word? A preliminary answer to these 
questions is to be found in the concept's referential scope: when 
looking at the reality surrounding Halim, there is virtually no evi
dence of the existence of a referent for the concept thought sultan. 
His father Otman, Nourdine, and Dalanda are the only people in 
Halim's life who have stronger ties with the Arabic world and its 



predominantly Muslim culture, but they lack the dominance neces
sary to become thought sultans - the father is not a practicing Mus
lim nor does he beUeve in the Revolution; Nourdine cannot speak 
Swedish well enough to find a job as an actor, while Dalanda is a 
woman, thus carmot be a sultan, and turns out to be merely an epi
sodic presence in the narrative. 

In other words, thought sultan is a higher position in the blatte ontol
ogy, and Halim strives to occupy it. Its etymological makeup is in
spired by Arabic culture, while its referential scope is imaginary, 
modified by Halim's own fictitious understanding of it. The con
cept's newly acquired meaning is significant for the understanding of 
Halim's psychological disposition throughout the novel - it is the 
embodiment of his need to dominate and control an entirely diasporic 
world he constructs from indistinct memories of early childhood in 
Morocco, information collected from Dalanda, and fragments of 
conversation with his father. Halim creates a world much like a dias
poric collage, as the expression of his need to ground himself in a 
world outside of Sweden that feels familiar and welcoming. More
over, the entire narrative is the representation of Halim's struggle to 
combine the two worlds he Ukes to inhabit, namely contemporary 
Sweden and an imaginary diasporic land of thought sultans. 
In his study of identity and migration, Iain Chambers speaks of iden
tity as an unresolved, open-ended process, as the self s lifelong jour
ney that comes to a merely temporary rest in personal or sociocul-
tural categories (Chambers 1994). Stereotypes and personal classifi
cations do not provide a sense of reality that is sufficiently complex 
to account for individual identities. Halim's search for a Moroccan 
Swedish identity is constituted also through partial identifications 
with people around him that play a dominant role in his Ufe. While 
these reflections of the self in other people's destinies give a certain 
clarity to Halim's understanding of his own position in the world, 
they do not give the narrative a sense of completion at the end. The 



main character's ontological negotiations with the world around him 
are meant to continue past the confines of the narrative frame: 

In this movement our sense of identity can never be resolved. I 
might self-consciously try to halt the journey and seek shelter in 
the comforting categories of being, let us say, white, British and 
male, and thereby cut off further conversation. But the move
ment in which we all are caught, the languages and histories 
into which we are thrown, and in which we appear, lies beyond 
such individual volition. 25 

Throughout the novel, Halim observes his father's behavior closely 
in order to identify elements of either blatte or non-blatte behavior 
and defines his own identity in relation to his understanding of his 
father's. Father and son are similar in many respects, but fail to agree 
on the necessity of a blatte Revolution Halim believes in so strongly. 
In a discussion with Dalanda, Halim reaches an understanding of his 
father's migrant identity as being fundamentally flexible and easily 
adaptive to new environments. But all these feats are depicted as 
negative, since they are socially progressive and threaten the goals of 
the blatte Revolution that grounds itself in traditions, conservative 
values, and resistance to assimilation into Swedish society. In other 
words, Halim strives to be an intellectual, like his father, but also 
wants to take the émigré legacy a step further and become a true 
thought sultan in the name of the Revolution. 

Although never directly present in the story, the mother figure can be 
regarded as one of the most powerful driving forces in Halim's quest 
for personal identity. In Halim's rather indistinct memories, she is a 
nurturing, grounding figure, who introduced her son to Arabic cul
ture in a way that not even Dalanda or his own father did. And 
Halim's narrative can be considered a sublimated search for his lost 
mother, an attempt to re-create her by writing about her, and a phase 
of the mourning process. In metaphoric terms, Halim's need to con
struct a personal identity grounded in his family's ethnic background 



can be looked at as the manifestation of his sadness to have lost his 
mother and his unconscious attempt to bring her to life once more. 

Dalanda is a powerful feminine presence in HaUm's life, especially 
at the beginning of the novel. She is a Libyan Swede, who idealizes 
the cultures of the Arabic speaking countries, despises Sweden's 
integration policy for being essentially assimilationist, and inculcates 
Halim with both a love for his parents' cultural heritage and a fun
damentalist, racist understanding of the world and its diversity: 

'My little dreamer. You know well what we say in Egypt: a 
man without a language is like a...' 

'... humpless camel - worthless.' 

Dalanda nodded pleased. 

'Right. I know that with Allah's help you will soon start writing 
Arabic just as well as you're speaking it. Inshallah!' (...) 

Then Dalanda told me how she was a bit worried because now 
more and more Bosnians are moving to our old harbor. 

'I've never really liked Yugoslavians', she explained. 'I like to 
say that one should always think twice before trusting people 
who rape and wage war on their neighbors.' 

I nodded to show that I agreed. When we hugged and said good 
bye I smelled the veil and a bit of the henna tattoo and some 
memories burned me deep down inside and then all turned nor
mal again.®  ̂

62 'Min lilla drömmare. Du vet väl vad man säger i Egypten: en man utan språk är som en...' 

"... kamel utan puckel - värdelös.' 

Dalanda nickade nöjd. 

'Just precis. Jag vet att med Allahs hjälp kommer du snart kunna skriva arabiska lika bra som du 

pratar. Inshallah!'(...) 

Sen Dalanda berättade att hon var lite orohg för nu ännu mera bosnier har flyttat till vår gamla port. 



The surrogate for a mother figure, Dalanda exerts a powerful influ
ence over Halim and represents a point of stability in his life. In a 
sense, Halim's emotional attachment to Dalanda justifies both his 
willingness to learn from her and his uncritical attitude toward as
similating information from her. Interestingly, however, Dalanda's 
character is constructed as diametrically opposed to the figure of the 
father. While Dalanda stresses the superiority of Arabic culture and 
the need for creating and maintaining a sense of personal identity 
based on diasporic imagination, Otman encourages his son to learn 
Swedish and always proudly assert his cultural belonging to Sweden. 
In a discussion about Otman, Dalanda states: 

'Do you want to know what I think? I think that your father is 
one of those intellectuals. I think that he's a chameleon that 
switches environments and adjusts well. Becomes a new per
son, forgets history and traditions. In Lybia we have a proverb 
about the similarity between intellectuals and limping camels. 
You know why?' 

'No, tell me.' 

'Because none of them will ever start a revolution.®  ̂

Otman is arguably the most complex figure in the Halim's fictional 
world. In Halim's eyes, the father lacks the ability to impersonate 

'Jag bar alltid haft svåit for jugoslaver', hon förklarade. 'Jag brukar säga att man alltid ska tänka 

två gånger innan man litar på folk som startar krig och våldtar sina grannar.' 

Jag nickade for att visa jag höll med. När vi kramades hejdå jag kände lukten av slöjtyg och också 

lite av hennatatuering och inuti det sved av några mitmen och sen allt blev normal igen. 13 

63 Vill du veta vad jag tror_ Jag tror din pappa är en sån där intellektuell. Jag tror han är en ka-

maleont som byter miljö och anpassar sig. Blir son ny, glömmer all tradition och historia. I l ibyen 

har vi ett ordspråk som säger att det finns en likhet mellan dom intellektuella och halta kameler. Vet 

du varför? 

'Nej, berätta.' 

'Eftersom ingen av dom någonsin kommer att göra revolution' 32 



Arabic traditions and become a spiritual role model to his son. He 
reacts negatively to Dalanda's racist ideas and scolds his son when 
he hears his understanding of the world as an essentially ethnic uni
verse dominated by Arabs. Otman drinks alcohol, going against one 
of the rules of conduct of a true Muslim, and considers religion a 
subjective, individual practice. To Halim's question as to whether he 
prays on a daily basis, the father answers: 

Not that often (he prays). Not any longer, but only when he 
feels like it. I think that religion is all about this. About doing 
what makes you feel good. A Swedish priest said something 
like: there's a bridge connecting faith and peace of mind. And 
that sounds even better in Swedish: Connecting faith and pleas
ure there's a bridge.^ 

Otman is against his son's acts of social and cultural resistance. He 
believes that Halim should embrace his knowledge of Swedish and 
regard his status as Swede as a unique opportunity in life. In a con
versation about Halim's linguistic rebellion against standard Swed
ish, Otman shows no sympathy or consideration toward his son's 
refusal to use standard Swedish: 

I know what they say about language... but you have to under
stand that Swedish is the most important... look at me... I know 
what can happen when you don't know the language... 

I ignored him, but he kept going. 

'If you don't speak perfect Swedish you're going to turn out 
like Nourdine or Samir's cousin... you're going to be a real 
gangster and criminal... an outsider, Uke the goalie in Glasgow, 

64 Inte så ofta (ber han). Inte nu för tiden, men när jag känner för det. Men jag tror att religionen 

handlar om just det. Att man ska göra det som får en att må bäst. Det finns en svensk präst som har 

sagt så här: det går en bro från tro till ro. Och på svenska blir det ännu bättre: Från tro till ro det går 

en bro. (115) 



who just sits on the bench every game... hmm this is it... I don't 
think that the Finn has played one single game in Glasgow... he 
just sits there on the bench waiting... and waiting. But that's 
life... I've learned the lesson. 

Sometimes people want you, while other times you're out... 
waiting...®  ̂

Halim is convinced that his father, Otman, has betrayed the cause of 
what he calls "Kampen" or "the revolution," by abandoning his eth
nic and religious duties. The image of the father as a revolutionary 
blatte is yet another example of historic confusion; in other terms, 
Halim's superimposition of historical events and bits of ideologies is 
another manifestation of his creative penchant for cultural hybridity 
faithful to the spirit of pop-culture. Halim uses Marxist concepts that 
were popular in Sweden in the decades immediately following War 
World n and re-contextualizes them in a contemporary setting - the 
social group resisting mainstream culture, the dominance of conven
tional and traditional values, and the dangers of capitalism is now 
replaced by the blatte community, who has to resist assimilationist 
tendencies, integrationist policies, and linguistic purism, and take 
pride in their non-Swedish group identity. Much like the '70s hippie 
Revolution that was the intellectualized and Utopian Western replica 
of Marxism in place in the countries beyond the Iron Curtain, 
Halim's version of the Revolution is founded on a Swedish adapta
tion of American hip-hop culture. Halim's expectation that his father 
display a revolutionary spirit can also be regarded as an indirect ref-

65 'Jag vet vad dom säger om språket... men du måste fatta att svenskan är viktigast... titta på mig... 

jag vet vad som händer om man inte kan språket...' 

Jag ignorerade men ändå han fortsatte. 

'Om du inte talar perfekt svenska blir du som Nourdine eller han Samirs kusin... du kommer att bli 

en riktig gangster och förbrytare... du blir utanför, som målisen i Glasgow, som bara sitter där på 

bänken vaije match... mm så är det... jag tror inte den där finnen har spelat en enda match i Glas

gow... bara sitter där på bänken och väntar och väntar... och väntar. Men så är det i livet... det har 

jag lätt mig. Ibland är man behövd och ibland blir man över... och väntar...' 130 



erence to the Moroccan resistance to the French occupation up to the 
1960s or perhaps even the intellectuals' resistance to the abusive 
exercise of political power during the Years of the Lead under mon
arch Hassan n .  Halim internalizes these historical and social phe
nomena through contextualization in a Swedish setting where true 
Mattar are revolutionaries protesting the Swedes' linguistic, social, 
and cultural domination. 

Toward the end of the novel, Otman and Halim grow closer. In the 
final scene of the novel, Otman, Halim and family friend Nourdine 
eat kebab at a small restaurant on Södermalm, called Jerusalem Ke
bab, and amuse themselves reading the bilingual logo typed on nap
kins: 

Father pointed at the text in Arabic written on the napkin and 
said that I should read it. I managed to read it letter by letter 
with quite a lot of help from both of them. Finally, I got how 
awesome it was. Father looked at the napkin for a while and 
muttered: 

'In Swedish they write 'Oriental Specialties' and in Arabic 'We 
will be back.' Jerusalem Kebab. It's a beautiful napkin. Really 
beautiful.' 

Nourdine and I nodded in sync. I though that father is uncover
ing hidden messages like a true thought sultan and sometimes 
it's obvious that he's my father. 

When we got out, it started snowing again. I put a napkin in my 
pocket and pulled the fez down over my ears. On my way home 
I felt proud cuz I know that nobody will ever destroy us.̂  ̂

66 Pappa pekade på arabiska texten på servetten och sa jag skulle läsa. Med ganska mycket hjälp 

från båda jag bokstaverade texten. Äntligen jag förstod dess mäktighet. Pappa kollade länge på 

servetten och mumlade: 

'På svenska skriver dom 'Orientaliska specialiteter' och på arabiska 'Vi kommer att återvända'. 

Jerusalem Kebab. Det är en vacker servett. Väldigt vacker.' 



The three main characters meet in their understanding of a joke inac
cessible to non-Arabic speakers. In a kebab restaurant owned by mi
grants from Palestine, the Swedish version of the logo is decidedly 
trying to sell the food to Westerners, by calling kebab an "Oriental 
specialty," while the Arabic text is a double entendre, referencing the 
proverbial phrase: "We'll be back." As a multilayered reference to 
the Christian Messianic message, the threat voiced numerous times 
by both parties involved in our contemporary War on Terror, and the 
more popular Hollywood film Terminator, this polysemous state
ment anchors Halim's narrative in contemporary reality and its 
global conflicts. The ending is a statement about the ubiquity of the 
us/them dichotomy and places the entire narrative in the realm of the 
metaphor - An Eye Red (Ett öga rött) represents life in contemporary 
Sweden and is at the same time an illustration of social realities that 
take place everywhere in the world. 

Linguistic hybridity: experiment and sublimation 
The greater ideological objective of An Eye Red is to prove the futil
ity and paradoxical nature of a worldview based on the dichotomy 
us/them, and language is arguably the most powerful narrative in
strument used to illustrate this point. Khemiri constructs a language 
with unique characteristics, which he calls halimska in an attempt to 
evade categorization as either a dialectal variation or a pidgin of 
standard Swedish, or as immigrant/ Rinkeby Swedish. I call 
Khemiri's attempt to construct a language that positions itself in a 
higher ideological realm, going beyond the language of us and them, 
linguistic sublimation. 

Nourdine och jag nickade i takt. Jag tänkte pappa hittar smugglade budskap som en äkta tankesul

tan och ibland det mäiks han är just min pappa. 

När vi kom ut på gatan det hade böqat snöa igen. Jag sparade en servett till jackfickan och drog 

fezturbanen över öronen. Hela vägen hem jag gick mellan pappa och Nourdine och kände stolthet 

för jag vet ingen någonsin kommer kunna knäcka oss. (252) 



The process of linguistic sublimation can be identified textually in 
the form of two distinct narrative strategies that operate on the axis: 
local-global-hybrid. The first such stylistic strategy is the invalida
tion of the dichotomy us/them by pointing to the more complex, nu-
anced and problematic nature of the realities it attempts to describe. 

More specifically, Halim finds inspiration in vocabulary and syntac
tic modifications reminding of the Northern BotkjTka slang used by 
The Latin Kings in their rapping, to which he adds new words he 
attributes to Halim. The creation of a language such as halimska is a 
proof of the complex and private nature of the relationship each 
speaker creates with his language. In the case of Otman or Nourdine 
who are native speakers of Arabic, certain more regular linguistic 
changes occur when they speak Swedish - such a pidgin variant of 
Swedish can be investigated and measured by tracing patterns of 
change based on Arabic grammar, vocabulary, and syntax. Halim's 
command of Swedish is undoubtedly very good, while his knowl
edge of Arabic is limited to everyday dialectal use in interactions 
with his father, Dalanda, and Nourdine. His fictional language, 
halimska, is created as a personal language that combines Dogge's 
use of slang with new words he coins himself, and acts as a symbolic 
gesture of social and cultural resistance to the threat of complete 
assimilation into Swedish society. By re-contextualizing Dogge's 
language in a novelistic textual reality, he turns it into a literary en
tity and distances it even more from its original speakers, teenagers 
living in Northern Botkyrka in the mid-1990s, making it Halim's 
personal linguistic construct that cannot fit in any larger sociolinguis-
tic category. 

Another narrative strategy used by Khemiri in order to create linguis
tic sublimation is to represent halimska as a kind of global linguistic 
phenomenon. It is a language Halim creates in order to evade writing 
in standard Swedish or Arabic - by writing in a language other than 
Arabic, he avoids admitting that he never really learned written stan
dard Arabic; by writing in halimska, he undermines the assimilation-



ist power of standard Swedish. Moreover, halimska is a fictional 
language, thus surpassing geographic borders into an imaginary pri
vate space that cannot be tied directiy to any specific nationalistic 
symbolism.^' 

In other words, halimska is a gesture of resistance to the nationalistic 
concern with maintaining standard Swedish within the limits of "cor
rect" language use and measure with high scientific precision all 
linguistic changes produced at the contact of Swedish with other 
languages spoken by immigrants to Sweden. In this sense, halimska 
carries an ideological weight similar to the one of the other works 
under critical scrutiny in this study - although halimska is a linguistic 
construction that stands separate from slang spoken in Northern Bot
kyrka it is inspired by, it is a postmodern, fictional statement for the 
necessity to raise above ethnic differences and discrimination. 
Halimska is a hybrid linguistic entity constructed by a non-heritage 
teenager who speaks Swedish better than Arabic, believes in hip-hop 
and the blatte revolution, while creating an imaginary reality for him 
as compensation for a reality far from perfect. 

Hip-hop: sampling and authorial reliability 
On numerous occasions, the author Jonas Hassen Khemiri mentioned 
hip-hop culture as the primary source of inspiration for the debut 
novel. An Eye Red. And hip-hop symbols, central themes, structural 
strategies such as sampling and self-referentiality, and linguistic ex
perimentation are pervading the narrative to such a degree that, by a 
critical stretch, the novel could be considered the extended prosaic 
replica of a rap song. On a structural level. An Eye Red anchors itself 
in the tradition of global hip-hop, while thematically, it aligns itself 

67 This idea is further developed and explores in Khemiri's second novel, Montecore, which is 

written partly in standard Swedish and partly in Swedish mixed with French as spoken by a North 

African native speaker of Arabic. 



with the more specific version of Swedish hip-hop set in Stockholm 
and representing the émigré experience. 

In his 1990 discussion of cultural identity and the diaspora, Stuart 
Hall speaks of identity as a dynamic process of identification with 
certain realities in the context of a historical and cultural discourse. 
The formation of the self finds temporary and approximate moments 
of stability in these moments of positioning inside a certain discourse 
and tradition: "Cultural identities are the points of identification, the 
unstable points of identification or suture, which are made, within the 
discourses of history and culture. Not an essence but a positioning" 
(395). Halim constructs a blatte identity for himself, grounded in the 
musical, linguistic, and social tradition of hip-hop culture. 

Although operating in different genres, Halim's narrative perspective 
reminds of The Latin Kings' poetic voice - they are both creative 
black heads, who look at the world through their own blatte eyes. 
Their narrative universe revolves around blatte figures and is 
founded on the reversal of the ideological axis center-periphery posi
tioning heritage Swedes in the center and identifying immigrant 
communities as marginal, inferior, and essentially different. In other 
words, both narrators construct their fictional worlds by reversing 
reahties identified as typically Swedish or non-Swedish in order to 
create representations of the ethnic other - they place the figure of 
the blatte centrally and turn ethnic Swedes into marginal figures. 
Additionally, their works are parodies of contemporary Sweden as a 
nation harboring two segregated ethnic communities. Their narrators 
are unreliable and distance themselves from the realities they repre
sent through the use of genre-specific devices as well as rhetoric 
tools such as irony, sarcasm, and situational comic. Moreover, 
Khemiri's novel places the concept of ethnicity in the center and 
deconstructs programmatically all its constitutive elements - lan
guage, ethnic heritage, cultural expression, the sense of belonging to 
a community, and ethnic identity. He represents all of these elements 
constitutive of ethnicity with exaggerated imagery, and symbols, 



with the help of stereotypes about immigrants and the émigré experi
ence in general. 

To Halim, hip-hop culture represents the only acceptable kind of 
social behavior, since it is grounded in a sense of rebelliousness and 
resistance to all forms of authority, attempting to sublimate anger and 
frustration in scratching, dancing, rapping, and graffiti writing. And 
the most appealing reality to Halim is tagging, which is a simplified 
form of graffiti writing, mostly as a manifestation of his feelings of 
alienation and frustration with ethnic discrinaination by Swedes. In 
the greater process of shaping an identity built on ethnicity and a 
sense of belonging to a community, Halim's writing of his own name 
on walls around the city acts as a kind of symbolic self-affirmation, a 
visual manifestation of the only power he can exert over other peo
ple, and a metaphorical projection of his desired thought sultan iden
tity: 

I promised that starting now those cunts will regret trying to 
turn Halim into a humpless camel and now we're at war cuz 
Hannibal's and Saladin's relatives NEVER give up. Before I 
went back to the class room I attacked two bathrooms by the 
crafts' room, drew all over the bad tags and filled every single 
tile with black stars and moons.̂  ̂

In the spirit of hip-hop, Halim portrays himself as a typical over-
sexualized man, enjoying the company of women on a physical level. 
In Halim's mind, sexuality is regarded as an ethnic marker for men 
of Arabic descent, differentiating them from the much more feminine 
Swedes. As an established thought sultan living in the ivory tower 
located in old Bagdad, Halim gets the attention and interest of nu
merous women due exclusively to his unusually refined intelligence: 

68 Jag lovade från nu fittoma kommer ångra dom försöker göra om Halim till en puckellös kamel 

och nu det är totalkrig för släktingar till Hannibal och Saladin ger sig ALDRIG. Innan jag gick 

tillbaka till klassen jag attackerade två toaletter nära slöjdsalen, kryssade alla keffa tags och fyllde 

vaije kakel med svatta stjärnor och månar. 22 



I was sitting in geography class feeling like an old Arabic scien
tist with fez and snail-like shoes who lives in a tower (maybe in 
old Bagdad). I had binoculars that saw all the way to Europe 
and smoked so much that all the other wise men looked at my 
tower with a mix of hatred and curiosity. Moreover, I was the 
best Cosmonova and lots of girls wanted to come to my tower 
to smoke shisha and later just fuckcuz I was so phat smart. (Of 
course, I would diss them big time, cuz Marit is the only one for 

Yet another time, Halim compensates unsatisfactory reality with an 
imagined world where he would be the object of everybody's envy 
and the center of women's attention - instead of being a rebellious 
and aggressive teenager, with no girlfriend and very few friends, he 
thinks of himself as a classical Arabic scholar with a rapper's sex 
appeal. 

Hip-hop's powerful presence in HaUm's life is evident in his narra
tive too, where he makes use of hip-hop's main structural rule of 
sampling, adapting it to literary text. He creates a fictional world 
composed of images, memories, thoughts from everyday life mixed 
in a narrative collage-like composition with the imaginary reality of 
an abstract diasporic homeland. On a structural level, HaUm creates a 
polyphonic text, combining descriptive passages with dialog, direct 
questions addressed to the reader with paraphrases of hip-hop songs, 
and diary fragments with letter writing style: 

69 Jag satt där på geograiin och kände mig som gammal arabisk vetenskapsman med fez och 

snabelskor som bodde i tom (kanske gamla Bagdad). Jag hade kikare som läckte hela vägen till 

Europa och rykte som gjorde att andra lärda tittade på mitt tom med blandad hat och nyfikenhet. 

Dessutom jag var värsta kosmonovan och hade massa gussar som ville komma till mitt tom för att 

röka shisha och sen baza bara for jag var så grymmish klokish. (Såklart dom skulle få fetdiss för 

Marit är min enda.) (109) 



It's weird. I didn't really feel like writing. Then I started and 
couldn't stop. It often feels this way when I write my book. 
Maybe you're just reading the text, thinking that it's totally out 
there. What can I say? I write honest things, and if you'd much 
rather read false things go ahead and read some other text, by 
some nerdy Swedish philosopher. Plus if you think, I swear that 
I'll shit all over you (and your family). 

I own you! 

PS: It's a bit later now. Want to explain so you can understand. 
I think that it's important to be real, and to think that way when 
you're writing. But at the same time, I admit that I don't write 
about EVERYTHING, for instance I don't write that much 
about hand jobs. Not because I'm ashamed of it, but rather cuz 
the whole text would only be about masturbation. 

PS2: Even later now. I just want to say one last thing before I 
fall alseep. I remember that thing I wrote on the alarm in the 
satellite dish store? That wasn't really one hundred percent true 
cuz they didn't have a real alarm. Just that kind of fake door 
alarm. But if they had a real alarm, I could have done what I 
wrote for sure.™ 

70 Det är konstigt. Egentligen jag var inte skrivsugen. Sen jag böljade och kunde inte sluta. Så det 

känns ofta när jag sitter med skrivboken. Kanske du som läser texten bara tycker den är fett flum-

mig. Vad kan jag säga? Jag skriver äiiigt och om du hellre vill läsa falskhet du kan läsa annan text 

av töntsvennefilosof. Dessutom om du tycker, jag svär jag bajsar på dig (och hela din släkt). 

Jag äger dig! 

PS: Nu det är lite senare. Vill förklara så du fattar: Jag tänker det är viktigt man är riktig, och på 

samma sätt man måste tänka när man skriver. Men samtidigt visst, jag erkänner jag skriver inte om 

ALLT. Till exempel jag skriver inte så mycket om runkishar. Inte for jag skäms utan mera for det 

skulle mest bU text om runka hela tiden. 

PS2: Ännu lite senare. Vill bara säga sista sak innan jag somnar. Du vet det där som jag skrev om 

larmet i parabolbutiken? Egentligen det var inte riktigt totalt hundrasant eftersom dom inte hade 



Halim has the uncanny ability to code switch between standard 
Swedish, dialectal Arabic, and his modified version of slang spoken 
in Northern Botkyrka and used by The Latin Kings in their rapping, 
called halimska. More specifically, he transcribes conversations held 
in standard Swedish in his hip-hop inspired slang, coins new con
cepts, translates conversations fi-om Arabic into flawless standard 
Swedish, and carries a conversation about hip-hop with his teacher, 
Alex, in an English whose granunar reminds of Swedish. Language 
and hip-hop meet in Halim's fictional world and contribute to the 
definition of a unique identity positioned in an in-between sociocul-
tural space. 

Khemiri and his blattar in the public sphere 
Khemiri's public persona had been shaped significantly by the public 
debate brought forth by the publication of his controversial debut 
novel, namely whether or not the concept immigrant writer (invan-
draiförfattare) could be used as a literary historical categorizational 
tool to describe his literary activity. In a study of book reviews about 
Khemiri's debut novel published in the Swedish written press, '"The 
Flying blatte Swedish' - reviewers writing about language in An Eye 
Red"̂  ̂ Roger Källström classifies and examines the opinions of 
thirty three reviewers from the written press across the Swedish me
dia spectrum, with regard to language use in the novel. Källström's 
textual analysis indicates seven socio-linguistic concepts to denote 
Khemiri's halimska, three out of which acknowledge its fictional 
character by referring to it as a "constructed/made-up language." 
This study is particularly interesting as it describes the public recep
tion of Khemiri's novelistic experiment and shows proof of the gen
eral tendency to regard An Eye Red as yet another social illustration 
of social otherness of the immigrant, non-Swedish kind: 

riktiga larm. Bara såna där fejklarmbågar vid utgången. Men om dom hade haft riktiga larm såklart 

jag skulle gjort det jag skrev. 81 

71 '"Flygande blattesvenska' - recensenter om språket i An Eye Red" 



Table 2. Terms and frequency >1 (number of reviews) 
Terms Number of reviews 
Rinkeby Swedish 12 (7 safeguarding) 
broken Swedish 8 
blatte Swedish 5 
new Swedish 5(1 safeguards) 
immigrant Swedish 4(1 safeguards) 
suburban Swedish 3 

7 2  made-up Swedish/made-up language 3 
Although Källström's article is not the object of critical investigation 
in this study, it is interesting to note his authorial preference for the 
concept blatte Swedish (blattesvenska) in the title that describes the 
socio-linguistic phenomenon he examines, which he turns into a 
poststructuralist, Derridian floating signifier with Biblical connota
tion, and chooses to position himself at a critical distance by render
ing it in quotation marks. 

The autobiographical tone of the novel and the use of language draw
ing heavily from The Latin Kings' version of slang from Southern 
Botkyrka/ Alby area were made to be uncontested proofs of the au
thor's immigrant status pervading his work. The more or less fic
tional closeness between Halim the narrator and Jonas Hassen 
Khemiri the author has proved to be more powerful than any of the 
author's attempts to prove the contrary. 

72 Tabell 2. Betedaungskategorier med frekvens >1 (antal recensioner) 

Beteckningskategori Antal recensioner 

rinkebysvenska 12 (7 garderar sig) 

bruten svenska 8 

blattesvenska S 

nysvenska 5 ( 1  garderar sig) 

invandrarsvenska 4 ( 1  garderar sig) 

förortssvenska 3 

konstruerad svenska/konstruerat språk 3 



Moreover, it is fair to say that our fascination with the novel is also 
partly due to the narrator's ability to position himself in the very 
heart of ideological conflict, at the crossing of assimilative political 
and social tendencies and racism with liberal thinking that strives for 
an image of Sweden as a nation able to celebrate its cultural hybrid-
ity.Khemiri's response to the public reception of his debut novel was 
dual - on the one hand, he persistently pointed to the authenticity 
debate as the real theme of his novel and encouraged his readers to 
think critically of his creative use of Swedish as a means to question 
the tacitly accepted and apparently inextricable division of Swedish 
society in us/the Swedes and them/the immigrants. On the other hand, 
he encouraged non-heritage youth to dare to be creative and write, 
despite their lack of confidence in their mastery of standard Swedish. 
More generally, they should not internalize their status as the social 
other and accept their marginality, but have the courage to make 
good use of their rich personal experiences and multi-lingual imagi
nation for creative and social purposes. 

Another interesting aspect of the public blatte discussion in relation 
to cultural production appears to be a Swedish replica of the Ameri
can authenticity debate within hip-hop (Dogge Doggelito, 2005; 
Khemiri Sommarprat 2003). In a Swedish context, one has to have 
been bom to a family of Middle Eastern, Afiican or Eastern Euro
pean descent in an immigrant suburb, in order to be able to be con
sidered a blatte. The general discussion of belonging to a locality and 
ethnicity granting one authentic blatte status has also transferred into 
the realm of literature, where Khemiri's literary production has been 
accused of being inauthentic, abusing the language of true immi
grants who were not lucky enough to be bom in central Stockholm, 
like our author. Statements as strong as Dogge Doggelito's when 
speaking of language use: 'This is our language; we have discovered 
it, and nobody in central Stockholm can use it to tum it into a busi
ness concept!"'^ seem to want to secure for TLK the image as the 

"statement from an interview in the fall of 2006. 



true voice of the suburbs by anchoring their music and public perso-
nas in the marginal space they represent. Khemiri, however, has al
ways made a point of doing away with ethnicity and locality as crite
ria of esthetic evaluation of artistic production. In his prose and thea
ter plays, slang from southern Stockholm becomes a stylistic, fic
tional tool modified and exploited for its poetic expressivity in order 
to create a postmodern narrative about ethnicity. 

His second novel, Montecore and the play. Invasion, staged at Stad
steatern in Stockholm starting in the spring of 2006 have established 
Khemiri as an author whose intellectual and narrative preoccupations 
center on issues such as identity, a sense of personal belonging to a 
community, ethnicity as ontology, and linguistic and cultural hybrid-
ity. Language is an active participant in the narrative dialogue among 
Khemiri's texts and their readers. Montecore'& experimentation with 
language turns the discussion about non-Swedish immigrant identity 
into a universal one about the condition of migrants, their mental, 
emotional, cultural, linguistic, and geographic journey. In a sense 
with the publication of his second novel and the staging of his first 
play, Khemiri has managed to take himself out of the blatte authen
ticity debate by carving out a place for himself in the Swedish liter
ary history as a thinker and author interested in the émigré experi
ence as a universal, ontological and inherently hybrid category sur
passing both national borders and the limitations of a view of the 
world based on dichotomies. 



Concluding remarks 
This study's argument is about degrees of visibility. It is about at
tempts at negotiating sociocultural, ethnic, literary, musical, and fil
mic visibility in contemporary Sweden's public sphere. During most 
of the 20*** century, being an immigrant was synonjmious with a state 
of social marginality, an almost total absence from the cultural 
world, and a non-negotiable, assigned economic role in Swedish 
society. 

A new kind of ethnic identity emerged in the mid-1990's and has 
since then been captured in artistic form by a young generation rep
resented the creators of the works analyzed in this study, The Latin 
Kings, Jonas Hassen Khemiri, and Josef Fares. Their autobiographi
cal works represent the émigré experience in its complexity - lan
guages blend, generations clash in their understanding of old and 
new traditions, social realities in the new country are compared to the 
memory of the ones left behind in the homeland, and the need for 
integration contrasted with racism and discrimination. These works 
are testimony to the general need for the affirmation of immigrant 
identity in the public life of a country that both heritage and non-
heritage Swedes consider their home. The émigré experience is a 
way of life with its beauty and difficulties, surpassing national 
boundaries and resisting categorization as simply non-Swedish. 

The Latin Kings rap poetry, Jonas Hassen Khemiri's novels and 
Josef Fares's films inscribe themselves in a new cultural tradition in 
Sweden. Their authors are not merely immigrant writers, filmmakers, 
or musicians that form a new creative trend or a new "-ism." Along
side otherŝ "*, they are creators who attempt to define a new kind of 
Swedish identity, grounded in hybridity and the need to escape duali
ties that organize communities and their cultural production into us 

74 Other young artists whose works explore various aspects of the émigré expenence are Daniel 
Boyacioglu, Johannes Anyuru, Timbuktu, Laleh, Miko Lazic, Reza Parsas, Reza Baghers, Peter 
Birro, Geir Hansteen Jörgensen, Amir Chamdin, Mark Hammaiberg, and even Uikas Moodysson. 
The list keeps getting longer every day. 



and them, local and foreign, or dominant and immigrant. Although 
problematic in its own tum, hybridity is a certain reality in today's 
increasingly global world. 

In the past ten years, Sweden has been undergoing a process of social 
transformation that can be understood as a move from the assimila-
tionist treatement of immigrants, characteristic of the greater part of 
the 20"* century to an integrationist view of migration starting to gain 
ground around the turn of the century. With the formation of a sec
ond generation of immigrants, bom in Sweden with the acute aware
ness of their mixed heritage, the national discourse of Swedish-ness 
has started to be reconsidered. Noticeable efforts are made on the 
official plane, where legislature is revised in order to be bias-free and 
organizations such as The Integration Board (Integrationsverket, 
active from 1998 until 2007) are created to facilitate the acceptance 
of integration at institutional level. Non-profit organizations, such as 
the Red Cross Sweden, incorporate refugee and inmiigrant integra
tion into their agendas, while academic researchers begin to express 
more interest in the multiple aspects of this transitional process. In 
more general terms, one is no longer expected to speak the national 
language without an accent, to have Nordic heritage, as proved by 
blue eyes and a fair complexion to be considered Swedish. 
Although the rode to full acceptance of this new, multi-cultural or
ganization of the world is long and treacherous, the multiple changes 
in the past years as illustrated by the works above are indicative of 
undeniable progress. The works discussed in the present study are 
artistic attestation of this reality. One could go as far as to argue that 
the role of this young generation of artists is to raise awareness for 
the immanent existence of a new kind of Swede and the necessity to 
accept this new reality. 

The blatte concept encapsulates this process of transformation. Its 
meaning is dual, both discriminatory and empowering, depending on 
the context. When used as a tool of self-identification, it expresses 
camaraderie among people proud of their mixed cultural heritage. 



When used as an ethnic marker to isolate a group of people with fea
tures that can be characterized as non-Swedish, it becomes a dis
criminatory term alongside its synonyms, black head, immigrant 
{immigrant, invandrare). Blatte is a metaphor that stands for the state 
of affairs in contemporary Sweden. 

This study's argument is centered on the representation of the émigré 
experience and the artistic production of blatte identity, touching 
upon other aspects worthy of extensive critical investigation, such as 
the questions of gender and social class7^ The works discussed in 
this study construct fictional realities dominated by male figures that 
are aware of both the marginal social status conferred by their heri
tage and their exacerbated masculinity. Whether the source of anger 
like in The Latin Kings' lyrics, a troubling reality that fuels Halim's 
identity crisis, or simply an inevitable and irreversible reality of Ufe 
Zozo embraces, marginality is an important aspect of blatte identity. 
The problem of gender is represented as an overt masculinity that 
becomes a source of exoticism - the immigrant rapper takes great 
pride in this mascuhnity, while Halim thinks of his Arabic heritage 
as evidence of potent masculinity, and Roro struggles to negotiate 
between traditional gender-roles in the Lebanese family and his rela
tionship with girlfriend Lisa. This study has addressed these interest
ing problems only in passing, but will hopefully be the object of in 
depth critical analysis in the future. 
While this critical argument focuses on immigrant identity in con
temporary Sweden, the argument can be extrapolated to other na
tional contexts. Sociocultural negotiations occur at the meeting of 
any communities, one dominant and other ones in the minority, re
gardless of national context. The cultural production resulting from 
such social encounters is varied according to the characteristic marks 
of each community and creator, but the social, linguistic, and private 

In his ethnographic study of masculinity and ethnicity in a grade 
school setting, Rickard Jonsson discusses the role of gender connota
tions in the formation of blatte identity discourse. 



negotiation processes bear similarities. In a Western European con
text, a corresponding phenomenon can be easily identified in France, 
the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Great Britain, and to some degree 
in Denmark and Norway. Each country has its own history of migra
tion and its specific politic legislation impacting the immigrant 
communities. All of the above-mentioned countries witness the for
mation of a new generation of artists that represent the émigré ex
perience in each national context, and call for the reconsideration of 
stereotypes and discrimatory categories. They promote hybridity in 
the name of personal freedom. This new direction is indicative of a 
significant transformation in each country's definition of national 
identity when faced with increasing flows of immigrants and grow
ing groups of non-heritage citizens. 

Sociocultural visibility is a process, a continuous and dynamic nego
tiation for the right kind of exposure. Each artist carves his or her 
own place in the public sphere. At the same time, the social reality of 
each country assigns their works a certain meaning as they become 
incorporated in the national historic and artistic tradition. Too much 
emphasis on an author's non-Swedish heritage can easily turn criti
cism of his or her work into an estheticized dicriminatory discourse. 
On the same note, too litfle interest in their representations of the 
émigré experience risks ignoring a new artistic reality for the purpose 
of maintaining a coherent national discourse of ethnic purity and 
assimilation. 

In the same way a psychological complex is developed, visibility in 
the case of these young artists is the result of personal and social 
processes that are hard to control or make sense of. Coined by Theo-
dor Ziehen in 1898, the term "complex," or "feeling-toned complex 
of ideas," was adopted by Carl Jung when he was still a close associ
ate of Sigmund Freud. Jung described a "complex" as a 'node' in the 
unconscious; it may be imagined as a knot of unconscious feelings 
and beliefs, detectable indirectly, through behavior that is puzzling or 
hard to account for. 



The émigré experience can be understood as an (in)visibility com
plex that is symptomatic of our contemporary global world. 
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This book is a study of ethnicity and cultural expression in Sweden 
since the mid-1990s. 

What does it mean to be a blatte? What about being a svenne} 
Stereotypes can sometimes work as categories that help us make sense 
of the world around us, but they can also enhance differences between 
people by making them more visible. Let us say that a svenne is a 
blond, very calm, and law-abiding (the list can go on!) Swede; a hlatte 
is a dark-haired, rebellious young man that speaks Swedish with an 
accent and is proud of his non-Swedish heritage. Could one think of 
hlattar and svennar as good Swedes.' Could any Swede identify with 
either hlattar or svennar, or does one have to be born with one of the 
two identities? 

This book looks for answers to the above questions in musical, liter
ary, and visual works by The Latin Kings, Josef Fares, and Jonas Has-
sen Khemiri. It reads the texts in the social and cultural contexts of 
today's multicultural Sweden and tries to understand the make-up of 
hlattar and svennar as social and cultural metaphors populating the 
fictional worlds of TLK's lyrics, the novel Ett öga rött, and the films 
Jalla! Jalla! and Zozo. 
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